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I NTRODUCTI ON 

The taxonomic description and illustration of radiolarian species 

began in the early eighteen hundreds. Work on the taxono~ of Mesozoic 

and Cenozoic species f10rished in the late nineteenth century, and be

cause these early studies were so impressive in size and scope, no such 

all ing effort has been attempted since. Instead the is 

over the last century has been more on the refinenent of the taxo~ of 

certain • particularly those species and evolutionary lineages which 

have proven to be of interest to biostratigraphers. 

In the last tl«l decades there has been an increased interest in modern 

(extant) found as fossils in the surface sediment of the deep sea. 

Their usefulness as indicators of modern water Masses has been trated 

in the Atlantic, Antarctic and Pacific Oceans. These relationships have 

been used to interpret down-core changes through time. The past 10 years 

have seen an increased s on establishing the statistical relation-

ships the distribution of species (or species groups) and quantita-

tive measures of their environment. These quantitative approaches require 

a) that there be a large collection of surface sediment saMples. and b) 

that the majority of the species preserved in these sediments are known. 

Although the requirenent for a global coverage of surface sediment samples 

has been largely .t. the requi ' for a complete of extant 

radiolarian species has not. Because of the ina~uacies of the radiolarian 

UXOIlOl\Y. researche" have used in SOlI! cases ill-defined and inadequately 

illustrated. poly-specific and even poly-generic ·counting groups· in their 
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studies of the relative abundance of assemblages. Such infonmal groupings 

can easily blur and confuse the distribution patterns and usually make it 

impossible for one researcher to duplicate or use the results of another. 

Researchers working on the CLIMAP project have found the Radiolaria 

to be ex ly useful indicators of Holocene and Pleistocene conditions; 

but as described above, these studies have suffered from the lack of a 

complete and uniform taxonomic guide. The taxonQnic guide for Radiolaria 

presented here is not complete, but it is our first step toward providing 

a unified description and illustration of quantitatively important, extant 

Quaternary Radiolaria together with published infon"ation on their distri-

butions. 
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SYSTEMATICS 

The primary purpose of this guide is to provide a standard 

taxonomic usage so that meaningful comparisons may be made bet;,een 

the counts and subsequent statistical analyses of various investigators. 

In many cases t he taxonomy of Modern radiolarian species is well est

ablished. However, in some instances there are difficulties owing to 

mis identification , poor descriptions and or illustrations, or taxonomic 

prcblems wh ich may be solved only by extensive investigation of lineages. 

It is not the purpose of the present paper to solve all these problems, 

but rather to standardize usage, to upgrade and coordinate descriptions 

and illustrations and to explain certain taxonomic difficulties. 

Since this paper is meant only to be a guide, a conservative 

approach to taxonomy has been adopted and any changes are documented 

and explained in detail. Family level taxonomy is primarily that of 

Riedel (1967) with soae emendations by Goll (1968), Foreman (1973) and 

Petrushevskaya (1975). 
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FORMAT 

For each of the species included herein the following i on 

is given: 

1. Name and author. 

2. References to the origfnal descrfptfon and the lOst i~rtant .adem 
descrfptfons. 

3. Descriptfon: most complete descrfption avaflable and additfonal 
cOllftnts by other authors. 

4. Df~nsfons: lOst relfable dfmensfons avaflable (usually from the 
sa~ source as the descrfptfon) wfth notation of any marked varfatfons 
reported by other authors. 

5. Remarks: notes concernfng locatfon of a IIIOre cOII.,lete synonYhb'. other 
descrfptfons and taxonomfc probl or errors. 

6. Recent Dfstrfbutfon: a cOMPflatfon of dfstrfbutfon data from a number 
of sources. prfmarfly Rfedel (1958). Hays (1965). Benson (1966). 
Nfgrfnf (1967 • 1968. 1970). Lozano (1974). Molfna-Cruz (1975).and 
Robertson (1975). 

7. Photograph or Drawing: usually fMlll! the salll! source as the descrfptfon 
wfth Magnfffcatfons standardfzed to x 233 fn lOst cases. Ffgures are 
p~rposely wfdely spaced to allow for subsequent addftfons to the gufde. 
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GROSS CLASSIFICATIOI. OF DESCRIBED SPECIES 

SUBCLASS Radiolaria Muller 1858 
ORDER Polycystina Ehrenberg 
SUBORDER Spumellaria Ehrenberg 

Riedel 1967 

1. FAMILY Collosphaeridae Muller 1858 

GENUS 

GENUS 

GENUS 

Muller 1858 
tuberosa Haeckel, 1887 

Ehrenberg 1860 
quadrata (Ehrenberg), 1872 

=..;.:=.:..:o:.:...:.::.a zangue6arica (Ehrenberg), 1872 

Haeckel 1887, emend. Nigrin i , 1967 
Haeckel, 1887 

=:..::: :..:.:=.::. 0::-" =:.:..:..:.:.::. Haeckel, 1887 

Ehrenberg 1967 

Muller 1858 
=..:. c..;=c:.:..:.:=.==- po1ysiphonia Haeckel, 1887 

2. FAMILY Actfnommidae Haecke1 1862, Riedel 1967 

GENUS 

GENUS 

GENUS 

Haecke1 1860, ini 1967 
), 1887 

Haecke1, 1887 
grf ni, 1967 

orklund, 1977 
(Jorgensen), 1900 

Loeb1ich and Tappan 1961 
:==.:=.::.:..:.:= dentata (Mast), 1910 

Ehrenberg 1854 
coronata Haecke1, 1887 
cristata Haeckel 1, 1887 
spp. 
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GROSS ClASSIFICATIO~ OF DESCRIBED SPECIES (cont) 

GENUS Hexacontium Haeckel 1881 
SPECIES Hexacontium ~ Jorgensen~_1899 

Hexacontium Icel. 11S117 

Haeckel 1881. emend. Riedel 1971 
r=:~;.:..rt~u~s tetrathala .... s (Haecke1). 1887 
Oiiitartus tetrathalamus ). 1887 

Haeckel 1887 
= ...;.=-=== spp. 

GENUS Haeckel 1887 
Haeckel. 1887 

3. FAMILY Sponguridae Haeckel 1862. eMend. Petrushevskaya 1975 

GENUS 

GENUS 

GENUS 

GENUS 

4. FAMILY 

GENUS 

5. FAMILY 

GENUS 

Ehrenberg 1860 
== '-== dUllitricai Petrushevskaya. 1975 

Haeckel 1860 
cf. elliptica (Ehrenberg). 1872 
21lowaticus Riedel. 1958 
(1) sp. 

Haeckel 1887 
Haeckel. 1887 

Haeckel 1887 
(1) spuaacea Haeckel. 1887 

Haeckel 1881 

Haeckel 1862. Nigrini 1967 
kel. 1887 

Haeckel 1862. emend. Riedel 1967 

Haeckel 1881. Nigrini. 1967 
• 1887 

GENUS Euchitonia Ehrenberg 1860. e-end. Nigrini. 1967 
SPECIES Euchitonia (Ehrenberg). 1872 

Euchfton1a Ehrenberg. 1872 

viii 



• 
GROSS CLASSIFICATION OF DESCRIBED SPECIES (cont) 

GENUS Dtctyocoryne Ehrenberg 1860 
SPECIES Dtctyocoryne profunda Ehrenberg, 1860 

Dictyocoryne truncatum (Ehrenberg), 1861 

GENUS Ehrenberg 1847 
eucltdfs Haeckel, 1887 

Ehrenberg 1860 
tetras 
Ehrenberg 

1860 
Nigrint, 1967 

GENUS St~lodtctya Ehrenberg 1847, ewend. Kozlova 1972 
SPECI~ Stylodictya aculeata Jorgensen, 1905 

Stylodtctya valtdispfna Jorgensen, 1905 

GENUS Haeckel 1881, 
sp. A 
(?) sp. B 

. Kozlova 1972 

GENUS St~lochla~dfum Haeckel 1887 
SPECI~ Stylochla~dtum asterfscus Haeckel, 1887 

GENUS 

GENUS 

6. FAMILY 

Dreyer 1889 
-=- osculosa Dreyer, 1889 

Haeckel 1860 
glactalfs Popofsky group, 1908 

= =-::.:...::;=:=. {7} venus tum (Bailey), 1856 

Haeckel 1881 

GENUS Hexa~le Haeckel 1881 
SPECIES exaplye spp. 

GENUS Octo~e Haeckel 1881 
SPECIES topyle Haeckel, 1887 

GENUS Tetra~le Muller 1858 
SPECIESetrapyle octacantha Muller, 1858 

GENUS prunofle Dreyer 1889 
SPECIESPrunopyle antarctfca Dreyer, 1889 

7. FAMILY Lfthelffdae Haeckel 1862 

GENUS Larco~le Dreyer 1889 
SPECIESarcopyle butschltf Dreyer, 1889 

fx 



GROSS CLASSIFICATION OF DESCRIBED SPECIES (cont) 

GENUS Larcospira Haeckel 1887 
SPECIES larcospira guadrangu1a Haecke1, 1887 

GENUS Lithe1ius Haecke1 1B62 
SPECIES Lithe1ius minor Jorgensen, 1889 

Lithelius nauti10ides Popofsky, 1908 

GENUS PtloS~ira Haecke1 1887 
SPECr S ~ Py10spira octopyle Haecke1, 1887 

GENUS Haeckel 1881 
irema melonia Haecke1, 1887 

SUBORDER Nasse11aria Ehrenberg IB75 

8. FAMILY Plaganiidae Haecke1 1881, Riedel 1967 

GENUS Antarctissa Petrushevskaya 1967 
SPECIES Antarctlssa dentlculata (Ehrenberg), 1844 

Aritarctissa strelkovi Petrushevskaya, 1967 

9. FAMILY Tri 
(-

Haecke1 1881, emend. Go11 1968 
ke1 1862 in Riedel, 1971) 

GENUS Ceratospyrls Ehrenberg 1847 
SPECIES Ceratospyris borealis Bailey, 

GENUS GlraffOsBfrls Haecke1 1881, 
SPECIES Gira fospyrls 

1856 

Goll 1968 
1), 1887 

GENUS LiriosfYr1s Haecke1 1881, eMend. Goll 1968 
SPECIES l riospyrls retlcu1ata (Ehrenberg), 1872 

GENUS Goll 1977 ~ Haecke1 1881, 
.:...=. pentagana =- (Ehrenberg) 

GENUS 

GENUS 

Haecke1 1881, 
s stabllis 

,:." s stabll is Goll 

Haecke1 1881, 
pracer. 

x 

Gall 1977 

Gall 1968 

(Haecker) 
Haecke1) 

Goll, 1977 

Goll, 1977 
Go11, 1977 



GROSS CLASSIFICATION OF DESCRIBED SPECIES (cont) 

10. FAMILY Carpocaniidae Haeckel 1881. emend. Riedel 1967 

GENUS Haeckel 1887 
~:..::..::..::= strum spp. 

sp. A 

GENUS Carpocanarium Haeckel 1887 
SP~CIES Carpocanarium papillosum (Ehrenberg) group. 1872 

11. FAMILY Theoperidae Haeckel 1881. Riedel 1967 

Riedel 1958 
• 1887 

GENUS Peri pyramis Haeckel 1881. 
SPECIES Perlpyramls ~i 

GENUS 

GENUS 

GENUS 

GENUS 

Haeckel 1881 
..:.=~ ====- Haeckel. 1887 

Ehrenberg 1847. emend. Nigrini 1968 
crisiae Ehrenber9. 1854 

mus hlrundo (Haeckel) grouP. 1887 
=:.:.lnfa6rlcatus Nigrini. 1968 

Ehrenberg 1847 
ium (Dogiel). 1952 

"'Pt~e:';"'ro;':c:'::::a':':'nl;-:um::;' ':"~:.:,:.=. eraetextum (Ehrenberg). 1872 
Pterocanium :.:...=;::..;:.=~= (Ehrenberg) eucolpum Haeckel. 
Pterocanl um ke 1). 1860 
Pterocanlu_ Nigrini. 1968 
Pterocanlum sp. 

Haeckel 1887 

Ehrenberg 

(Popofsky). 1908 
(Ehrenberg). 1861 

1847. emend. Nigrini 1967 
(Ehrenberg). 1844 
Haeckel. 1887 

GENUS LithocalPe Ehrenberg 1838 
SPECIES Lfthocampe sp. 

12. FAMILY Pterocoryidae Haeckel 1881. emend. Riedel 1967 

xi 
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GROSS CLASSIF ICATION OF DESCRIBED SPECIES (cont ) 

GENUS Anthocyrtldium Haeckel 1881 
SPECIES Anthocyrtldlum ophirense (Ehrenberg). 1872 

Anthocyrtfdfum zanguebaricum (Ehrenberg). 1872 

GENUS Androcyclas Jorgensen 1905 
SPECIES Androcyclas (Jorgensen). 1899 

GENUS 

GENUS 

::=.. ;.:..;1 as Haeckel 1881 
Maritalis Haeckel. 1887 
Rieckel Nigrini. 1967 

= ~ =.::::. =:.;...;..=;:..:..:.=.5 Haeckel Nigrini. 1968 

Kling 1973 
i (Caulet). 1971 

(Campbell and Clark). 1944 

GENUS Pterocorys Haeckel 1881 
SPECIES ?terocorys hertw~ii (Haeckel). 1887 

Pterocorys minyt rax (Nigrini). 1968 
Pterocorys zancleus (Muller). 1858 

GENUS Haeckel 1881 
bicorne Haeckel. 1887 • 

GENUS Haeckel 1887 
~. trachelium trachelium (Ehrenberg). 1872 
~ trachelium (Ehrenberg) dianae (Haeckel). 1887 

13. FAMILY Artostrobiidae Riedel 1967. emend. 1973 

GENUS 

GENUS 

Haeckel 1887. Nigrini. 1977 
1 ). 1856 

(Ehrenberg) grouP. 1844 

Campbell 1951. emend. Nigrini. 1977 
corbula (Harting). 1863 

14. FAMILY Cannobotryidae Haeckel 1881. Riedel 1967 

GENUS 8otryocyrtis Ehrenberg 1860 
SPECIES BOtryocyrtis (Harting). 1863 

xii 
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DESCRIPTION AND RECENT DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES 
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SUBORDER Spumellaria Ehrenberg IB75 

• 

• 
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Collosphaera tuberosa Haeckel 

Collosphaera tuberosa Haeckel, 1887, p. 97; Nigrini, 
pI. 34. I, fig. 1 

1971, p. 445, 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell is a smooth-surfaced, lumpy sphere, having subcircular 
pores, irregular in size and distribution. Usually there is a rather 
larger pore where the shell indents." (from Nigrini, 1971). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Maxi nun shell diameter 103-15%." ( 

REMARKS 

Nigrini, 1971). 

1. For a more complete synonymy and stratigraphy significance of 
this species, see Nigrini, 1971 and Knoll and Johnson, 1975 • 

• 

Plate I, fiaure 1 -
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S2 

Collosphaera Haeckel 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini, 1970, fig. 2; belongs to a tropical derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific sa~les, but the species does 
range as far north as 400N in the western Pacific. 

2. Molina-Cruz, 1975, 
Pacific assenblages; cf. 

Code 5-11; used in factor analysis of southeast 
10 for percent 511 at each station. 

3. Morley, 1977, fig. 1-1; "This species loads highest in factor 4 
(subtropical). At present it occurs ~st frequently in a very narrow lat
itudinal band between ZOO and 2B~. This species was found in none of the 
lB.ooo YBP es probably because no sa.ples with Radiolaria at 18,000 YBP 
were found in narl'ow region." 



• 

• 

S3 

Disolenia (Ehrenberg) 

:.=..:....;=-,,-,,-i:..::a quadrata Ehrenberg, 1872a, p. 320; 1872b, p. 301, pl. x, fig. 20 
quadrata (Ehrenberg), Nigrini, 1967, p. 19, pl. 1, fig. 5 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell smooth, thin-walled, subspherical, with numerous small irregular 
pores having no definite arrangement. Pored tubules, 3-8 (usually 5), approxi
mately as long as broad or longer, 0.2-0.3 shell diameter. Tubules cylindrical 
or subcylindrical, sometimes slightly expanded distally; outer apertures trun
cated, smooth." (frail Nigrini, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Diameter of shell 63-90~. Maximum length of tubules 18-36~; their 
maximum breadth 18-27~.· (frail Nigrini, 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more ete synon~y see Nigrini, 1967. 

2. Benson's (1966) description and s of this species (Disolenia 
cf. variabilis (Haeckel) in Benson, p. 123) are consistent with the above. 

Plate 1, figure 2 

, 



S4 

quadrata (Ehrenberg) 

RECENT OISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966 
this species is very rare 
It is apparently a tropical 

cf.varabilis); "In the ~lf of California 
occurs only at 5 southern Gulf Stations ••• 

oceanic fOnl." 

2. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 6~ " - is 
sparsely distributed in the eastern • 
(up to 61 of the described population) .est of 750 E. 
fran .iddle latitude sa~les." 

The species 1s absent 

3. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code S39; counted together with .!!.: 
and used in factor analysiS of southeast Pacific asselblages; 
for percent S39 at each station. 

4. Morley. 1977 (Oisolenia !e.). Fig. 1-2; counted together with ~. 
"Both ••• species to be found within the sallie habitat. 

occurs less frequently in ClOst sa~les. 

"These species load highest in factor 1 (tropical). At present they 
occur IIOst frequently bet.een the equator and l()oS. and are absent south 
of 350S. At 18.000 YBP their abHndance drastically and they .ere 
absent in all s~les south of 8 S." 



Disolenia (Ehrenberg) 

Trisolenia zanguebarica Ehrenberg, 1872a, p. 321; 1872b, p. 301, pl. x, 
fig. 11 

Dfsolenia (Ehrenberg), Nigrini, 1967, p. 20, p1. 1, fig. 6 

DESCRIPTION 

"Similar to 
(usually 5), are 
tinct break in shell 
than those of D. -

DIMENSIONS 

quadrata, but tubules, of which there are 4-6 
conical, narrowing distally; hence, there is no dis

contour at the bases of the tubules. Pores rather larger 
" (fran Nigrfnf, 1967). 

S5 

"Diameter of shell 90-146\1. Breadth of outer aperture of tubules 18-36\1." 
(from Nfgrini, 1967). 

1. For a more see Nigrinf, 1967. 

Plate 1, figure 3 
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oisolenia !anguebarica (Ehrenberg) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 7; " - O. zanguebarica 
is sparsely distributed in low 1 s ~ddle latitude 
samples. Maximum abundances (up to 3% of the described population) occur in 
the western tropics." 

2. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code 539; counted together with ~ quadrata and 
used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 
for percent 539 at each station. 

3. Morley. 1977 (oisolenia sp.); cf. o. -

• 

, 



S7 

Otosphaera auriculata Haeckel 

Otosphaer~ auriculata Haeckel. 1887. p. 116. p1. 7. fig. 
p. 22. pl. 1. fig. 7 

5; Higrini. 1967. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell similar to. but generally rather SIIIIller than. that of Disolenia 
quadrata. T~ to four tubules. having a length 0.25-0.5 shell diaMeter. 
Species distinguished by 1 or 2 spines or a tooth on the outer aperture of 
each tubule. The spine is a single short solid projection. while the tooth 
is triangular in outline and bears a large triangular pore." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

DIMENSI(lrIS 

"Dilllll!ter of shell 72-100u. Maximum length of tubules (including spine 
or tooth) 9-36~; their maximuM breadth 18-27~.· (from Nigrini. 1967). 

Plate 1. ff~ure 4 



S8 

Otosphaera auriculata Haeckel 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini, 1967, fig. 8; "Indian Ocean occurrences - O. auriculata is 
sparsely distributed in the eastern tropics, but increases iii abundance (up 
to 71 of the described population) west of 750 E. The species 1s absent from 
middle latitude samples." 

2. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code S39A; counted together with O. 
but too rare for use 1n factor analysis of southeast Pacific -
cf Appendix 10 for percent S39A at each station. 



S9 

Otosphaera Haecke1 

Haecke1, 1887, p. 116, pl. 7, fig. 6; N1gr1n1, 1967, 
p. 23, pl. 1, fig. 8 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell smooth, thin-walled, subspher1ca1, with nulerous very s .. ll 
pores, ruch smaller than the bars. Tubules, 2-5, with rather larger pores, 
are truncated obliquely, one side prolonged into a proMinent acute tooth. 
Length of tubules, including tooth, 0.25-0.3 shell diaMeter." (fran N1gr1n1, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"D1a.eter of shell 100-146p. Maximum length of tubules (including tooth) 
18-45p; their max1~ breadth 27-36p." (froM N1gr1n1, 1967). 

Plate 1, figure 5 
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Otosphaera Haeckel 

RECENT OISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrfni, 1967, fig. 9; " - o. is 
very sparsely distributed in low , more n 
percent of the described population, and is practically absent from middle 
latitude samples." 

2. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code S39A; counted together with O. auriculate, 
but too rare for use in factor analysis of southeast Pacific sedl~nts; ct 
Appendix 10 for percent S39A at each station • 



Sll 

Polysolenia arktios Nigrini , -

Polysolenia arktios Nigrini, 1970, p. 166, pl. I, figs. 4,5 

"Shell smooth, spherical with numerous randomly arranged, subcircular 
and irregular pores of varying size. Shell very spiny, one or more poreless 
spines up to one-third the length of the shell diameter project outward from 
most pore margins. Spines may fork, or 2 or more spines arising from a single 
pore may meet at a point; they may be needle-like or flat, blunt projections. 
Rarely, specimens with an extra-cortical shell have been observed ••. 

"This species appears to be closely related to P. spinosa, but its 
restricted distribution in Subarctic sediments s to warrant a taxonomic 
distinction." (from Nigrini, 1970). 

DIMENSIONS 

"(based on 20 specimens). Shell 
spines 48\1." (from Nigrini, 1970). 

REMARKS 

1. This species is probably the Northern form of 
Sachs, (1973). 

spp. in 

Plate 2, ffgure 1 



S12 

Polysolenia arktios Higrini 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 5; belongs to a subarctic assenblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific samples. 

2. Ling et a1.. 1971; " •.• found only sparsely frOll1 the Bering Sea 
samples." 

• 



S13 

Polysolenia flan'ilabunda (Haeckel) 

Haeckel, 1887, p. 103, pl. 8, fi9. 5 
), Popofsky, 1917, p. 253, text-figs. 

14-16 ( artim.) 
Polysoleni a fla".ilabunda (Haeckel), Nigrini, 1967, pl. ,pl. 1, fig. 2 

DESCRIPTION 

"Similar to but with larger pores having a corona 
of up to 5 flat or • e spines are also present on the 
margins of smaller pores, or may arise pore clusters, or between 
pores. Spines are narrower basally and generally longer than those of 
P. .. (from Ni9rini, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Diameter of shell 81-13611." (from Nf9rfnf, 1967). 

Sachs (1973) considered several species of together and found 
the diameter of Northern forms to be 153+ 911 forms 123+ 2\J. 
based on measurements of 3 rlorthern and T2 Southern specimens. It -
likely that his Northern specimens were ~ arktios • 

• 

Plate 2. figure 2 

• 



S1 4 

fhllillabunda (Haeckel) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini, 1967, fig. 3; 
never constitutes more than 3 
latitudes it usually forms about 1 percent and 
practically abs!!nt." 

- P. 
population. 

in middle latitudes 

2. Sachs, 1973, Code 21S; ined several species of 
hi s counts, "Qui te rare «21 every .. here), but mos t abundant, a 11 
patchy, in Southern portion of study area." Southern is south of about 450N. 

3. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code S13A; not used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent S13A at each station. 

4. Morley, 1977 (Polysolenia spp. )Fig. 1-5; counted together with ~. 
lappacea; "~. flal'l'lilbunda is by far the less frequently occurring of these 
tMO species. ihese species load highest in factor 4 (subtropical). At 
present they are most abundant in the subtropical region between 200 and 31 0S 
and are absent south of 350S. Their very rare occurrence in the 18,000 YBP 
samples indicates a probable contraction in their distribution and a reduc
tion in their abundance." 

• 



Polysolenia lappacea (Haeckel) 

Xanthiosphaera lappacea Haeckel, 1887, p. 120, pl. 8, figs. 10, 11 
Polysolenia lappacea (Haeckel) Nigrini, 1967, p. 16, pl. I, figs. 3a,b 

DESCRIPTION 

S15 

"Similar to POl~solenia sVinosa, but spines are often curved. At dif
ferent distances from the she1 some spines are joined by broad lateral branches 
which fonn an irregular and incomplete outer mesh.· (fro", Nigrini, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Diameter of shell 81-101Jp." (from Nigrini, 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more complete synonymy see Nigrini, 1967. 

Plate 2, ffgures 3a,b 



S16 

• 

1appacea (Haecke1) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini, 1967, fig. 4; • 
is sparsely distributed in low 
middle latitudes. Maximum abundances 
occur at the northerr and southern 1 
1arian distribution. 0 

- P. 
s a rify 

6% and lOS of the descr1bed population) 
ts respectively of tropical radio-

2. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code S33; not used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific samples; ct Appendix 10 for percent S33 at each station. 

3. Morley, 1977 (Po1yso1enia spp.); cf. ~ • 



Polysolenia murrayana (Haeckel) 

OEseR I PTI 011 

murrayana Haeckel, 1887, p. 102, pl. 8, fig. 6 
(Haeckel) Nigrini, 1968, p. 52, pl. I, figs. la,b 

"Shell thin-walled, smooth, usually spherical but sometimes ellipsoidal, 
with numerous irregularly scattered, subcircular pores of variable size, 
their diameter up to 1/6 of shell diameter. Seven to ten pores on a half
equator. Most pores bear a corona of 2-6 (usually 3) short, pointed spines. 
No spi nes between pores." (from fli grl ni, 1968). 

DIMENSIONS 

S17 

"Diameter of shell 127-184\1 • Length of spines up to 2211." (from Nigrini, 1968). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more complete synonymy see Nigrlni, 1968. 

2. Benson's (1966) description and dimensions of this species 
(Choenicosphaera murrayana Haeckel in Benson, p. 120) are consistent with 
the above. 

Plate 2, figures 4a,b 
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Po1yso1enia murrayana (Haecke1) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966 
the Gulf ~f CaHforni 
sphaeridae ... 
conditions of upwelling. 

; "This species is rare in 
s of the family Collo-

an oceanic species little influenced by local 

2. Nigrini. 196B. text-fig. 3; "Abundant to few in the regions of 
the North and South Equatorial and Peru Currents. but rare or absent in the 
region of the Equatorial Countercurrent." 

3. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code 534; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent S34 at each station; 
mostly abundant in areas of coastal upwelling. 

4. Morley. 1977 (note erroneous spelling in text) Fig. 1-3; "This 
species loads highest in factor 1 (tropical). Samples containing high 
percentages of this species are located between 150 and JOOS. This species 
does not occur today south gf 350S. At 18.000 YBP this species does not 
appear to occur south of 25 5." 

• 
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Polysolenia spinosa (Haeckel) 

Collosphaera spinosa Haeckel, 1860b, p. 845; 862, p.536, pl.34, figs.12,13 
Polysolenia spinosa (Haeckel), Nigrini, 1967, p. 14, pl. I, fig. 1 

OESCRIPTION 

"Shell thin-walled, smooth, spherical, with numerous, irregularly 
scattered, subcircular pores of variable size, 1-4 times as broad as the bars. 
Short spines, usually mounted on conical elevations, project randOlllly over the 
shell surface, either singly frOlll pore margins or frOlll between the pores. 
Spines are usually conic 1, but may be quite sharp; often they are 
fenestrate near the shell and sometimes arise frOlll a cluster of small pores 
rather than frOlll a single pore. Probably these pore clusters form when a 
Single pore is divided by a growing spine." (frOlll Nigrini. 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

of shell 81-164~ (usually 81-128~)." (frOlll Nigrini, 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more cOlllp1ete synonymy see Nigrini. 1967 . 

• 

Plate 2. figure 5 
, 
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spinosa (Haecke1) 

RECEtlT 

1. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 2; "Indian Ocean occurrences - ~ spinosa is 
sparsely distributed in both low and middle latitudes. It forms a high per
centage (17%) of the described population in a sample near the African 
coast (5ERPENT(?) 9); and in two samples near the southern limit of tropical 
radiolarian distribution (VEMA 18-201. 21 002'5; and L5DA 119G. 220 02'5) 
the species constitutes 12 percent and 10 percent respectively of the 
described population." 

2. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code 513; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent 513 at each station. 

3. Morley. 1977; Fig. 1-4; "This species loads highest in factor 4 
(subtropical). At present its maximum abundance is centered in the ~idd1e 
of the 5ubtropica1 Gyre. Although no samples at the 18,000 year level con
tained Radiolaria from the region where this species is most abundant. the 
similarity in percentages in peripheral areas would indicate that at 18.000 
YBP there Play have not been much variation in the abundance of this species." 

, 



. ---~.~.-.~----~------------------------------------------------------------, 

polysiphonia Haeckel 

Siphonosphaera polysiphonia Haeckel, 1887, p. 106; Nigrini, 1967, p. 18, 
pl. I, figs. 4a, b. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell spherical, rather thick-walled with rough or pitted 
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surface and numerous small subcircular pores, irregularly scattered. Four to 
ten poreless tubules, thin-walled, cylindrical, having no definite arrangement. 
Tubules usually as long as broad, about 0.2 shell radius, but may be longer, 
up to 0.25 shell radius; smoothly truncated tangentially, or sometimes obliquely 
to the sphere." (from Nigrini, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Diameter of shell 81-ll!hJ. Maxirun length of tubules 9-27\1 ; their maxi nun 
breadth 9-18\1." (from Nigrini, 1967). 

REMRKS 

1. Benson's (1966) description and di sions of this species 
(S1p~SPhaera cf. socialis Haeckel in Benson, p. 121) are consistent with 
tne ave. 

• • 

Plate I, ff9ures 6a,b 

• 
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Siphonosphaera polysiphonia Haeckel 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966 (5iDhonos.1!!1aera cf. social is); " ..• appears to be a 
tropical oceanic form. In the Gulf [of California]. It is very rare ••• 
It is apparently not influenced by upwellin9." 

2. Nigrini, 1967, fig. 5; " - ~ ~olYSiphonia 
is rather sparsely distributed in s practica ly absent 
from middle latitude samples. Maximum abundance occurs in a sample near Africa 
(SERPENT (1) 9, 10% of the described population)." 

3. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code 537; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent 537 at each station. 

4. Morley, 1977, fig. 1-6; "This species loads highest in factor 4 
(subtropical). At present it is most abundant in central and western 
South Atlantic subtropical and tropical waters and absent south of 4005 • 
It is difficult to determine the difference in abundance between 18,000 YBP 
and today because of the absence of samples at the 18,000 year level in the 
region where this species is presently most common." 

-



, 

Notes on the Genus 

The taxonom¥ proposed by Bjorklund (1977) is followed 
herein, i.e.: 

Family ActinOlfI"idae (note that Bjorklund incorrectly uses 
the name Astrosphaeridae) 

Genus Actinomma Haeckel 1860 emend. Bjorklund 1977 

Haeckel 1860a, p. 815 

Haeckel 1862, p. 446 
Haeckel 1881, p. 452 

Haeckel 1881, p. 453 

(note erroneous date in 
Bjorklund,1977). 

Diagnosis: Acti "possessing three or four lattice spheres and 
10-20 unbranched spines of either uniform or irregular 
length." (frofli Bjorklund, 1977) 

In addition, the outer medullary shell is irregular in 
shape, i.e .• not a perfect sphere (Bjorklund, personal 

cation). 

Species included: (Haeckel) 
grini 

Haeckel 

(Note: It is the opinion of Bjorklund (personal ication) and 
Nigrini that the above es, described by Nigrini (1967), 
can in the genus Petrushevskaya (1975) 
equates , 1967, with Actinometta 
Haeckel, 

see also 

Bjorklund 
(Jorgensen) 

? Prunopyle antarctica Dreyer 

.. 
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antarcticum (Haeckel) 

DESCRIPTION 

Haeckel. 1887. p. 90 
1908. p. 214. pl. 23. figs. 3.4 

• Nigrini. 1967. p. 26. p1. l. figs. la-d. 

(1) aquatica (Popofsky). Petrushevskaya. 1967. p. 18. fig. 9. 
I-III. fig. 10. 

"Cortical shell large. spherical. with a rough surface. Shell thickness 
varies from a single lattice plate with subcircular to subangular pores of 
different sizes to a thick spongy meshwork; intervening bars heavy. 

'~rous radial beams join the cortical shell to a superficially completely 
spongy medullary meshwork. • by breaking open this meshwork a central 
subspherical shell having 2.5-3 subcircular pores on a half-equator can be seen. 

"According to Hays (1965) the medullary meshwork is not always present. 
but from his extensive examination of Antarctic material he has concluded 

I-IV 

that fOllliS with and without a central meshwork are conspecif1c." (from Nigrini.1967). 

"Cortical shell large; spherical. spongy surface rough. varying greatly 
in thickness from a single mesh to a spongy network equaling one-quarter of 
the radius. In spite of spongy texture. pores usually well-defined. rounded. 
irregular in size and shape. ranging in diameter frOM 1 to 10 times the width 
of bars. 15 - 30 across diameter. Bars vary in thickness but tend to be 
rather heavy. about 8-15 wide. bearing very short thorns on each node. Some 
specimens show the development of a second and sometimes a third cortical 
shell. Texture of these inner shells si~ilar to the outer cortical shell. 
but generally the bars are thinner. 

"Cortical shell or shells connected to a loose. subspherical. spongy 
medullary meshwork without a central cavity by numerous radial rodlike beams 
(as many as 40) branching distally as they join spongy cortical shell. 

"The medullary meshwork is not present in all sper.imens but the associa
tion of forms with and without this central meshwork in the same sample suggests 
that both are the same species. Also. numerous specimens have been observed 
without the medullary shell but with rodlike spines proj cting radially 
the inner surface of the cortical shell. Many of these spines show no evi
dence of breakage. which suggests that the medullary meshwork may develop 
later in the life cycle of the animal than the cortical shell." (frOM Hays. 
1967. p. 165). 

• 

Plate 3. figures la.b. 

2a.b. 3 
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Actinomma antarcticum (Haeckel) 

~ antarcticum "may have one, two or three cortical shells. The most 
common form in our area is that with two cortical shells. These cortical 
shells may be very close to each other giving the appearance of a single thick 
shell, or the distance between the two shells may be as much as one-third of 
the radius of the outer shell. A few specimens were observed in which the 
medullary mesh is replaced by spongy tissue, in others it is poorly developed 
but generally it is clearly defined. Nigrini described the presence of a 
medullary capsule with a central cavity. This was not observed in the 
southern specimens but is present in specimens under subantarctic waters. 

'~times the medullary mesh is found without showing signs of being broken. 
Specimens with bars and the beginning of the cortical shell were also observed 
suggesting that growth of the shell proceeds from the central part to the 
cortical shell. Forms like the last two mentioned above may constitute a 
significant part of the total radiolarian fauna (2.6 percent in cores RC12-291 
and RC15-96). 

"North of about 450S, forms which fit better Nigrini's description of 
become predominant. Generally they have a single cortical shell 

they have a delicate extracortical shell, as Nigrini referred to 
it. In A. antarcticum the two cortical shells are equally well developed. 
According to Nigrini (1967), in ~ the radial beams which extend 
from the outer surface of the medu ary to the cortical shell, some-
times extend externally. These spines are better developed in specimens ftOtii 
cores RCll-117 to RCll-120 east of the Crozet basin. Specimens as small as 
140 microns in diameter were observed. It is suggested here that the forms 
described by Nigrini as A. and A. medianum are morhpological 
variants of the same speCies. 974)--belfeves the same is true for 
A. medianum and A. arcado~horum. A more detailed study is necessary to reach 
amore definitive conclus on. II (ftOtii Lozano, 1974). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Diameter of cortical shell 225-J75~ of medullary shell 100-1J~" 
(from Hays, 1965). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more complete synonymy see Nigrini, 1967. The fact that this 
species can have up to three cortical shells may require some taxonomic 
revision. Petrushevskaya (1975, p. 571) aces this species in the genus 
Rhizosphaera Haeckel emend. ~olland and , but she does not s fy 
the placement of its two close relatives, A. medianum and A. 
Therefore, all three species are left hereTn in the genus a 
more complete taxonomic revision can be made. 



eckel) 

1. Hays, 1965, fig. 4; is one of the most 
abundant species in the n samples constitutes 
over 50S of the species counted. Although the sa~ling in this area is not 
sufficient to be certain, there seems to be a tendency for this species to 
reach its greate;t relative abundance in the vicinity of the Polar Front. 
Farther to the south Helotholus histricosa is apt to be the dominant species 
and to the north the Antarctic fauna is replaced by a Nlrmer-Nlter fauna. 
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This situation is best illustrated in the series of cores V-16-57 through 
V-16-66 south and east of Africa. Exceptions to this pattern are also present, 
e.g., V-14-58, ~ich lies well south of the Front and contains a relative 
abundance of 5. antarcticum of over 50S. -

'1he stratigraphic range of this species is not kn(;wlI but in the Antarctic 
it occurs in zone _; , it may extend back as far as the Miocene if 

churchi and/or are synonYHIolls wi th ~. 

2. lozano, 1974, fig. IV-IS; "This species accounts for 1 to 6 percent 
of the Radiolarian in samples south of the average position of the APF. It 
reaches relatively high values along the APF and immediately to the north 
(13.5 percent in RCS-44). In the Atlantic it is found only south of 4005 
except for the samples in the northwestern part of the Argentine Basin. It 
is generally present under subantarctic waters in the Indian Ocean sector. 
It reaches .aximum abundance in core VI4-64A (IS.9 percent) under southern 
subantarctic waters. In the Indian Ocean it is found in some samples north 
of the subtropical convergence but invariably they can be interpreted as being 
transported by bottom currents or as intennediate forms which could be 
classified as Actinoma medianum, according to Nigrini (1967). The transported 
speci.ens can be distinguished by the presence of two equally developed cor
tical shells. 

"Except for cores RCI4-12A (1.7 percent) and RCII-I04 (2.2 percent) 
with typical Antarctic forms, it is not found in proportions over one percent 
under August surface · over SOC. Maximum August temperature under 
which it is found is in the Indian Ocean (RCS-36) and over ISoC in 
the Argentine basin (VIS-ISS)." 



ActinOllil1cl arcadophorum Haeckel 

Actino,,"IIa arcadophorur:1 Haeckel. 1887. p. 225. pl. 29. fi9S. 7.8; Nigrini. 
1967. p. 29. pl. 2. fig. 3 

OEseR I PTI ON 

"Similar to medianuPi, but cortical shell is generally larger 
and much more de many more pores and thinner bars. Radial spines 
more numerous. occasionally supporting an extracortical shell. 

S29 

"Medullary shell and meshwork 
delicate." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

as in A. and A. antarcticum but more - - -

DIMENSIONS 

"Diameter of cortical shell 191-236\.1 of medullary 
Inner medullary capsule approximately one-third the diameter of 
meshwork." (from Nigrfni. 1967). 

81-100\.1. 
the medullary 

Plate 3. figure 4 

• 
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Actinollilia arcadophorum Haeckel 

1. Nigrini, 1967, fig. 12; "Indian Ocean occurrences - A. arcado~horum 
is sparsely distributed in low lat"itudes and does not occur fn mlddleatitude 
samples. Though rather rare in Recent sediments, it appears to be a useful 
member of the low latitude assemblage." 

2. Nigrini, 1970, fig. 10; belongs to a tropical assemblage derived by 
recurrent group analysis of North Pacific samples, but the species does range 
as far north as 400 tl in the western Pacific. 

3. Molina-Cruz, 1975; "It is assumed that this species is a morphological 
variant of ~ medianum and is grouped with this species in the counts." 



ActinOl111la medianum tligrini 

Actinomma medianum Nigrini, 1967, p. 27, pl. 2, figs. 2a, b. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Cortical shell a somewhat irregular sphere, thin-walled, with 9-12 
subcircular to subangular pores on a half-equator. 

"Medullary meshwork irregular, more delicate than, but otherwise similar 
to, that of Actinomma antarcticum, with an internal shell having 2.5-3 sub
circular pores on a half-equat~r. 

'~umerous radial beams extend from the outer surface of the medullary 
meshwork to the cortical shell and sometimes extend externally. Additional, 
more delicate spines, originating on the cortical surface, are present in 
some specimens. Occasionally, these spines support a delicate extracortical 
shell . 

" ... the species exhibits characters intermediate between A. antarcticum 
and A. It may be distinguished from the former bY-its simply 
latti ca s 11 and more delicate medullary meshwork, and from the 
latter by its larger cortical pores and heavier medullary meshwork." (from 
Nigrini, 1967). 

DIMENSlorlS 

"Diameter of cortical shell 164-227\.1; of l'Iedullary shell BI-IODIJ. Inner 
medullary capsule approximately one-third the diameter of the medullary 
meshwork." (from Nigrini, 1967). 
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"cortical shell diameter, 221+ 32\.1; diameter of spongy medullary structure, 
101+ 5\.1; (based on measurements of-ll specimens)" (frOl'1 Sachs, 1973). -
REMARKS 

I. Benson's (1966) description and dimensions of this species (Qi£
banzare Riedel in Benson, p. 134) are consistent with the above. 

2. "Nigrini (1967 
intermediate between 
Haeckel. All three 

described this species as having characteristics 
.:.:.: === anta rct i cum (Haecke I) and Acti nomna a 

encountered in this study. Nigrin s 
entiation between these species 
antarctica usually has two 

can be extended to the South Atlantic. A. -cortical shells, where A. medianum has only 
is distinguished in-the study area by its 
ning many small pores." (from Morley, 1977). 

one cortical shell. A. 
large, delicate cortica 

• 

Plate 3, figures 5,6 
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Actinomma medianum Nigrini 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966 banzare); "Thi s speci es has a much 
greater occurrence in Gulf than in the central or southern 
parts [which] may reflect its tolerance of higher salinity and temperature. 

2. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 11; "Distribution of !: in the Indian 
Ocean is also i ate between that of A. A. arcadophorum. 
A. antarcticum is found in cold (Antarctic)-. I1n cool 
'{middle latitude) water and A. in warm ) water." --

"Indian Ocean occurrences - A. medianum is almost completely absent from 
low latitudes. bUt forms 6 percent to 12 percent of the described population 
in middle latitude samples. The species is present in hiQh latitudes. but is 
far out-numbered by A. A. appears to be a reliable and 
potentfally useful member ddle a assemblage." 

3. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 9; belongs to a transitional assemblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific samples. although it does occur 
rarely in tropical sediments. 

4. Sachs. 1973. Code 8S + 22S. figs. 2A; "Occurs to 7% of total fauna. 
and exhibits strong Southern (Transitional Factor) preferences." Southern 
is south of about 450 N. 

5. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code S3; counted together with A. 
and used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific ageS; 
for percent S3 at each station. 

6. Robertson. 1975; "The medullary shell of A. medianum is frequently 
encountered and is included in the count s of this S-pecies ... This species 
loads most heavily in factor 3 (transitional). At t~e present it occurs most 
frequently between 350 and 430 N. At 18.000 YBP higher abunddnces are found 
farther to the south." 

7. Morley. 1977; Fig. 1-7; "This species loads highest in factor 3 
(gyre margin). Although it appears to have a somewhat cosmopolitan dis
tribution. this species is most c~'won in samples between 450 and 5205 
at present. Lower abundances in most areas are characteristic of this 
species' distribution 18.000 YBP." 



Actinomma haysi Bjorklund 

Echinomma leptodermum Jorgensen. Hays. 1965. p. 169. pl. 1. fig. 2 
Hexacontium cf. heteracantha (Popofsky). Benson. 1966. p. 156. 

pl. 4. figs. 6-7. 
Hexacontium cf. hericliti (Haeckel). Benson. 1966. p. 15B. pl. 4 

figs. 8-10. 
sp. Bjorklund • . 1973 (in table). 
sp. group aff. Hexacontium arachnoidale Hollande and 

Enjullet. Petrushevskaya and Kozlova, 
1972. p. 515. pl.9. figs. 4-7. 

Not Jorgensen. 1900. p. 57 •• Jorgensen. 1905. 
p. 116. pl. 8. fi9. 33a-c. 

DESCRIPTION: 

"An acti n characterized by a heavy. spiny third cortical shell 
furnished with needle-shaped by-spines. 8-15 radial main spines. usually 
about 10 •.•• 

·~keleton consists of three. occasionally four concentric shells. Out
(fourth) shell very rarely completely developed. in lOst cases only 

indicated as transverse processes on the spines. The cortical (third) 
shell is spherical. 130-240u. thick-walled. rarely thin-walled. pores very 
unequal in size. 5-30u. cOlilion1y ci rcu1ar to oval but also polygonal pores 
may occur. On the bars. where the pores join. small nodes extend. often 
ar.ed with short thorn-like to needle-shaped by-spines. in S~IE specimens 
half the length of the main spines. The middle (second) shell is thin
walled. 44-68u. irregular in outline. pores circular to subcircu1ar. alMOst 
equal in size. 5-7u. Surface smooth with scattered needle-shaped by-spines. 
Main spines start out from the middle Shell. about 8-15 in number. three
bladed. about half the diameter of the third shell of equal breadth between 
the corttca1 and the middle shell. At the base where they pierce the cortical 
shell. they are two to three times broader than between the cortical and 
middle shells. Innerhost (first) shell spherical. 20-27u. thin-walled. with 
large polygonal pores. The innelllo:st shell connected to the middle shell by 
thin radial beams. which are nore nlMErous than the radial beams that connect 
the middle and the cortical shell; the latter beams continue outside the 
cortical shell as main spines·. (fro", Bjorklund. 1977). 

DIMENSIONS: 

"cortical shell 209u. middle shell 57u. and 
(frOlll Bjorklund. 1977). 

shell 22u·. 

REMARKS: 1. For further taxonOlllic notes see Bjorklund. 1977. 

• 

cf. Bjorklund. 1977 
for illustrations 
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Actinomma haysi Bjorklund 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Hays, 1965, fig. 15 (Echinomma lePtOdeii ... ~I: "It has not been 
observed in the tops of cores taken frQiI sout of the Polar Front. 
In surface sediments from north of the Polar Front 
leetoden,;n together with Ah~prunum stauraxonium 
stltute t e major part of t radiolarian fauna." 

2. Bjorklund, 1977; see text-figure 2 and text for Atlantic Ocean 
occurrences and significance of size variation. 

3. Morley, 1977; "This species loads highest in factor 4 (sub
tropical). At present it occurs most frequently in the central 
southerll portion of the Subtropical Gyre and is absent in most 
samples south of 47°5. At 18,000 YBP this species is absent 
in all s~I~les south of 39°5 and appears to be slightly more 
abundant in tropical samples when to today's values." 



Acti nOllina 1 eptoderfijum (Jorgensen) 

Echinollina Jorgensen. 1900. p. 57; 1905. p. 116. pl. 8. 
figs. 33a-c. 

Acti sp .• Benson. 1966. p. 164 (partim.). pl. 5. fig. 6 (only) 

DESCRIPTION AND DIMENSIONS 

"The outer ball thhIWalled (the walls broader than they are 
thick). The pores polygonally roundish oval. very uneven in size. 
7-25 II. with intermediate walls (2-411 broad). which are much broader 
towards the corners (1 rounded off). 

"The middle shell moderately thick (the i ate walls being 
as thick as they are wide. about 1~ II). rather angular and irregular. 
a little larger than in enthacanthum; diameter about 4011. 
The pores sCmEwha t uneven. • 4-7 u. The i ia te wa 11 s 
solid. not particularly broader in the corners. 

"It is difficult to see the i t shell. which possesses solid 
(about equal in thickness to those of the middle shell). but 

rather few polygonal. mostly pentagonal or hexagonal pores. about 
8 II. The diameter of the inmost shell about 1511 (or a little more). 

"About 15 main spines. about equally broad inside as outside 
of the outmost shell. not long. They seldom protrude farther than 
to a length equal to the distance between the two outer shells. often 
less. and vary in devel . Between the two inner shells. the 
radial spines are very narrow and in fact hardly wider than the 
beams of the iNIDSt shell. 

"The byspines on the outside shell are in appearance like the 
main spines. but not radially lengthened inwards. with a wide base 
on the outer shell (like the main spines) and very unevenly developed 
in size. although generally protruding less than the main spines. 
Variable in number; although. as a rule. not many. far from being 
developed in all the corners. only here and there. 

"The number of the main spines is variable often only about ID. 
though oftenest about 15. They are 3-edged .... there are fo"",s with
out outer shells. but there is generally a trace of these in transverse 
processus on the main spines. These may. however. also be entirely 
absent .•• 

"This species also varies a good deal. When the outside shell 
is thin-walled. the pores and i iate walls are of a more un-
even size. The byspines are in such cases slightly developed or 
(as yet) wanting. 

"It is likely that these divergences may be accounted for by a 
difference in age. A IIIOre important difference is the number of main 
spines. which seems to be able to vary from 10 to 16." (from Jorgensen. 
1905) • 

Plate 3. figure 7 
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leptodermum (Jorgensen) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966 
of Ca 1 i fornia 

sp.); rare or absent in all Gulf 

2. Sachs. 1973.Code 7S (ActillOllllla sp.); "Occurs preferentially 
in Southern sa~les. with maxiMUm frequency 31. Anomalous 
indication (21) at Northern count ~24) due to an uncor
rected error: Specimens of another species. probably Hexa
contiur.J enthacanthulil were incorrectly included with the pre
sent species. although the former has significantly fewer 
spines (5-6 vs. 10-12)." Southern is south of about 45"N. 

3. Molina-Cruz. 1975, Code S4 (Acti sp.); not used in 
factor analysis of southeast Pacific assemblages; c~ 
Appendix 10 for percent S4 at each station. 

4. Robertson, 1975 spp.); "This group loads most 
heavily in factor tional). At the present it 
occurs most frequently in the northwest Pacific north of 
35 0N. At IB,ooo Y.B.P. there is no discernible shift in 
its distribution." 

5. Morely. 1977 spp.l); "This taxonomic group loads 
highest in margin). At present it occurs most 
frequently in sa~les ocated between 25° and 45 0S. At 18.000 
Y.B.P. its over-all abundance decreased and the region of its 
maximum concentration shifted 5° to 10° northward." 

NOTE: There is considerable variation between authors concerning 
the limits of this species. Comparison of distributional 
data should be made with caution. 
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Anomalacantha dentata (Mast) 

dentata Mast, 1910, p. 157, Nigrini, 1970, p. 167, p1. 1, 
fig. 9 

Cladococcus lychnosphaera Hollande and Enjumet, 1960, p. 115, pl. 55, 
figs. 1, 2 

dentata (Hast), Benson, 1966, p. 170, p1. 5, figs. 10, 11 

OESCR I PTI orl 

"Small, spherical, latticed shell from which originate B-12 or more long, 
broad, regularly arranged, three-bladed radial spines, each with thorns or 
lateral branches originating from the blades at 2-5 or more verticels. 
Pores of shell circular, of equal size, 5-6 on half the shell circumference, 
surrounded by well defined, hexagonal frames. Surface of shell either smooth, 
thorny, or with thin, conical, often distally forked, secondary spines of 
variable length (up to 25u), all originatin9 singly fr~ the nodes of the 
intervening bars. In fully developed tests a verticel of long, arborescently 
branched lateral spines is present on each main spine. All verticels at a 

distance frOM the center of the test. The lateral, arborescent branches 
do not anast~:ose with those of adjacent main spines; therefore, an outer 
she 11 is not developed." (from Benson, 1966). 

OIMENSIorlS 

"Based on 30 specimens: diameter of shell 53-69u; length of radial 
spines 166-246u, breadth at their bases 6-12u." (from Benson, 1966). 

REMARKS 

1. The generic name Anomalacantha was proposed by Loeblich and Tappan 
(1961) because they found the name Heteracantha to be previously occupied. 

Plate 4, ffgure 4 

• 
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Anomalacantha dentata (Mast) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966; " ... nearly cosmopolitan in the Gulf [of California] 
and undergoes a marked increase in frequency in the northern half of the GUlf." 

2. Nigrini, 1970, fig. 8; "according to Benson (1966), this species is 
widespread in Holocene tropical seas. This was not found to be the case by 
the author." Belongs to a transitional assemblage derived by recurrent group 
analysis of North Pacific sa~les. 

3. Sachs, 1973, Code 19S; "The species is always rare (less than 3%), 
and consequently is patchily distributed. It loads on the Transition 
(Southerrvnost) factor." 

4. Robertson, 1975; "This species loads most heavily in factor 3 
(transitional). At the present its highest abundances are in a small 
region centered at 400 N and east of 1550W. It is absent north of about 
46 N except for rare occurrences in three samples. At 18,000 YBP it is 
essentially absent north of about 400 rl." 

, 



Cenosphaera coronata Haeckel 

coronata Haeckel. 1887. p. 67, pl.26, fig. 11 

DESCRIPTION: 

Shell consists of a single, rough thick-walled latticed sphere. 
Pores irregular in size, shape and distribution. Each pore surrounded 
by a characteristic raised frame. (Gail Lombari, unpublished data}. 

DIMENSIONS: 

Based on 10 specimens. Shell diameter 186-192~. (Gail Lombari, 
unpublished data). 

Plate 4, figure 1 
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Cenosphaera coronata Haeckel 

1. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code 521; used in factor analysis of 
southeast Pacific sediments; ct Appendix 10 for percent 
521 at each station. 



Cenosphaera cristata Haeckel? 

Cenosphaera cristata Haeckel. 1887. p. 66; Riedel. 1958. p. 223. pl. 1. 
fi gs. 1. 2 

DESCRIPTION 

"Spherical shell thick-walled. thorny. Pores subcircular or circular. 
variable in size. 10-24 on the half-equator. as wide to five times as wide 
as the intervening bars. Pores surrounded by raised polygonal frames bearing 
short thorns at the corners - inrare s mens the polygonal frames are absent 
but the thorns present •.. a large of species of have been 
described. in many instances inadequately. from both atitudes. 
and the pattern of distribution of ,,,embers of this group cannot be determined 
until the relationships between the various species are more satisfactorily 
unders tood. " (from Ri ede 1. 1958). 
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See also Petrushevskaya (1967) for further discussion of specific variability. 

DIMENSIO"S 

"Diameter of shell 115-2301J" (from Riedel. 1958). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more c~,~lete synonymy see Petrushevskaya (1975). 

Plate 4. figures 2a.b 
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cristata Haeckel? 

RECENT DISTRIBUTIOIl 

1. Molina-Cruz, 1975,Code S5 ; not used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pac i fi c assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent S5 at each station. 

2. Robertson, 1975; "This species loads most heavily in factor 3 
(transitional). At the present this species is most abundant in a band 
between about 400 and 450 N. It is absent in the northern and 
southern portions of the study area. At 18,000 YBP it is absent north of 
about 430N and is restricted to a narrow band centered at 400 N except for 
two samples to the west." 

• 



Cenosphaera spp. 

DESCRIPTION AND DIMENSIONS 

"The specimens included in this group are several which all have 
spherical shells lacking any internal stucture or spines. The pores are 
rounded to subrounded and regularly disposed with 8-14 on a diameter. most 
specimens are thick-walled. The shell itself is quite smooth and lacks 
marked ridges between the pores. Only those specimens greater than 9~ 
in diameter were counted." (from Robertson, 1975). 

"The species composing this group all have spherical shells with no 
apparent internal structure or spines. The description of this group given 
by Robertson (1975j is fo11 except that all species in the study con-
tained round prres regularly disposed, with 10-14 on a diameter. The shell 
in all cases '"as smooth with no ridges between the pores. Only specimens 
between 90u and IS0u in diameter were counted." (from Morley, 1977). 

Plate 4, figures 3a-d 
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Cenosphaera spp. 

RECE/n DISTRIBUTION 

1. Robertson, 1975; "Thic; group loads most heavily in factor 2 
(subtropical). Its present distribution is almost cosmopolitan with lowest 
abundances in the Sea of Okhotsk and Bering Sea. At 18,000 YBP higher abun
dances are restri cted to the south except for an unexplained extension to 
the north at about 160°E." 

2. Morley, 1977; Fig . 1-12; "This group loads highest in factor 3 
(gyre margin). At present this generally cosmopolitan group is found most 
frequently in samples under subantarctic and southern subtropical waters. 
In addition to a general decrease in abundance at 18,000 YBP, the maximum 
area of concentration of this group is displaced northward by approximately 
7°." 

• 
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Hexacontium enthacanthum Jorgensen 

Jorgensen, 1899, p. 52, pl. 2, fig. 14, pl. 4, fig. 20 
, Benson, 1966, p. 149, pl. 3, figs. 13, 

14, pl. 4, figs: 1-3. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Cortical shell generally spherical but vari~s from subspherical to sub
octahedral and in a few specimens has a subquadrate outline; surface ranges 
from letely smooth to generally one with thorns or thin conical by-spines 
which a se at the nodes of intervenfng bars as well as along the bars; in 
one specimen the by-spines branch and anastomose distally at a tCAii,on distance 
froiii the cortical shell to form a secondary outer shell; pores subcircular or 
subelliptical, subpolygonal, or in a few tests with irregular shapes, subequal 
in size in most tests but in a few with unequal size. with subregular (hex
agonal) to irregular arrangement. with or without polygonal frames. in most 
specimens 8-9 on the half circumference but ranging from 7-13. Second shell 
spherical to subspherical. thin-walled, with surface ranging frcun smooth to 
one with scattered thorns or thin conical spines which in a few specimens join 
with the cortical shell to form thin secondary beams; pores subpolygonal to 
polygJnal. unequal to subequal in size, with irregular to subregular arrange
ment, generally 6-8 on the half circumference but ranging from 5-10. First 
shell thin-walled, subspherical to suboctahedra1, with 2-3 relatively large 
polygonal pores on the ha1f-circunference. Each of the six mutually perpen
dicular radfa1 beams arise from the corners of the suboctahedra1 inner shel" 

in thin and cylindrical until they pierce the second shell after which 
they are relatively heavy and three-bladed in section. Beams continue beyond 
cortical shell as relatively heavy and in several specimens very long three
bladed spines. all six nearly of equal length and breadth. In several speci
mens not all beams and spines are mutually perpendicular; some specimens have 
seven or eight beams. the extra beams representing either bifurcations of one 
or more of the six primary beams at the level of either the first or second 
shell or separate beams arising frcun the first shell and with no regular rela
tionship to the six primary beams; a few specimens observed with only five of 
the six primary beams present." (from Benson, 1966). 

DIMENSIONS 

"diameter of cortical shell 74-l54Il, of second shell 30-501l, of first 
shell lZ-ZZlli average length of main spines per specimen 9-11Zv." (from 
Benson. 1966). 

REMARKS: 

1. Erroneous spelling in Benson (1966) has been repeated by numerous 
~ubsequent investigators. 

Pl.te 5, ffgures l.,b 
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Hexacontium enthacaothum Jorgensen 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966; "This species is present at all stations in the Gulf 
[?f California] except 214. It is one of the most abundant line species 
found in the Gulf sediments ... Its rare or nearly rare occurrence in the southern 
Gulf and its general increase northward indicates that it is a normal member of 
the tropical Pacific oceanic fauna and that it inhabits water masses with slightly 
higher salinity and temperature." 

2. Sachs, 1973, Code 6S (Hexacontium spp.); "Forms enountered in the 
present study generally fitted Benson's descriptions of H. and H. 
laevigatum, but were not divided. Shell spherical to s , 
to hexagonally-framed pores, generally six mutually perpendicular spines, but 
a seventh occasionally prpsent. Spines variably developed, but about a length of 
outer shell radium .•. 

"Strongly Southern [south of about 450 N] , with maximum frequency to 5%. 
(There is also a Northerli Hexacontium, which was mixed with Actinomma sp. in this 
study )~ 

3. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code S17; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent S17 at each station. 

4. Robertson, 1975 spp.); 

"The description of this genus as given by Benson (1966) was followed 
but the innel'liost shell was frequently very difficult to discern. All forms 
in this genus are counted except those fOliiiS in which the outer shell was 
subquadrate rather than spherical. 

"This genus loads most heavily in factor 3 (transitional). At present 
its higher abundances generally occur aouth of 450 N. At 18,000 YBP comparable 
abundances are found south of about 40 N." 



Hexacontium laevigatum Haeckel 

DESCRIPTION 

Haeckel, 1887, p. 193, pl. 24, fi9. 6; Benson, 
1966, p. 154, pl . 4, fi9S. 4,5 

"Cortical shell generally spherical to subspherical but ovoid or 
ellipsoidal or with subquadrate outline in several specimens; surface gen
erally smooth except in several specimens with a concentration of short, 
thin, conical by-spines around one of the six main spines, the larger spine 
in those tests with one spine larger than the ning five; pores circular 
to subcircular, small, equal, as wide as or slightly less than the width 
of intervening bars, with generally regular hexagonal arrangement, without 
polygonal frames, 12-16 on the half circumference. Second shell spherical 
to subspherical, surface smooth to slightly thorny, with subcircular to 
subpolygonal, subequal pores with subregular arrangement 6-8 on the half 
circumference. First shell subspherical to subpolyhedral, thin-walled, 
barely visible in many specimens, with 2-3 large polygonal pores on its half 
circumference. Six, rarely five or seven, mutually perpendicular radial 
beams that arise from the surface of the inner shell are heavy and three
bladed between the second and third shell and extend beyond the cortical 
shell as three-bladed, in a few tests conical, spines or thorns. In most 
specimens the six spines are of nearly equal length, but in several one 
spine is longer (up to 3~) and heavier, located at one of the poles of the 
major axis if the cortical shell is ellipsoidal or ovoid, and surrounded by 
numerous thin conical by-spines, the remaining five main spines being 
shorter (as short as 8~) or present as short thorns. In a few tests one 
or more of the beams and/or spines are not mutually perpendicular to the 
others • 

••• "This species differs from H. Jorgensen by its gen-
erally smooth surface, its smaller di , presence of more numerous 
and smaller, more nearly equal circular pores of the cortical shell, the 
presence of numerous thin by-spines concentrated at one pole of the shell, 
and in the presence of unequal main spines in numerous specimens." (from 
Benson, 1966). 

DIMENSIONS 

"diameter of cortical shell (including average of larger and smaller 
diameters of ovoid or ellipsoidal shells) 77-103~ of second shell 30-46~, 
of first shell 12-17~; length of main spines 10-65~." (from Benson, 1966). 

Plate 5, figures 2a,b 
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Hexaconti um laevigatum Haeckel 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966; rare or absent in Gulf of California sediments. 

2. Molina-Cruz, 1975,Code S17A ; not used in factor analysis of 
southeast Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent S17A at each 
station. 

3. Robertson, 1975; cf. Hexacontlum enthacanthum . 



Ommatartus tetratha1amus (Haecke1) 

Panartus tetratha1amus Haecke1, 1887, p. 378, pl. 40, fig. 3; Nigrini, 
1967, p. 30, pl. 2, figs. 4a-4d. 

Panartus Haecke1, Nigrini, 1970, p. 168, 
, fig. 12 

DESCRIPTION 

"Terminology is that proposed by Riedel (1957, p. 76). Cortical twin
shell constricted equatoria11y, with subcircu1ar to subangu1ar pores, having 
no definite arrangement, sometimes hexagonally framed; surface usually rough, 
spiny. Polar caps, when present, hemispherical to conical, approximately the 
same breadth as cortical twin-shell, supported by about 12 spines. Caps 
generally more delicate than twin-shell, with smaller pores and smoother 
surface. There are approximately equal n~nbers of specimens with and without 
single polar caps; rarely, completely or incipiently double-capped specimens 
are found. A few specimens have a delicate lateral meshwork supported by 
numerous rods, usually around the twin-shell, but sometimes extending around 
the caps. There is a tendency for middle latitude forms to develop rather 
stout unbranched spines, either on the distal ends of the cortical twin-shell 
or on the polar caps. Such forms are rare in low latitudes. 

"Outer medullary shell lenticular, inner one spherical; radial beams 
connect outer medullary to twin-shell at the equatorial constriction." 
(from Nigrini, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Length of cortical twin-shell 90-136\1; of polar caps 36-63\1. Maxi
mum breadth of cortical twin-shell 72-10911." (from Nigrini, 1967). 

"cortical length 116+ 12\1, cortical lIinillllllll width 83 + 5\1, width 
at constriction 67 + 12\1(based on 15 specimens)" (from Sachs, T973). -
REMARKS 

1. For a more complete 
subspecies permits distinction 
See Riedel (1971) for explanation 

see Ni ni, 1967. The nominate 
(see below). 

2. Benson's (1966) description and detailed dimensions of this species 
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chrysa1idium Haecke1 in Benson, p. 193) are consistent with the above. 

Plate 6, figures la-d 
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Ommatartus tetrathalamus tetrathalamus (Haeckel) 

1. Benson. 1966 (Zygocampe chrysaHdium); "In the Gulf Cof California] 
this species is cosmopolitan •.. It is rare in all stations except 90 (7.4%). 
92 (2.4%). lS4 (2.2~). 194 (7.5%) and 206 (3.0~ ) .•. In general. its fre
quency in the southern Gulf is slightly greater than that in the northern 
Gulf •.• " 

2. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 13; " 
is abundant in low latitudes. 
of the described population. South of 
been observed. The species appears to be a 
member of the low latitude assemblage." 

3. Nigrini. 1965. text fig. 12; 
of the equatorial region of the study area. 
north in the region of the North Equatorial 
erllInos t sa"" 1 es exami ned. " 

- P. -usually 
only a very few specimens have 
reliable and potentially useful 

to abundant throughout most 
decreasing in abundance to the 
Current and also in the 2 south-

4. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 11; belongs to a tropical lage derived 
ranges as far north by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific sa""les. but 

as 400N right across the Pacific. 

5. Sachs. 1973. Code 2SI; counted t0gether with ~ 
coronatus; "this species is essentially absent in the • and 
is only significant (2.S%) at count ~042 J . from RC12:403:TW:0-2. 

6. Lozano. 1974. Fig. IV-6; "It reaches a maxi .... m of 2.4 percent of the 
total radiolarian fauna in cores V29-S0 and V27-191 under subtropical waters. 
It is found under the northerNiost reaches of the subantarctic waters and in 
the eastern samples of the Atlantic Ocean. probably due to the Agulhas current 
influence. 

"Mini .... m February sea surface teJllperature under which it is found is 
SoC (core RCll-67). 

"West of OOC longitude. it may constitute more than one percent of the 
total radiolarian fauna only under February sea surface te~ratures greater 
than 21 0C. East of 00 longitude it may account for more than one percent of 
the fauna only under February sea surface temperatures greater than 17oC." 

7. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code S23; counted together with O. 
coronatus and used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific as 
AppendIX 10 for percent S23 at each station. 

ages; 



Ommatartus tetrathalamus tetrathalamus (Haeckel) 

8. Robertson. 1975; counted together with O. tetrathalamus coronatus; 
"This species loads most heavily in factor 2 (subtropical 250 to 350N ). 
At present. its greatest abundances are found to the south and at 
18.000 YBP comparable abundances are shifted about 50 to the south." 

9. Morley. 1977. Fig. 1-13; counted together with O. tetrathalamus 
coronatus; "This species loads highest in factor 1 (tropical). At present 
this species occurs most frequently in samples from the central and 
western tropical and subtropical South Atlantic. It is absent in samples 
south of 350 5. Although the 0% contour does not appear to be displaced 
northward at 18.000 YBP. the lack of samples in the subtropical and western 
tropical regions make it difficult to assess any possible changes in dis
tribution pattern at this level." 

• 
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Ommatartus tetrathalamus coronatus (Haeckel) 

Cyphinidium coronatum Haeckel, 1887, p. 372. 
Panartus tetratha1amus coronatus Haecke1, Higrini, 1970, p. 168, pl. 1. 

figs. 13, 14 

DESCRIPTIOII 

"This subspecies is identical in all respects to ~ tetra-
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except for the devel of a corona of stout, , 3-b1aded 
nes on the distal ends of the cortical twin-shell and/or on the polar caps. 

When polar caps are present, the spines cOlI.,lOn1y extend without interruption 
beyond the point of junction with the cap. There may be as many as 9 or 
10 spines on each end of the cortical twin-shell which is, in general, smaller 
than that of ~ tetratha1amus tetratha1amus." (frOl'l Pligrini, 1970). 

DIMENSIONS 

"(based on 20 speci ). length of cortical twin-shell 96 to 11911 . 
Maxi~um breadth of cortical twin-shell 64 to 8811. Maximum length of polar 
spines 5611." (from Nigrini, 1970). 

Plate 6, figures 2 a,b 
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Ommatartus tetratha1a~s coronatus (Haecke1) 

1. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 12; belongs to a transitional assemblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of Horth Pacific samples. 

2. Sachs (1973). Moore (1974). 
all combined this species with O. 

Mo1inz-Cruz (1975) and Robertson (1975) 
tetratha1amus in their counts. 



spp. 

? Stylatractus neptunus Haeckel. 1887. p. 328. pl. 17. fig. 6; Riedel. 
1958. p. 226. pl.l. fig. 9. 

? Stylatractus sp. Petrushevskaya. 1967. p. 27. fig. 15. I-IV. 

DESCRIPTION: 

"Shell ellipsoidal. consisting of three concentric l attice shells 
and two unequal polar spines. Innerlll):5t shell spherical or subspherical. 
thin-walled. with numerous circular or subcircular pores. joined to the 
second shell by few radial beams. Second lattice-shell somewhat ellip
soidal. usually thick-walled. with large subcircular or angular pores. 
joined to the outellll):5t lattice-she11 by nUlllerous radial beams. Outer
most lattice shell ellipsoidal. thick-walled. thorny. with irregular 
pores (7-16 on a half-equator) which are large when a few in number. and 
are in many specimens subdivided by centripetal ingrowths from the pore
walls to form numerous smaller pores. Polar spines heavy. usually 
cylindro-conical and fluted at the base. rarely weakly three-bladed." 
(from Riedel. 1958). 

DIMENSIONS: 

Based on 21 specimens. "Major diameter of outellll)st lattice-shell 
130-15~. its minor diameter 115-140~. Major diameter of second lattice
shell 75-85~ . of innellll)st lattice-shell 30-40~. Length of longer polar 
spine 55-95~ . of shorter polar spine 3O-75~." (from Riedel. 1958). 

Eleven specimens frolll about 25 0 N in the Eastern Pacific were found 
to be generally smaller than those measured by Riedel in the Antarctic 
(Gail Lombari. personal cation). 

REMARKS: 

1. Benson (1966 described 2 similar species. i.e .• 
(Ionos (Haecke1) and luto ( = 
to Benson): x. cronos . X. 
cortical shelT (3-~). the lack of smalT. c rc 
the spaces of the larger pores of the cortical 
robust polar spines." 

ng 
n thinner wall of the 
• secondary pores filling 

Shell. and in generally less 

2. "The North Pacific form is robust. with markedly elliptical 
cortical shells. "Rosettes" occasionally developed in cortical shell pores. 
Polar spines almost aways coaxial ..•. A second form marked by a smaller. 
lighter. cortical shell with large open pores and polar spines consider-

Plate 7. figures I I.b 
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Stylatractus spp. 

REMARKS: 

ably longer than the cortical shell di is also present, but is not 
included with this species. It is considerably less abundant." (froM 
Sachs. 1973). 

3. According to Molina-Cruz 
guished from Stylosphaera 
and strongly bladed polar 

(1975) "this species group is distin
by its generally smaller size 

• 

4. "The internal characteristics and variations in spine dimensions 
in the species which cOlllpose this group vary widely." ( Morley, 1977). 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Riedel, 1959; "Specimens closely resembling those from the 
Antarctic have been found in the northern Pacific, and in the tropical 
parts of the Pacific and Indian oceans .•.• it may thus be a cosmopolitan 
species." 

2. Sachs, 1973, Code 135; ·Widely distributed, to 51 of fauna, and 
concentrated in Polar (Northelillost) and bottom-influenced factors." 

3. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code 551; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent 551 at each station. 

4. Robertson, 1975; "The shape of the spines and degree to which the 
internal structure of these could be distinguished is hi9hly vari-
able •••• This species loads most heavily in factor 1 (subpolar). Its 
greatest abundances both at the present and 18,000 YPB are found north of 
about 45 0N. There is evidence for a slight southern shift of the zone 
of highest abundance from the present to 18,000 YBP". 

5. Morley, 1977, fi9. 1-15; "This group of species loads highest 
in factor 4 (subtropical). This species has a general coslOpolitan 
distribution at present and 18,000 YBP. No major changes in distribution 
pattern appear to occur between today and 18,000 YBP." 



Axoprunum stauraxonium Haecke1 

Axoprunum 

OESCRIPTION 

Haecke1. 1887. p. 298. pl. 48. fig. 4; 
Hays. 1965. p. 170. pl. 1. fig. 3 

"Shell ellipsoidal. showing considerable variation in thickness. 
the thicker individuals having rougher surfaces. Pores evenly spaced. 
circular to subcircu1ar. in some specimens pores have double edges. 
pores 4-6 times bar width. 12-18 along major axis. 8-12 across minor 
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axis. Shell bears 2 unequal polar spines. cylindrical to conical. weakly 
three-bladed at base. Medullary shell thin-walled. subspherical. occasionally 
double. more y single. pores subcircular. 6 across equatorial diameter. 
shell supported by internal extensions of polar spines plus 6 radial beams 
lying in or near the equatorial plane. Radial beams thin. but thicken at 
each end. Often the medullary shell Is missing. especially in thin-shelled 
Individuals; the radial beams are almost always present. "(from Hays. 1965). 

DIMENSIONS 

shelled specimens 
but 
from 

sometiMes are similar to Druppatractus 
is smaller in size (>165~ along the 
) . 

"Length of major axis 145-165. of minor axis 125-145. of long polar 
spine 55-80. of short spine 40-60. Diameter of medullary shell 30-45." 
(from Hays. 1965). 

REMARKS 

1. According to Petrushevskaya (1975. p. 570) this genus may be 
distinguished from Stflosphaera by the position of the rods joining the 
medullary and cortica shells. In Axoprunum. except for the polar spines. 
they all lie approximately in the equatorial plane. It differs from the 
genus Sttlatractus (which Petrushevskaya. 1975. synonymized with -
phaera) y having polar spines longer than the major axis of the cal 
shell. This latter distinction Is questionable since the polar spines of 
the type species (cf Haeckel. 1887. pl. 48. fig. 4) are shorter than the 
major axis of the cortical shell. 

Plate 7. figures 2.3 
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stauraxonium 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Hays, 1965 (Fig. 13); "A. stauraxon;um is one of the most abundant 
and widespread of those species round ;n the tops of cores north of the 
South Polar Front. Its presence in the lower part of V-16-66 (zone _) in
dicates that it extends back in time at least as far as the time repre
sented by this lone. It does not occur, however, in the other cores con
taining the red clay fauna; thus it seems that in the past, as today. it 
was excluded from the colder southern waters of the area." 

2. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code 5S0; counted together with 
1ithatractus Haecke1 and used in factor analysis of southeast 
assenlblages; ci Appendix 10 for percent 5S0 at each station. 

3. Robertson. 1975; "This species loads in factor 2 (subtropical). 
At the present its occurrence is limited to the region southeast of a 
line running from 3SoN. 14SoE to SoON. 1800. At 18.000 YBP it is absent 
north of about 380 N. except for a small occurrence in V20-119 which may be 
an incorrect identification." 

4. Morely. 1977 (Axoprunum spp.). Fig. 1-11; "The description of this 
species given by Haeckel (1877) is followed. Haeckel did not include a 
spherical medullary shell in this original de~crip~io~. Although th~ S 
species is probably identical to A. stauraxonlum, It IS referred to In 
this study as Axoprunum spp •. This s~eci~s loads h!ghest in factor 4 
(subtropical). At present thIs specIes IS absent In almost all samples 
south of 4005. Because of the absence of samples in the subtropicai region 
at 18.000 YPB. it is difficult to ascertain variations in distribution of 
this species at this level. " 

, 



Notes on the Genera = ~pon9urus and 

According to Haeckelian tics the genus 
the Family Euchitoniidae and has a central structure 
rings. I~wever, Ehrenberg's (1872b)illustration of the 
naviculare. does not show such a structure. Therefore. 
(1975) has correctly moved the to the Family 
synonymized it with and 
the same publication, 
sufficiently different from 
(new) genus·, and so she 

belongs to 
:::::.. concentric 
species. O. 
hevskaya

dae. She also 
I~wever. in 

seeiiiS 
pecial 

Spongurus (?) sp. (herein) had been placed in the genus spon¥urus as a 
matter o~convenience (cf. Petrushevskaya, 1967 and ling et a1 •• 971), but 
has a distinctive spiral structure. 
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s~nflcore puella has quite a different shell outline from ~ dumitricai, 
but a s m ar spongy construction. 

Since none of the above mentioned species has been studied in the context 
of their relationship to each other, it unwise to change generic assign-
ments mechanically. Hence. Petrushevskaya's generic synonymy is not used 
forthe time being and familiar terminology is retained herein • 

• 

• 



0nIna tograuiila dumi tri ca i Petrushevskaya 

DllnatQgrauliMI dumi tri ca Petrushevskaya, 

DESCRIPTION AND DIMENSIONS 

1975, p. 577, p1. 7, fig. 3; 
pl. 37, figs. 4,5 

56) 

"The main skele~on body is about SOu broad in its central part, about 75u 
broad in its arms and 200-25Ou long. The central part of the skeleton and the 
base of the arms are surrounded by a patagium (as by a muff), about 100u-15Ou long. 
The outlines of the main body of the skeleton and the layers of the patagium 
are X-shaped. The radial spines are weak. The pylomeis in one of the a'iiiS. 
Go"," with small pores covers only the patagium. Differs from 
pylomaticus Riedel. .. by: smaller dimensions, the outline , 
the more delicate gown, and the presence of patagium. The intermediate species 
(1), similar to the species in question and to was illustrated 
by Kruglikova (1969). differs from Haeckel, 
spon?ocore 1 ata and other s es not havi ng 
a th ckened central part of the main skeletal body, having a different 
skeletal outline." (from Petrushevskaya, 1975). 

REMARKS 

1. Note inconsistent spelling of the specific name in Petrushevskaya 
(1975); "dumi tri ca i" is thought to be correct. 

2. Petrushevskaya (1975) considers this species to be so different from 
Spon?urus as to require a separate genus. , in counting 
spec mens possible to readily distinguish between the two • 

• 

Pllte 8, figure 1 
, 
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Petrushevsklya 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. PetrushevskaYI. 1975; DSDP Site 278 (56°33.42'5. 1600D4.29'E) • 

• 

• 



• 
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cf. elliptica (Ehrenberg) 

elliptica Ehrenberg. 1872a. p. 301; 1872b. pl. 7. fig. 4 
elliptica (Ehrenberg). Benson, 1966. p. 189. pl. 8. figs. 4.5 

DESCRIPTION 

"large ellipsoidal. spongy-appearing test with nUMerous (50-200 or 
more) short. stout. conical to aded radial spines arising froM its 
surface. Test not spongy but consists of nunerous (5-12 or MOre) closely 
and equally spaced ellipsoidal shells that are joined by bealS originating 
fro. the nodes of the intervening bars of each shell. InnerMOst shell small. 
spherical to ellipsoidal. indistinct. Pores of each shell small. subpoly
gonal. of subequal size. with subregular arrangenent. Radial spines not 
traceable as distinct beaMS piercing all shells. In several speci-
Mens additional but inca.plete concentric shells are at each pole 
of the major shell axis. giving the test a appearance." 
(frOll Benson, 1966). 

DIMENSIONS 

"length Of test (major axis) 86-107~ ; Minor diaMeter 70-127~ ; length 
of radial spines 6-74~." (froM Benson. 1966) • 

Plate 8, figure 2 

• 
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Spongurus cf. elliptica (Ehrenberg) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966; "This species is very rare in the Gulf [Of California]. 
It is, therefore, of oceanic affinfty but is rare in the tropical Pacific 
assemblage. It does have a slightly greater frequency in the southern Gulf." 

2. Moore, 1974, Code Sl; "This form.as not separated frOM ~ 9 sp. 
in the counts (although MOrphologfc differences fn well so C 
are apparent). It fs found only fn the telP!rate and tropfcal regfon whfle 

sp. fs most abundant fn the cooler waters." 

3. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code SlA; "It was found only in the equatorfal 
and subtropical regfons, and ft fs not c~ in thfs study." Not used fn 
factor analysfs of southeast Pacffic as ages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent 
SlA at each statfon. 

, 

• 



• 

• 
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Spongurus Riedel. 1958. p. 226. p1. 1. figs. 10.11; 
Petrushevskaya. 1967. p. 32. fig. 16. I-II; 
Ling et a1 •• 1971. p. 711. pl. 1. fig. 5 

(1) 

DESCRIPTION 

Riedel. Petrushevskaya. 1975. p. 577. pl. 7 
fig. 4; pl. 37. fig. 7 

"Shell subcy1indrica1 or elongate ellipsoidal. approximately twice as long 
as broad. An inner densely spongy core is surrounded by a narrow IIIiInUe of 
less dense meshwork. Entire surface usually sparsely covered with brist1e-
like spines. which in IIIiIny specillens tend to be longer at the two es of the 
main axis. At one pole is a py1one. usually surrounded by short. ar 
teeth." (fran Riedel. 1958) • 

•••• the Bering Sea specimens show that the side of the dense 
inner spongy shell core is slightly concave outward rather than straight. Also 
there is a range of intraspecific variation on length vs. width (or breadth) 
ratio." Ling et a1.. 1971). 

"Length 150-255~. breadth 78-125~. Length of surface spines 5-1~ 
(usually broken off)." (fl"Olll Riedel. 1958). 

"Length 180-25~. width 75-1~.· (fran Ling et a1 •• 1971). 

REMARKS 

1. Petrushevskaya (1975) considers this species to be so different fl"Olll 
duaitricai as to require a separate genus. However. in counting 

t may not be possible to readily distinguish bet~en the two • 

Plate e. figures la.b 
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pylomaticus Riedel 

1. Ling et a1.. 19710 "This is the first record for occurrence of the 
present species. though found only rarely. flUl the Bering Sea. We hive also 
noticed the presence of the species fro. the eastern and central subarctic 
North Pacific deep-sea sedilleflts. which are currently under intensive ex .. i
nation. By c_ining the previous infonllltion of RIEDEL and PETRUSHEYSKAYA 
fl'Olll the Antarctic. KRUGlIKOVA fro. the northern Paci fi c. and the present 
study. s. can be considered as one of the cold-water and bipolar 

" • 

2. Sachs. 1973. Code 181; counted together with (1) sp.; 
"The NX abundance of the two species is 4%. but 
together they are widespread. ng latitudes. They load prefer-
entially on the northernllOSt (Polar) factor. with a decreased intenlediate 
(Subarctic) influence." 

3. Lozano. 1974; Fig. IV-21. counted together with (1) sp.; 
"It has the distrfbution typical of the Antarctic assenb age. reaches a 
maximum relative abundance of 5.5 percent in core RC13-268 which is located at 
the edge of the winter ice. The presence of well developed fonns with mantle 
north of about 40°5 •.• is an fndcation of northern transport by bottoM currents. 
reworking or non-Recent sediMents. 

"As the other Antarctic species. its distribution is affected by botta. 
transport in the Argentine and Crozet basins. P.l is found in 
sedi_nts under August sea surface telllperatures tii and -1.70C reach-
ing its maxi~ relative abundance at -1.7ot." 

4. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code 541; not used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assellblages; cf. Appendb 10 for percent 541 at each station. 

5. Robertson. 1975; "This species loads IIOst heavily in factor 3 
(transitional). At present its greatest abundances are in the northwest 
Pacific north of 4ooN. Abundances are low in the Sea of Okhotsk and through 
IIIOst of the Bering Sea. At 18.000 YBP the region of higher abundances is 
significantly sNller and further to the east." 

6. Morley. 1977 ). Fig. 1-14; S. and 
) sp counted together; is IIIOS t 

(1) sp. is n cal. subt'opical. subantarctic 
•.. This taXOnoMic group loads ghest in factor 2 (polar). At present 

this group is found IIIOst frequently south of 4505. At 18.000 YBP the 1% 
contour is displaced northward by 150 to 200 of latitude." 
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Spongurus (1) sp. 

(?) sp. Petrushevskaya. 1967. p. 33. fig. 16. III; fig. 26. I; 
Ling et al •• 1971. p. 711. pl. 1. fig. 6 

DESCRIPTION 

·Shells sa.ewhat different frQI often encountered 
in sue slIIPles. These shells ell 1. Spongy tissue 
far looser and spaces far larger; in optical section their spiral arrangelent 
can be seen. Speci_ns with developed _ntle and pylc.e could not be detected ... 

(1) sp. out.lrdly si.ilar to early stages of S. 
at fi anee differs only by spindle shipe of shell. However. 
are different in the structure of the tissue." 
Petrushevskaya. 1967). 

and 
speCies 

{frQI 

"This ellipsoidal. spiral spongy shell has been f~ the Antarctic 
by PETRUSHEVSKAYA (l967). Although the generic di given by HAECKEL 
(1862) for ~ does not encOlllplss such for'llS wi th a spi ral structure. 
we believe i best to be considered here within the present classi
fication scheM." (frOll Ling et, a1.. 1971). 

"Length 110-13~. width 65-~· (frQI Ling et al •• 1~71). 

"Length. 107 + 7u; width. 68 + 3u; based on ... sur .. nts of 11 speci..ns." 
(frQI Sachs. 1973)- -

• 

Plat, 8. ffgure 4 
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Spongurus (1) sp. 

1. Ling et a1 •• 1971; "PETRUSHEVSKAYA (1967) fndfcated that the present 
fonn is rather fn the tetliperate as well as tropical regfon of the 
Antarctfc. We have notfced its occurrence in the central and eastern North 
Pacific sedfments. Thus wfth the present ffndfng f~ the Berfng Sea sediments. 
even though sparse. it can be concluded that the present species has wide 
geographfc distrfbutfon." 

2. Sachs. 1973. Code not assfgned; counted together with 

3. Lozano. 1974; cf. 5pongurus 

4. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code 51; "It fs .ast abundant 
waters"; used in factor ana1ysfs of southeast Pacffic 
10 for percent 51 at each station . 

• 

in coastal and cool 
ages; cf. Appendix 



Spongocore puella Haeckel 

Spongocore puella Haeckel, 1887, p. 347, pl. 48, fig. 6; Benson, 1966. 
p. lB7, pl. 8. figs. 1-3; Nigrfni. 1970. 
p. 168. p1. 2. fig. 3 

OEseR I PTI ON 

"Fully developed consisting of a cylindrical. solid. spongy-
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appearing test with three joints separated by two constrictions. the middle 
jOint ranging from 1-2 times the lengths of the terminal jOints; with numerous. 
thin. conical. radial spines arising from the surface of all three jOints; with 
the middle joint covered by a spindle-shaped. relatively smooth. thin walled 
lattice-mantle having small. unequal. irregular pores; mantle supported by 
numerous radial spines that arise the middle joint. Mantle absent or 
rudimentary in most tests. but a ete gradation exists between the incom-
plete and . A few tests with radial spines absent or rudimentary. 
Solid. "spongy" appearing part of test not spongy but consists of closely 
spaced concentric shells. at least in the middle joint and possibly in the 
terminal jOints as well; in one specimen the test is bent into a gentle curve." 
(fNJiii Benson. 1966). 

DIMENSIONS 

"based on 30 specimens from stations 27 and 34: length of test 188-363u; 
diameter of middle joint 37-7111. of terminal joints 30-6811; length of lattice 
mantle 123-1911'. maximum breadth 74-11111; length of radial spines 2-2511." 
(from Benson. 1966). 

REMARKS , 

1. For a more complete synonymy see Benson. 1966. 

2. Renz (1976) used the name Spongocore diplocylindrica Haeckel for 
apparently the same species. 

Plate p. figures 5a-c 
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Spongocore puella Haeckel 

1. Benson, 1966; " ••. greater frequency in the southern half of the 
Gulf [of Californial and its gradual decrease to the north suggests that 
it has a greater affinity for normal oceanic .ater .asses but is also, to 

extent, tolerant of slightly greater salinity and temperature." 

2. Nigrini, 1970, fig. 15; belongs to a tropical assenblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific sediments, but the species 
ranges too far north to be useful in downcore analySis. 

3. Molina-Cruz, 1975. 
Pacific assenblages\ cf. 

Code 542; not used in factor analysis of southeast 
x 10 for percent 542 at each station. 



5txptosphaera (1) 

DESCRIPTIOH 

= Haeckel 

Haeckel, 1887, p. 87; Nfgrini, 1970, p. 167, 
pl. I, figs. 7,8. 
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"Shell spherical, entirely of loose, irregular spongy meshwork. 
Pores are subcircular and of varying slze. No central cavity or radial 
splnes. Surface rough. but without thorns." (from Nlgrinl, 1970). 

"The appearance is of a densely interwoven r.~sh-work ball. without 
protrudfng spines or thorns." (from Sachs. 1973). 

DIMENSIONS 

"(based on 20 speciMns). Dflllleter of shell 119 to 16711." (froiii Nigrini, 1970). 

"dfaMeter 166+ 1611. (based on 15 - • (from Sachs, 1973). 

REMARKS • 

1. ·S. was described. but not illustrated,by Hleckel (1887) 
from ·Challi 236 (34058'N, 13g029'E), but no speciMn of this 
general fortll could be found in topotypfc !IIIterfal examfned by the author. 
Hleckel's unfllustrated descrfptfon appears to fft the form found in the 
North Pacfffc durfng thfs study. HoMever, the shell diameter gfven by Haeckel 
fs alMOst twfce that of the North Pacfffc specfmens which are, therefore, only 
tentatively assfgned to 1, • (frCllll Nigrinf, 1970). 

Plate 8. ffgures 6a,b 
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Styptosphaera (?) Haecke1 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 7; belongs to a subarctic assemblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific samples. . 

2. Sachs. 1973 Code 9S. fig. 2B; "General aspect is Southern. fr.e .• 
south of about 45or{). but greatest abundance is sl ightly tlorth of the 
Southernmost stations." 

3. Robertson. 1975; "This species loads heavily in factor 3 (transitional). 
At present this species is most abundant in a band 37° and 45"N. To 
the extreme north and south it is absent. The area where it is absent at 
18.000 YBP is poorly defined but may show a shift to the south in the western 
part of the northwest Pacific." 

, 
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He1iodiscus asteriscus Haecke1 

DESCRIPTION 

Haecke1. 1887. p. 445. pl. 33. fig. 8; Hays. 
1965. p. 171. pl. II. fig. 7; Nigrini. 
1967. p. 32. pl. 3. figs. 1a.b 

"Cortical shell a discoidal biconvex lens. Pores circular to 
subcircular. s~'Etimes hexagonally framed. falrly regularly arranged over 
most of the smooth shell surface. but irre9ular in size. shape. and 
arrangement near the center of the disc; 7 or 8 (sometimes to 10) pores 
on a radius. 

"Medullary shell spherical to ellipsoidal with a diameter approximately 
0.3 that of cortical shell. Pores numerous. small. and irregular. Radial 
beams. 12-16. extend from the medullary shell to the central region of the 
discoidal surface of the cortical shell. Inner medullary shell delicate. 
always held eccentrically with in outer one by numerous radial beams ... Pores 
large. subcircular. and irregular. 
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"Radial spines 8-12. well developed. straight. 3-bladed near the disc. 
becoming cylindrical distally. placed more or less regularly around the mar
gin of the cortical shell. Spines up to 0.5 or 0.75 cortical shell diameter; 
rarely forked. Usually a few short slender marginal by-spines present." 
(from Nigrini. 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Diameter of cortical shell 136-191; of outer medullary shell 45-63\1; 
of inner medullary shell approximately 9-18\1." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. Benson's (1966) description and dimensions of this species (p. 200) 
are consistent with the above. 

Plate 9. figures 1.2 
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asteriscus Haeckel 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Hays, 1965, fig. IS. "It has not been observed from core tops south 
of the Polar Front and is rarely an constituent of samples from 
north of it. 

asteriscus occurs regularly in the samples fr~ core V-16-66 
below em, cating a range at least as far back as zone ,. Like 

stauraxonium, it does not occur in the • zone cores taken 
Polar Front." 

2. Benson, 1966; "This species is of cosmopolitan but rare occurrence 
in the Gulf [of California:J. It is .•. COMmOn (3.0S) only at station 194 ••• 
In the absence of known upwelling near station 194, it must be concluded 
that the increase in this species at this station is due to its tolerance 
of waters with slightly higher than average temperature and salinity ••• It 
has a slightly greater abundance in the southern Gulf." 

3. Nigrini, 1967, fig. 14. "Indian Ocean occurrences - H. asteriscus 
is found in both low and middle latitudes, fonning 1 percent to 7 percent 
of the described population. It was present in all counted samples." 

4. Nigrini, 1970, fig. 13; belongs to a tropical assemblage derived by 
recurrent group analysis of North Pacific s.i~les, but the species ranges too 
far north to be useful in down-core analysis. 

5. Lozano, 1974, Fig. IV-7. "Generally present in samples from the 
Atlantic and practically always found in samples from the Indian Ocean under 
subtropical waters where it reaches a maxi~ of 0.7 percent of the total 
radiola~ian fauna. 

"The minimum February sea surface t~rature under which it is found 
is goC in the Atlantic and 60C in the Indian Ocean." 

6. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code 514. used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assemblages; ctAppendix 10 for percent 514 at each station. 

7. Morley, 1977 (Heliodiscus spp.), Fig. 1-16; counted together with 
H. echiniscus; "The present authOr belives that H. echiniscus is probably a 
morphological variant of .!!.: •• This UxorriJiil1c group loads highest 
in factor 4 (subtrogical). this group of species is absent in 
samples south of 46 5. At 18 YBP the OS contour is shifted northward 
by approximately ZO of lat to 44OS." 
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Amphirhopalum ypsilon Haeckel 

Amphirhopalum ypsilon Haeckel. 1887. p. 522; Nigrini. 1967. p. 35. pl. 3. 
figs. 3a-3d. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell with 2 opposite. chambered arms. one of which is forked distally. 
Arms arise from a central structure composed of 2 inner spherical shells 
and an outer oblate spheroidal shell. all quite smooth and connected by numer
ous. discontinuous. radial beams. In addition. there is an outer ring of 
mesh in the plane of the shell which is normally oriented perpendicular to 
the microscope axis. This orientation makes the central structure appear as 
a "central. concentrically annulated disc" (cf. Haeckel. 1887. p. 516. Sub
family Euchitonida). because the spheroidal shell has its minor axis along 
the microscope axis and the external ring. or rings. are in the plane of 
the slide. 

"In cross section arms are elliptical with their shortest dimension normally 
oriented along the microscope axis. Unforked arm is narrow proximally. ex
pands distally to a maximum breadth about two-thirds of the way along its 
length. then decreases slightly in breadth to a blunt termination. Usually 
4-9 distinct chambers. convex distally. can be seen; however. shell may 
become spongy over the distal one-third of the arm. Similarly. the forked 
arm expands distally and branches where its breadth reaches a maximum. 
Usually 5-9 distinct chambers. including those on the branches. convex dis-
tally; chambers on branches imes obscured by spongy meshwork. 

'1nternal spines form a basic framework which is covered by a lattice 
of small circular to subcircular pores. 

"In some specimens a patagium is present around the central structure and 
arms. sometimes with 4 or 5 chambered rows. concave inwards; imes simply a 
spongy mass. It seems probable that a complete patagium (i.e •• on a fully 
developed specimen) might surround the whole basic shell structure. but in 
all specimens examined the patagium had developed only between the 2 main arms 
and around the central structure. Patagium generally more delicate than the 
main shell." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

"Specimens fl"Oiii the upper parts of the cores examined average four or 
five proximal chambers on the forked arm before it bifurcates. Lower down in 
the cores this number decreases. and forms with two or three (sometimes one) 
such chambers predominate. The decrease coincides approximately with an 
increase in abundance." (from Nigrini. 1971). 

Plate 10. figures la-e 
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Hleckel 

DIMENSIONS 

"Total length 236-307~. Radius of simple ann 119-155~i of forked ann 
119-155~. MaxiMUM breadth of simple ani 63-11~i of branches on forked 
arm 36-63~." (fron Nigrini. 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more cOlllplete synonlllY see Nigrini. 1967. 

2. "DuMitrica (1973. p. 835) described a species called 
(Haeckel). There is a .. inor spelling error and the na.e 

• This species is very likely the ancestor of ~ !9silon. and 
CIT it in having SIIOOther. IIIOre distinct and IIIOre rou ea chllllbers. 
It has previously been observed by the present author in Upper Pliocene 
sedilllents and there is a transition ff'Olll A. virchow11 to A. YDsl10n near the 
Plio-Pleistocene bounda • A. then evolves 1n the .. nner described 

fig. 6) and by Hleckel (1862. pl. 3D. fig. 4 are good examples of 
The anns are sOllll!What narrower than those illustrated by Hleckel • 
figs. 1. 2). Specilllens figured by Nigrini (1971. pl. 1. fi. 7c) and 
referred to by lluIIitrica (1973) are good examples of early !. 
virchow11 is a convenient nlllM! for the species in question. 
eXIM'Ining type Nterial. it is difficult to say whether Hleckel was looking 
at the Pliocene fonn or early A. 12silon." (fral Nigrini. 1974). 

3. Benson's (1966) description and di .. nsions of this species 
Hleckel in Benson. p. 221) are consistent with 

4. Note spelling error in Moore (1974) and Molina-Cruz (1975). 



ypsi10n Haecke1 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966 ; "This species is cos-
IIIOpolitan in the Gulf • only at stations 203. 
and 214. It is rare at all stations but is present in slightly greater 
nup"ers at stations located in the axial portion of the Gulf. Its average 
frequency is slightly greater in the southern half of the Gulf; therefore. 
it is a IIIOre nearly oceanic species. It undergoes no marked increase at 
stations located within regions of upwelling." 

2. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 16; "Indian Ocean occurrences - A. ypsi10n is 
sparsely distributed in low latitudes and is absent frQii samples south of 
350S. Though rather rare in Recent sediments. it appears to be a useful 
lllelllber of the low latitude age." 

3. Nigrini. 1968. text-fig. 13; "Few in the regions of the North and 
South Equatorial but decreasing in abundance westward and in the 
region of the Equatorial COuntercurrent." 

4. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 14; belongs to a tropical assemblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific samples. but the species does 
range as far north as 400N in the western Pacific. 
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5. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code S9; not used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific sa.p1es; ctAppendix 10 for percent S9 at each station. 

I 
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Notes on the Genera Euchitonia, Dictyocoryne and HYlioeniastrum 

Petrusheyskaya and Kozloya (1972, p. 528) made the following taxonomic 
changes for part of the Family Spongodiscidae: 

Genus RHOPALASTRUM Ehrenberg 

Rhopalastrum Ehrenberg, 18471, chart to p.l8S: Haeckel, 1887, p.S26 

Rhopalodictyum Ehrenberg, 186Ob, p. 832: Haeckel, 1887, p. 589 

Dictyocoryne Ehrenberg, 1860b, p. 830: Haeckel. 1887. p. 592 

Dictyastrum Ehrenberg. 1860b. p. 830: Haeckel, 1887. p. 524 

Euchitonia Ehrenberg. 1860b. p. 831: Haeckel. 1887. p. 532 

P,teractis Ehrenberg. 1872a, p. 277 

"Spongodiscidae with thin spongy central disc (where chambered rings may be 
imes seen). with three spongy arms and patagium between them." 

It is not clear why the genus Hymeniastrum Ehrenberg was excluded from 
Petrusheyskaya and Kozloya's synon~. 

It has already been noted by Ling (1966). Ling and Anikouchine (1967) 
and Nigrini (1967) that presence or absence of a patagium is of no generic 
or specific consequence. Ling (1972) is of the opinion that "the concerntric 
spongy disc bears the taxonomic value for these spumellarians." 

It is the present authors' opinion that: 

1. Patagium is of no consequence taxonomically. 

2. All the of this general type possess degree of central 
spheroidal and/or discoidal structure. but this may be obscured by spongy 
material. The degree of visibility of the central structure may be of 
generic significance. 

3. Some forilis exhibit bilateral while others haye equiangular 
displacement between arms and this feature may be of generic significance. 
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Notes on the Genera Euchitonia, Dictyocoryne and HYiileniastrum (cont.) 

4. Species with bifurcating arms should be placed in different genera 
from those having simple a . 

For these reasons and because major taxonomic revision should involve a 
stratigraphic study, the following taxonomy, more conservative than that of 
Petrushevskaya and Kozlova (1972) is proposed. 

Family Spongodiscidae Haeckel 1862, Riedel,1967 

"Emended definition: Discoidal, spongy or finely-chaJnbered skeleton, 
with or without surficial pore-plate, often with radiating arms or marginal 
spines, and without a large central phacoid shell." (froiii Riedel, 1971) 

GENUS Euchitonia Ehrenberg, Nigrini, 1967 

Euchitonia Ehrenberg, 1860b, p. 831; sens. emend. Haeckel, 1887, p. 532. -
"Euchitoniidae with three simple, undivided, chambered (proximally, at least) 
arms, with or without terminal spines; triangular shell, bilateral, one 
unpaired and two paired arms. Patagium mayor may not be present. The 
definition of this genus is emended herein to include forms with and without 
(l) terminal spines; and (2) a patagium." (from Nigrini, 1967) 

The genus 
spongy rather 
included: 

Ehrenberg, 1847, is similar to the above but has 
arms and for that reason is not included. Species 

1. Euchitonia elegans (Ehrenberg) 
2. Euchftonia furcata Ehrenberg 
3. Euchftonia sp. includes or broken specimens of the 

above, distinguishable by a strong and clearly visible central structure of 
3 or 4 concentric spheroidal shells and strong bilateral • SpeCies 
of Euchitonia possess a much coarser lattice than other genera. 

4. Euchitonia cf. echinata - see for 

GENUS Dictyocoryne Ehrenberg 

Ilictyocoryne Ehrenberg, 186Ob, p. 830 

RhopalodictyuM Ehrenberg, 1860b, p. 832 

Spongocliscidae with three silllple, undivided, spongy aliliS, with or without 
terminal spines, equally to bilaterally disposed. Patagium mayor may not be 
present. Central structure often obscured by spongy llleshwork, but consisting 
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Notes on the Genera Euchitonia. Dictyocoryne and HywEniastrun (cont.) 

of 5 to 10 or more concentric discoidal shells. Species included: 

1. Dictyocoryne profunda Ehrenberg 
2. Dictyocoryne truncatun (Ehrenberg) 

GENUS Hymeniastrum Ehrenberg 

Ehrenberg. 1847b. p. 54 

Dictyastrum • 1860b. p. 830 

Spongodiscidae with three simple. undivided. challlbered al"llls. with or 
without tenninal spines; triangular shell. equiangular displacement between 
anns. Patagiun mayor may not be present. Central structure often obscured 
by spongy meshwork. but consisting of 4 to 5 concentric discoidal shells. 

Species included: 1. euclidis Haecke1 

NOTE: 1. It is entirely possible that Dictyocoryne and HymeniastruM are cogeneric. 

2. Riedel (1971) places Hy.eniastrum in the Family Coccodiscidae. 

". 
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Euchitonia elegans (Ehrenberg) 

Ehrenberg. 1872a. p. 319; 1872b. p. 299. pl. VIII. fig. 3 
(Ehrenberg). Nigrini. 1967. p. 39. pl. 4. figs. 2a.b 

DESCRIPTION 

"Similar to Euchitonia furcata. but differing in the shape of its arms. 
Arms slender. tapering distally. and sometimes terminating in 1 or 2 short. 
fairly stout spines. Angle between paired arms of E. generally 
smaller than that of E. furcata. ----

"A patagium mayor may not be present. When well developed it forms a 
delicate mes~rk around the central structure and between each of the 3 
arms (generally less well developed between paired arms). Mes~rk forms 
rows of chambers. convex outwards in larger angles. concave between paired 
arms. and thickens its outer edge. Sometimes patagium shows partial 
development or. often. only a few initial branches are present. In other 
specimens there is no indication of a pagatium forming .•. 

"It is usually difficult. if not impossible. to distinguish between 
E. elegans and E. furcata • These species are differentiated by the shape 
07 the a"ns of 1airly complete and well-developed specimens. However. the 
majority of specimens found are either broken or not completely developed. 
making it impossible to identify them to species. One is tempted to make 
E. and E. furcata and the indeterminant forms conspecific. but the 
iii between end of such a series is sufficiently great to 
indicate that two species are. in fact. involved. Thus. a few specimens 
definitely belonging to each species and a large number of unidentifiable 
fragments were present in the samples examined." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Average length of arms (measured from center of inne,jjjost sphere) 
146-289u (usually 200-28Qu). Maximum breadth of arms 36-63u. Angle between 
pa i red arms 540 _750 ." (from Ni gri ni. 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more complete synonymy see Nigrini. 1967 and Ling and Ani
kouchine. 1967. 

2. Benson's (1966) description and dimensions of this species (p. 230) 
are not consistent with the above. 

Plate 11. figures la.b 

• 

----------------------------------------------~-=------------------------ .. 

I 
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Euchitonia (Ehrenberg) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini, 1967, fig. 18, 19; " 
specimens of E. e1egans (fig. 18) very 
and do not occur in middle latitude • • • 

- Recognizable 
low latitudes 

"Euchitonia sp. (fig. 19) is fairly abundant (4% to 12% of the described 
population) in low latitudes, but like E. e1egans it is absent from samples 
taken south of 350S. The three forms ap-pear to be reliable and potentially 
useful members of the low latitude assemblage." 

2. Nigrini, 1968, text-fig. 14; spp.is "Rare in the northern-
most sample examined, few in the region Current, generally several 
along the coast of Central America and in the region of the South Equatorial 
Current, comnon to abundant in the western part of the study area." 

3. Nigrini, 1970, fig. 18; belongs to a tropical assemblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific samples, but the species does 
range as far north as 400N in the western Pacific. 

4. Sachs, 1973, Code 221; 
"their distributions are all 
Southern is south of about 

spp. (counted together wi th E. 
sitiona1) and they are all rare. 

5. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code 512; counted together with E. furcata and 
used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific assemblages; cf;Appendix 10 
for percent 512 at each station. 

6. Robertson, 1975; counted together with E. furcata; "E. is 
by far the less frequently occurring of these two species •••. --

"These species load most heavily in factor 2 (subtropical). At the present 
they are absent north of about 450N but to the east of 1650E they occuroon1y 
rarely south of 450 N. At 18,000 YBP they occur only rarely north of 35 N." 

7. Morley, 1977 (Euchitonia spp.); Fig. 1-17 counted together with f. 
furcata; "Although these two species are placed in one taxol'lOlilic for this 
study, E. furcata was much more abundant in all samples than ~ .• These 
species load highest in factor 1 (tropical). Today they are 
found in samples frOll, tropical regions and are absent fro," all samples south 

. of 3505. At 18,000 YBP they occur only rarely in the eastern equatorial sam
ples and are absent south of 1505." 

• 
• 

, 
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Euchitonia furcata Ehrenberg 

Euchitonia furcata Ehrenberg 1872a, p. 308; 1872b, p. 289, pl. IV (iii). 
fig. 6; Ling and Anikouchine. 1967. 
p. 1484. pl. 189. 190. figs. 1-2.5-7. 

Euchitonia mulleri Haeckel. Nigrini. 1967. p. 37. pl. 4. figs. la.b 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell bilaterally synnetrical with 3 arms of approximately equal length. 
elliptical in cross section. Arms arise from a central structure of 
2 inner spherical shells and an outer oblate spheroidal shell. all te smooth 
and connected by numerous. discontinuous. radial beams. In addition. there is 
an outer ring of mesh in the plane of the shell which is nOIIl.lly oriented 
perpendicular to the microscope axis. This central structure is the same as 
that of xpsilon. 

"Arms fairly heavy, increasing in breadth distally and having a blunt or 
irregularly rounded termination; sometimes with 1-3 slender terminal spines. 
Proximally arms appear chambered. but a rather dense mesh of subcircular 
pores generally obscures distal chambers, and gives arms a spongy appearance. 
Paired arms form the smaller angle opposite odd arm and often curve slightly 
towards each other. 

"A patagium mayor may not be present. Specimens having a well-developed 
patagium are rare. and examination of it has not been sufficiently extensive 
to warrant any general conclusions. Usually. patagium shows partial develop
ment or. often. only a few initial branches are present. In other specimens 
there is no indication of a patagium foming." (fro", Nigrini. 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Average length of arms (measured fro ... center of innerlfost sphere) 
164-298\1. Maxi""'" breadth of 54-90\1. Angle between paired arms 
590-940 • " (frOll! Ni gri ni, 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more complete synonymy and taxonomic discussion see Nigrini. 
1967 Ind Ling and Anikouchine. 1967. 

2. Benson's (1966) descriptions and di .. nsions of 1. cf. furcata 
Ehrenberg (p. 228) and E. MUlleri Kleckel (p. 232) are not consistent with 
the above. 

Pllte 11, figures 21,b 
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Euchi~onia furcata Ehrenberg 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. III grini 
specimens of E. 
absent from 

1967. fig. 17; "Indian Ocean occurrences - Recognizable 
are sparsely distribUted in low latitudes. and are 

south of 350 S." 

See also discussion of recent distribution for E. herein. -
2. Nigrini. 1968. text. fig. 14~ cf. E. - herein; 

3. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 17; belongs to a tropical assemblage derived 
by recurrent group anal1$is of North Pacific samples. but the species does 
range as far north as 400N in the western Pacific. 

4. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code S12~ cf. ~ elegans herein. 

5. Robertson. 1975; cf. ~ elegans herein. 

-

• 

• 

, 
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Oictyocoryne profunda Ehrenberg 

profunda Ehrenberg, 18601,p. 767, 1872a, p. 307, 1872b, 
p. 288, pl. 7, ~ig. 23; Haeckel, 1887, 
p. 592; Martin, 1904, p. 454, pl. BO, 
figs.II-13; ling and Anikouchine. 1967. 
p. 1489, pIs. 191, 192, fig. 6; non Renz, 
1976, pl. 3, fig. 1 

OEseR I PTI ON 

..... A,IliS approximately of equal size and equidistant, club-shaped, from 2~ 
to 3 times as broad at the ends as in the na part, broadest part twice 
the diameter of the central disk, length 2~ to 3 times the diameter of the 
central disk; central disk with three or four concentric rings; patagium 
reaching almost or quite to the ends of the a""s. 

"The forllis here referred to this species show considerable variation within 
themselves, and if they all in here will make it necessary to broaden 
the descriptions given by Ehrenberg and by Haeckel. With the material now 
at hand it seems better to broaden the species than to describe new ones. 
The three figures show the range of variation observed in the Maryland forms. 

"It may be seen from the figures that the arms are not absolutely equidis
tant as they are supposed to always be in this genus. The maximum variation 
in Shis respect is shown in Fig. 11 where the angles between the arms are 105°, 
122 and 133°. This does not invalidate the reference of this form to Oictyocoryne 
for Ehrenberg's figure of the type of the genus shows the arms as being at 
angles of 1130, 1230, and 1240." (from Hartin, 1904). 

DIMENSIONS 

Based on 10 spec ; length of arms from ic centre to distal end 
130-150~; maximum breadth of arms 80-120~." (from ling and Anikouchine. 1~67). 

REMARKS 

1. Benson (1966. p. 225) has described another speCies H~niastrum 
koellikeri Haeckel, but the distinctions between it and O. pro~da are not 
pronounced. It appears that Benson's illustrated specimens could be assigned 
to ~ truncatum (pI. 12, fig. 4) and ~ profunda (pI. 12, figs. 5, 6). 

Plate 12, ffgure 1 

• 
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Oictyocoryne profunda Ehrenberg 

1. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code S36A; not used in factor analysis of 
southeast Pacific assemblages; cf.Appendix 10 for percent S36A at each 
station. 
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Dlctyocoryne 

SS9 

(Ehrenberg) 

Ehrenberg. 1861. p. 301. Haeckel. 1887. p. 589 
(Ehrenberg). Benson. 1966. p. 235. pl. 15. fig . 1 
Ikouchlne. 1967. p. 1489. pls. 191. 192. fig. 4.5 

Ehrenberg. 1872b.pl. 8. fig. 17 
(1). Popofsky. 1912, p. 137, text. fig. 52 only 

(modified from Benson, 1966) Test with three, broad, spongy • 
equally to bilaterally disposed. generally with but in several specl~ns without 
a spongy patagium between them. Central region consisting of 5-10 or more con
centric latticed discoidal shells; these shells are frequently concealed 
by a fine spongy lattice. Arms narrow proximally for a short distance. 
becoming broad and thick, elliptical in section distally. In specimens without 
a patagium the arms have a definite margin; in those with a patagium margin 
of arms indefinite. often appearing to merge with pataglum; In several speci
mens arms appear only as triangular dark areas. 

DIMENSIONS 

"based on 30 s~illlens from stations 46. 56. 60. 71 and 81; angle A 
1120-1390. mean 126 ; angle B 920-1160 , mean lOBO; angle C 1140-1440 • mean 
1270 ; ratio of angle A to B 1.03-1.43. mean 1.17. of angle C to B 1.07-1.43. 
mean 1.18; diameter of concentric shell of central region (11 speci-
mens with number of shells ranging from 5-10) 68-117~; maximum breadth of 

86-153~; length of base of triangular test 172-343~ . of altitude 177-348~ ." 
(from Benson. 1966). 

REMARKS 

1. Dictyocorxne sp. (in Ling and Anlkouchine. 1967) is tentatively 
included in the synonYlllY of this species. The arms of their figured speci-
mens are clearly chalice-shaped. but it is not clear whether this character
istic Is sufficient to erect a separate species or whether it Is an allowable 
morphological variation of D • 

2. There Is another very similar form, Euchitonia 
with the following synonymy: '" 

(Ehrenberq) 

Stylacti5 triangulum Ehrenberg, 1872a, p. 320; 1872b. pl. 8, fig. 9. 
Stohr, 1880, p. 113, p1. 6. fig. 2 

(Ehrenberg) Hleckel, 1887, p. 533. 
(Ehrenberg) Ling and Anikouchlne, 1967. 

p. 1487, ph. 189,190, fig5.8.9. 

Plate 12, figures 2a,b 
• 
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Dfctyocorne truncatum (Ehrenberg) 

This species closely les D. truncatum (cf. Ling and Anikouchine, 1967) 
except that the arms are not equidistant and the central region is not spongy. 
These features were not found to be particularly distinctive and it is suggested 
herein that there is only one species of this general The species is 
never as markedly bilateral as Euchitonia elegans or furcata. 

Benson (1966) described a third species Euchitonia cf. echinata which may 
be valid. His description is as follows; 

"Arms distinctly bilaterally disposed, an odd arm generally distinguish
able. Central region circular, consisting of 5-8 concentric discoidal 
shells; arms generally broad proximally with broader but blunt, thicker 
terminations, characteristically with 1-5 or more (generally 12) conical 
to pyramidal terminal spines, continuous inwards as beams, lying in the 
plane of the disc, variable in length (4-31~). Internal structure of 
all!lS with distinct, regular, equally spaced, concentric, latticed rings, 
traceable arm to arm, 6-20 per arm; terminations of arms appear 
spongy, suggestive of a structure similar to the central region, i.e., 
concentric shells. Test covered by a distinct latticed sheath as in the 
preceding species. A spongy, layered patagium between the arms generally 
absent or only rudimentary, thinner and more delicate proximally." 

DIMENSIONS 

(based on 3D specimens) "diameter of outer concentric shell of central 
region 68-107~; length of odd arm 37-129v, of each of the two similar arms 
43-112~ and 41-116~; minimum breadth of odd arm 49-79~, of each of the two 
similar arms 44-79v and 41-8~; maximum breadth of odd arm 69-135~, of each of 
the two similar arhls 54-ll9v and 55-121~; length of base of triangular test 
146-265~, of altitude 151-276~." (from Benson, 1966). 

The distinctive features of this species are the concentric rings which may 
be traced from arm to arm and the consistent and well-developed terminal spines. 
However, the concentric ring structure of the arms is quite different from 
the type of chambering observed in Euchitonia furcata and Euchitonia 
and for this reason it might be more properly assigned to another genus. 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966; " •.• co~iOpolitan in the Gulf ~f California but is 
rare at all stations where it is ••• some tolerance for wa ers of higher 
than aver'lge salinity and • 

2. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code S36; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assua,blages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent S36 at each station. 
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Hymeniastrum euclidis Haeckel 

euclidis Haeckel. 1887. p. 531. pl. 43. fig. 13; Benson. 1966. 
p. 222. p1. 12. figs. 1-3 

sp •• ling and Anikouchine. 1967. p. 1487. pls. 191. 192. ?Cyc1astrum? 
figs. 1.2 

DESCRIPTION 

"Discoidal test with three arms of nearly equal size and similar shape. 
elliptical in section. separated by nearly equal angles; a layered spongy 
patagium generally present but rudi or absent in several sp~cimens. 
thicker distally along its margin than proximally where it is thin and deli
cate. when fully developed subtriangu1ar in shape. Central region of test 
circular to subtriangu1ar in outline. consisting of 4-5 concentric discoidal 
latticed shells. therefore. biconvex In side view. Arms very narrow proxi
mally. increasing only gradually in breadth for most of their length. termin
ating in broad bulbous tips. a few of which were observed with 3-4 internal 
concentric shells or rings. Internal structure of consisting of numerous 
(13-25) concentric. irregular. partial rings. subequa11y spaced. more or less 
perpendicular to the outer latticed cover of the arm. In most specimens the 
internal structure of the test Is not distinct and the center as well as the 
arms appear spongy. The arms and center covered with a generally distinguish
able. small-pored latticed sheath. Several specimens were observed with 1-3 
terminal spines on one or more of the arms. 4-31v in length." Benson. 1966). 

DIMENSIONS 

"based on 38 specimens from stations 27. 34. 46. 56. 60. 64. 71. and 
81: angle A 111 -142°. mean 126°; angle B 95°-126°. mean 111°; angle C 
111°-133°. meln 1230; ratio of angle A to angle B 0.98-1.49. mean 1.13; 
ratio of angle C to an91e B 0.88-1.29. mean 1.11; diameter of outer concentric 
shell of central region 55-84v; length of odd arm (if not distinguishable 
an arm was chosen at random) 96-209v • of each of the two similar arms 
96-205v. Ind 101-197v. minimum breadth of odd arm 27-48v. of each of the 
two similar arms 27-47v and 26-48v; maximum breadth of bulbous tip of odd arm 
50-112v. of each of the two similar altilS 48-123v and 49-ll4v; length of base of 
triangular test 218-4llv. of altitude 2D3-369v." (fror.l Benson. 1966). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more complete synonymy see Ni9rini. 1970. 

2. The specimens figured by Benson (1966) are larger than that shown 
by Nigrini (1970). For additional illustrations see Benson (1966). 

Plate 12. figure 3 

• 
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Hymeniastrum euc1idis Haecke1 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966; "This species is cosmopolitan but rare in the Gulf 
I9f California] ... It has a higher than average frequency in the southern 
Gulf with highest frequency (1.4%) at station 64 located in a region of up
welling. It does not increase. however. at other stations located within 
areas of upwelling. Its general d~ :rease northward in the Gulf suggests its 
greater affinity for oceanic water masses." 

2. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 16; belongs to a tropical assemblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific samples. but the species ranges 
too far north to be useful in down-core analysis. 

3. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code SlB; not used in factor analysis of south-
east Pacific 1ages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent S18 at each station. 

, 
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Spon9aster tetras tetras Ehrenberg 

Spongaster tetras Ehrenberg. 1860b. p. 833; 1872b. p. 299. pl. IV(iii). fig. 8 
Spongaster tetras tetras Ehrenberg. Higrini. 1967. p. 41. pl. 5. figs. la.b 

OESCRIPTIOtI 

"Shell is a square with rounded corners. Four spongy. pear-shaped 
"arms" approximately at right angles. are regularly placed in one plane around 
5 concentric lattice spheres. A cQi~letely enveloping patagium usually makes 
the central spheres difficult to see. and. at best. 5 concentric rings can 
be recognized; the "arms" appear merely as dark patches. 

"Patagium is. for the most part. a dense irregular spongy meshwork with 
small subcircular pores. but around the "arms" bars beCQ,1€! thicker and 3-bladed. 
In some specimens radial beams apparently form a basis for the patagium which 
will then have a radially striated border. Patagium may be depressed slightly 
around the central structure. but at its p@riphery its thickness is approxi
I'Iately 0.25 the length of the sides of the square." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Distance between sides 150-30211 (usually 150-2761l );diagonal 187-36911 
(usually 187-31611 )." (frOm rligrini. 1967). 

REMARKS 

• 

1. For a more complete synonymy see rligrini. 1967. 

2. Benson's (1966) description of this species (p. 238) is consistent 
with the above. but his dimensions are generally smaller (e.g .• length of 
diagonal 127-19611 ) which may reflect lack of affinity for restricted water 
masses such as the Gulf of California. 

• 

Plate 13. figure 1 
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5pongaster tetras tetras Ehrenberg 

1. Benson. 1966; "This species is rare at all Gulf [of California] 
stations where it is present ... Because it is present at only four stations 
in the northern half of the Gulf. its greater affinity for oceanic water masses 
is indicated." 

2. - ONigrini. 1967. fig. 20; " - S. tetras tetras 
is fairly abundant in the western cs. n abUndance east of 
850 E. and is absent from middle latitude samples. It appears to be a reli
able and potentially useful member of the low latitude assemblage." 

3. Nigrini. 1968. text-fig. IS; "Absent the nort sample 
examined. rare or absent in the region of the Peru Current. few in the regions 
of the North and part of the South Equatorial Currents; in a broad 
region which includes the Equatorial Countercurrent and part of the South 
Equatoria 1 Current." 

4. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 19; belongs to a tropical 
by recurrent group analyais of North Pacific sediments. 
range as far north as 40 N in the western Pacific. 

lage derived 
but the species does 

5. Molina-Cruz. lSU5. Code 540; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent S40 at each station. 

6. Morley. 1977; Fig. 1-18; "This species loads highest in factor 1 
(tropical). At present the species is most abundant in the tropical waters 
of the western Atlantic. The position of the 0% contour at 18.000 YBP would 
seem to indicate a similar distribution pattern when compared to today's 
values." 

-
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Spongaster tetras Ehrenberg irregu1aris Nigrini 

Spongaster tetras Ehrenberg irregu1aris Nigrini, 1967, p. 43, pl. 5, fig. 2 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell roughly rectangular, usually irregular, spongy. Basically similar 
to s~aster tetras tetras, with 4 or 5 central concentric lattice spheres, 
but erfng fron it by the shape of the patayium and angle bet~en the 
"arms". "Arms" generally indistinct at 65--79 to each other, forming an 
oblique cross; rarely, this angle may be as low as 590 or as high as 84°." 
(from Nigrini, 1967). 

"Length of longer side 136-263~; of shorter side 100-191~. Average 
radius of arms (measured froll center of innelll",st sphere) 80-132\1." 
(from Nigrini, 1967). 

Plate 13, figure 2 
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Spongaster tetras Ehrenberg irregularis Nigrini 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 21; "Indian Ocean occurrences - ~ tetras 
irregularis is absent from low latitudes. In middle latitudes it is sparsely 
distributed. Though rare in Recent sediments. it appears to be a useful 

of the middle latitude assemblage." 

2. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 20; belongs to a transitional assemblage 
derived by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific samples. 



Notes on the Genera Stylodictya, Porodiscus and Stylochlamydium. 

The following species are abundant. but their identification is 
difficult. Their morphological characteristics are frequently grada-
tional and incomplete specimens are . According to some classi-
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fication schemes rotation of the specimen is necessary to confirm the 
specific identification; clearly this is impossible when counting specimens 
in a fixed slide. 

Kozlova (in Petrushevskaya and Kozlova, 1972) presented a useful generic 
revision based primarily on the nature of the central structure. Her taxonDm¥ 
is used herein where possible. In some instances familiar specific n~ies 
are retained even if they are technically questionable. Species are 
illustrated and described "ideal" speci~ns and in practice might have 
to be combined for counting purposes. I ete specimens may have to 
be grouped as gen. sp. indeterminate. 

, 
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Genus Stylodictya Ehrenberg 1847. Kosloya. 1972 

"Stylodictya Ehrenberg, 1847b. p.54 (part.); scus Haeckel. 
1881. p. 491 (part); Haecke. p. 506 
(part.); Stylodictya •• p. 509 (part.) Type 
species Stylodictya gracilis • 1854a, p.246. 

Skeleton is flat or slightly concave with round outline; 
consists of equatorial and sagittal girdles (frontal girdle 
is not developed). wings of the rings are displaced at 45° 
in relation to the main axes; at their Merging point they do 
not envelope each other and thus form girdles or regular 
round or scalloped form. especially distinctive in the first 

The first systetn is close to (cupolas 
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not overlap each other). diaMeter • submerged into 
the skeleton; the distance between systews is greater than or 
equal to the diaMeter of the central chuber. 

"The main and additional spines are well developed and often extend 
as external spines. Rim of the disc is with 4. 8. or .are spines. 

"Differs frolll TholocUscus gen. by the annular character of the 
wing connection. by the absence of the zig-zag radial lines in the plane 
of the disc. and by its more regular round outline. 

Eocene-Recent" • (f. 0111 Petrusheyskaya and Kazloya. 1972). 

Note: central structure clearly visible 

Species included: Stylodictya aculeata Jorgensen 

Stylodictya yalidisptna Jorgensen 



Stylodictya aculeata Jorgensen 

Stylodictya aculeata Jorgensen. 1905. p. 119. pl. 10. fig. 41; 
Petrushevskaya. 1967. p. 35. pl. 17. 
figs. 1-3. 

DESCRIPTIOrl 
,.. 

"Specie~ very sil'lilar to S. val idi Differentiated by greater 
irregularity of structure of snel • effect upon disposition of 
chambers. radial cross-pieces. needles. and pores. In addition. in 
S. aculeata width of chambers increases MOre markedly towards periphery 

SlOl 

of disk than in previous species. S. aculeata differs from S. validis ina 
also in larQer number of pores lying across width of one chamber -5. ." 

"Species S. validiS~ina and S. aculeata are very similar to each other. 
Their MOrphological dif erences Play prove to be due only to different 
hydrological conditions and that these are two subspecies of one poly
morphic genus. The two species are very similar to S. yracilis Ehrenberg. 
1854 (the type species of genus Stylodictya rg. 847). but differ 
from it by their finer. less frequent. less regularly disposed radial 
needles." (translated from Petrushevskaya. 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Diameter of middle chamber 15-17 u. diameter of first ring 30-35 II. 
of second about 55 II , of third about 80 II. of fourth 110-120 II. diameter 
of disk with five rings about 150 IJ." (translated from Petrushevskaya. 
1967) . 

• 

Plate 13. figures 3.4 
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Stylodictya aculeata Jorgensen 

1. Benson, 1966; see S. validispina. 

2. Sachs, 1973; this form was recognized as having "a much smaller 
number of rows of chambers and consequently .•. wider chamber rows than 
characterize typical S. ; not counted by Sachs. 

~ 
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Stylodictya validispina Jorgensen 

Stylodictya validispina Jorgensen, 1905, p. 119, pl.l0, fig. 40; 
Petrushevskaya, 1967, p.33, fig. 17, 
IV-V 

OESCRIPTION 

"S~eleton in form of flat disk not thickened in middle. Central round 
chamber distinctly visible; around it four chambers of approximately equal 
dimensions arranged in form of cross. These surrounded by others, usually 
larger in di~nsions, disposed in more or less regular concentric rings ... ; 
sometil!1es arrange~nt of chambers SOltEwhat disturbed and zi gzag seam 
present that may be regarded as proof of their spiral growth. Concentric 
rings of chambers nUMber 5-6; their width hardly increases to periphery of 
disk. Pores on walls of chambers irregular, usually 2-2.S pores located at 
width of one ring (i.e., third pore disposed in middle of seam between 

of neighboring rings). Pores on peripheral rings sOi.Ewhat larger 
than those on central. Growth of shell proceeds by successive growth of 
chambers around margin of disk. Adjacent rings pierced by radial pieces, 

of which extend fro~ margin of disks as radial needles. Apart from 
these, radial needles not connected with the radial pieces arise around 
~rgin of disk. Radial needles arranged very irregularly, number 12-16 
along periphery of disk with five rings (most frequently broken off to base)." 
(translated from Petrushevskaya, 1967). 

"The four central chambers so characteristic of this species were 
found to be less distinctive in the downcore study of RC14-10S". (from 
Robertson, 1975). 

OINEHSla4S 

"Dia.eter of central cha.ber 12-1Sp, diameter of first ring 30-3Sp, 
d of second ring SS-6~, of third SO-8Sp, of fourth 110-lISp, diam-
eter of disk with five rings about 14~.H (translated from Petrushevskaya, 
1967) 

These diMensions are in good agreenent with those reported by Benson 
(1966) and Sachs (1973). 

REMARKS 

1. Petrushevskaya (197S) placed this speCies in synonymy with 
StYlodict~a stellata Bailey. However, Bailey's illustration (1856, pl. I, 
f1g. ZO)oes not show the characteristic central girdles and for that 
reason the synonymy 15 rejected. 

Plate 13, figures Sa,b 
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Stylodlctya valldisplna Jorgensen 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966; consiclerfd together with S. aculeau; " .•• rare at 
a:l stations in the Gulf [of California] except at 64 where It is 

(2. ~)". -

2. Sachs. 1973. Code 131; "Very widespread to g~ of the total fauna. 
but prefers Northern (Polar factor) conditions". 

3. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code 547; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific ass~lages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent 547 at each sutlon. 

4. Robertson. 1975; "The species loads IIIOst heavily In factor 3 
(transitional) but also loads in factor 1 (subpolar). The greatest 
abundances for this species are to the north of 40' N at both the 
present and IB.ooo YBP. There is not a .. rked shift in the abundance 
pattern f~ the to 18.000 YBP but at 18.000 YBP abundances 
are higher north of 40' NH

• 

, 
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Genus Porodiscus Haeckel, 1881, emend. Kozlova, 1972 

"Flustrella Ehrenberg, 1838, p. 122; Haeckel, 1887, p. 
491 (part.); Flustrella Campell, 89 (part.), 

Campbell, 1954, p. 92 (part) Type species 
concentrica (Ehrenberg) 1838, p. 132.* 

"The skeleton is flat or slightly concave in its center, has a 
rounded outline and is cOmposed of annular equatorial rings (the rest is not 
developed); first system is of the Archidiscus type (central chamber and one 
ring), d ~30 , very rarely submerged in the skeleton, distance between the 
annular rings is less than or equal to the diamet~r of the initial chamber. 
Main spines are indistinct and as a rule cannot be distinguished from the 
secondary spines, the n~lter of which in the latter systems exceeds fifty. The 
rim of the skeleton is either smooth or covered by numerous spines. 

Remarks: Rings in Porodiscus sometimes merge into a spiral. Differs from 
the genus Stylodictya by the absence of cupola-shaped chambers in 
the first system and by the more or less constant width of the rings. 
"Early Cretaceous-Recent." (from Petrushevskaya and Kozlova, 1972). 

NOTE: 

" ••. Although genus Porodiscus Haeckel, 1887, combining genera Trematodiscus 
Haeckel, 1862, and Discospira Haeckel, 1862, is a synonym of Ehrenberg's 
genus Flustrella Ehrenberg, 1838, still, as Haeckel himself wrote (1862), 
the generlc name Flustrella has by mista~e come to be used for repre
sentatives of the 8ryozoa, and this usage has taken such firm root that 
there is no sense in changing it and re-establishing the name Flustrella 
for radiolarians, as Campbell and Moore (1954) suggest". (translated from 
Petrushevskaya, 1967). 

Species included: Porodiscus sp. A 
Porodiscus (?) sp. B 

*"Porodiscus Haeckel, 1881, p. 459 
Frizzell (1951, p. 24) designates orbiculatus Haeckel 
in Haeckel, 1862 as the type species Campbell (1954, 
p. 089) designates Flustrella concentrica ,1838. However, 
these seem inappropriate as neither species was among those first 
subsequently assi to Species first subsequently 
assigned to i RUst, 1885; f. 
nuess li nil • from Fo and 
Riedel. in press). -
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Porodiscus sp. A 

sp. Benson, p. 210, pI. 10, fig. 3 (only). 
sp. Petrushevskaya, 1967, p. 32. fig. 18, I, II. 

OESCRIPTION 

"Skeleton in form of disk thickened in central part and therefore 
opaque. Second and third rings are first to be seen distinctly. Usually 
chambers often disposed in spiral turns rather than in concentric rings ••• 
Width of chambers not increasing to periphery of disk. Pores irregular; 
usually three pores lying on width of challber. Pores of approximately 
unifona dimensions on central and peripheral chambers •••• Radial needles 
seen extending from .argin of shell; owing to apophyses of these needles 
the followin9 chambers fona •••• 

"In the Pacific Ocean sector [of the Antarctic Ocean] •••• several other 
are encountered. Oiffer frca, above usually in greater number of rings 

(7-8) observed , and therefore in the greater size of the disk. Disposition 
of pores IIiOre regular, are larger, and only 2.5 of thelii are 
located on the width of one i.e., one pore usually lies on the seam 
between the chambers of neighboring rings). Chambers of various rings, as in 
the typical variety described above, of uniform width about 10 , not expanding 
toward periphery of the disk. The margins of the disk in all specimens were 
unfortunately broken down". (translated friM, Petrusevskaya, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"diameter of central opaque part of shell 25-40~, width of one row of 
about 10~, diameter of shell with 4-5 marked turns 1l0-125~". 

translated from Petrushevskaya, 1967). 

1. S.chs, 1973, Code 121 (Olliiatodi,scus sp.): Sachs ly 
follows Benson's (1966) concept of this species which incl a nUMber 
of different fOnls. Therefore, his distributional infonaation may be 
inaccurate for the species here described, i.e., "This fona strongly 
favors southern (Transitional) waters· • 

• 

Plate 14, figures 1, 2a,b 
, 
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sp. A 

2. Lozano. 1974. Fig. IV-II sp.): "There are sev-
eral closely related species classified in various 
.ays by different authors and are difficult to distinguish f~ one 
another in slides. lie restrict our counts to three 
variants ch are included by Benson (1966) within his definition 
of sp. characterized by having concentric. latticed. 
di in the central region of the text so that inside 
view of the central region of the test is biconvex. lie lilll1ted 
our counts to those fo,. which in plain view are seen as _de of 
concentric or spiral rings. the width of the rings increasing very 
little outwardly. In sa. speci_ns the first two or rings 
cannot be resolved ••.. Other speci_ns have the first two concentric 
rings followed by a spire of two or three whorls ••.• In other 
all rings can be distinguished and are concentric froM the first to 
the last one .... Other speciMens in which the central part can be 
resolved have a continuous spiral shape .•.. We did not include in 
our counts other s of which have i ar rings. 
lie di fferentiated . 
JGrgensen (Benson. in the 
second and sometiMeS the third ring have a quadrate outline and the 
second ring consists of four separated chambers ...• HoNever. it 
is possible that we 1liiY have incl in our counts SOlI! of the 
latter in which the quadrate outline of the inner rings .as not 
apparent. 

"It is present at all locations within the studied area 
constituting less than 0.1 percent only in core V29-S7. It is 
IIIOre abundant under subtropical .aters _here it generally accounts 
for over 2.5 percent of the total radiolarian fauna reaching a 
IIIIximum in cores RCI3-244. V24-202 (7.1 percent). and VIS-ISS 
(7.0 percent). Under subantarctic .aters it generally accounts for 
0.5 to 2.5 percent of the total Radiolaria. Under Antarctic .aters 
it is found in abundances of 0.1 to 0.9 percent. The _xillu" values 
(7 percent) to sea surface tellperatures of ISO to 21°C 
in February and about 151C in August. Present in proportions over 
2 percent only under waters .aner than 12° in February and 7°C in 
August. It consititues less than 1 percent of the total Radiolaria 
under .aters with tetllperatures below 6'C in February and 21C in 
August .• 

3. Mo1ina-Cruz. 1975. Code 545 (OaRatodiscus sp. A). used in 
factor analYSis of southeast Pacific assenblages. cf. ix 
10 for percent 545 at each station. 

4. Robertson. 1975; counted together with Porodiscus (1) sp. B. 
"This species loads heavily in factor 2 (subtropical). At pre
sent this species is .ast abundant to the south. At 18.000 YBP 
there is a _rked southern shift of the regions of highest abun
dance. " 



Porodiscus (1) sp. B 

sp •• Benson. 1966. p. 210. pl. 10. fig. 4 (only). 

DESCRIPTION 

Shell is an irregular dfsc. becomfng thinner toward the perfphery. 
Central structure a sfngle lattfce sphere obscurred by some spongy mesh
work (hence the questionable fnclusfon of thfs specfes fn Porodfscus). 
Concentrfc lattfced cha~rs frregular. appearfng as dfscontfnuous. 
"wobbly· rings. Pores nURIrous. subcfrcular. bec~ng smaller toward 
shell margfn. (Gafl LOMbarf. unpublfshed data). 

DIMENSIONS 

Based on 15 specfmens. Shell dfameter 147-196~. (Gafl Lombarf. 
unpublfshed data). 

Sl09 

Pllte 14. ffgures 3.4 

• 
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Porodiscus (1) sp. B 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code S48 sp. B); "This species 
is distinguished by the irregular nuous internal rings". 
Used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific assemblages; cf. 
Appendix 10 for percent S48 at each station. 

2. Robertson, 1975; see sp. A. 

• 

• 

• 

• 



Genus 
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Haeckel 1881 

Stylochlarnydium Haeckel 1881. p. 460; 1887. p. 514. 

"Porodiscida with numerous (five or more. cOllllllnly eight to twelve) 
solid radial spines. regularly or irregularly disposed on the margin of 
the circular or polygonal disk; margin of the disk surrounded by a 
thin. porous (but not chambered). equatorial girdle." (fl'olli Haeckel. 
1887) . 

Type species: Haeckel. 1887. p. 514. 

REMARKS: 

1. It sel!lRS likely that the generic definition should be e .. cnded 
as follows: 

a. Central structure consists of concentric rings. 
b. Spines mayor may not pierce the equatorial girdle. 

2. There has been SOllIe confus ion between thi s genus and the genus 
However. the type species of 

(1847b). has a polar and. 
n Haeckelian taxOnQi~ is quite di 

asteriscus Kaeckel (1887). the type species of 
For further discussion see Petrushevskaya (1967) 

• (1971). 
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Stylochlamydium asteriscus Haeckel 

Stylochlamydium asteriscus Haeckel. 1887. p. 514. pl. 41. fig. 10 

DESCRIPTION 

Circular disc with centre t thickened. Concentric rings surround 
a central chamber separating shell into a system of 4 to 7 pored bands in
creasing in breadth toward shell margin. Pores are subcircular. approximately 
the same size and evenly spaced. 1-3 per ring. Marginal band is a thin. porous 
equatorial girdle. Characteristically. radial. needle-like spines (up to 10) 
extend from the centre to the periphery and beyond. subdividing the concentric 
bands into . Central structure may be clearly visible or obscured by 
spongy lattice. (Gail lombari. unpublished data). 

DIMENSIONS 

Based on 20 specimens; diameter of central shell 10-12~; d of shell 
with 5 bands 94-II~. Breadth of second band 5-7~. of third band 7-9~. of fourth 
band 9-12~. of fifth band 12-16~. of sixth band 15~ (3 speci ) of seventh band 
17~ (I specimen). (Gail lonbari. unpublished data). 

Plate 14. figure 5 

• 
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Stylochlamydium asteriscus Haeckel 

1. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code S30. -This es presented three 
variants. Thus. it was divided into three categories: (1) S30. (2) 
SlOA. and (3) 5308. 530 has an opaque center and is IIlstly abundant in 
the equatorial re9ion. SJOA has a clear and concentric center but it 
is in the fOrM of a spiral. S30B was not in this study." 

S30 and 5JOA used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific 
assetllblages; S30B not used; cf. Appendb 10 for percent S30. SJOA 
and S30B at each station. 



, 

Spongopyle osculosa Dreyer 

osculosa Dreyer. 1889. p. 42. pl. 11. ffgs. 99. 100. 
Rfedel. 1958. p. 226. pl. 1. fig. 12 

Spongodfscus (?) (DI'eyer). Petrushevskaya. 1967. p. 42 
ffgs. 20-22 

DESCRIPTION 

S115 

MSpongy shell fn form of biconvex lens. Its shape varies: approx
imates to a more or less regular circle. Spongy tfssue ffne; central 
thfckened part of shell constructed of denser spongy .ass than marginal. 
Entire surface of shell fn adult specimens covered by mantle sf.ilar 
to that of Because of mantle shell has clear 
contours. a pass a.ong cross-pfeces of spongy tfssue in 
form of fndfstfnct radial strfatfon • • • do not emerge to the outsfde. 
and shells devofd of radfal es. Dfstinct pylon! characteristic, 
This is not a simple funnel fn spongy tissue. , • but specfalized on 
fn form of porous tubule with notches at end." (translated from Petrushevskaya. 
1967) , 

·Well preserved specimens with mantle and pylome are easily 
distinguished fran other species. When badly preserved or not well 
developed (?) and the mantle and pylon! are not well preserved it 
is difffcult to differentfate fl"o... variants of 
glacial is. As descrfbed by Dreyer. Rfedel and 
shell has the shape of a biconvex lens, The central thickened part 
is made of a denser spongy mass. The entfre surface of the shell in 
adult specimens is covered with a mantle so the shell has a well 
defined coutour. It fs also characterized by the presence of a tubular 
pylome •• , However. under subantarctic and subtropical waters a 
variant is found which has flat sides in lateral view acqufring a 
subhexagonal outline •• , and some specimens are dffffcult to diff-
erentfate from a varfant of [Spongotrochus glacfalis]." (from Lozano. 1974). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Di of dfsk of adult specfmen - 190 - 270 IJ" (translated 
fran Petrushevskaya. 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. Petrushevskaya (1975) synonymized the qenera 
Ehrenberg. 1854 (type specfes ,. Spongodiscus • 
1854. pl, 358. IV. ffg , 16) and spongo¥l'e Dreyer. type species ,. 

setosa Dreyer. p. 119. pt.. ffgs. 97. 98). Thfs synon).& 
on the &elfef that a pylome mayor may ,,\it be present. 

Plate 15. ffgure 1 
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Spongopy1e oscu10sa Dreyer 

At this time. there to be so .uch difficulty in disti ishing 
and defining s~er1e setosl Ind 
glacia1is (see • as wel IS Sa.! less well known spec 
of this general fOnl. thlt present authors prefer to retain familiar 
n~les until generic and specific revisions can be .. de si.ultaneously. 
Petrushevskaya's synon~ has the disldvlntage of giving us '5 
poorly illustrated type species (only half I specilllefl is shown) rather 
than Dreyer's excellent illustration. 

1. Benson. 1966. " ••• rare but cos.apol1tan in the Gulf bf 
Cal1forni!j." -

2. lozano. 1974 (fig. IV-13). "It is found in 111 but three s.-ples 
froD subtropical Wlter where it is generally less abundant but without 
displaying I preferred distribution pattern. It reaches I .. xi.ua of 
3.5 percent in core RCI2-292. Because of the difficulty of differentiating 

some speci~ns of Ind S. illcialis ••• they were 
cOilbined for the flctor 1V- shOWS the percent distribution 
of S. glacialis plus S. Due to the al.ast constant Ind canpara-
tivily low abundance Of the characteristics of the distri-
bution for both of th~ are lly the Sale as for S. glacillis 
alone. " 

3. Molinl-Cruz. 1975. Code 544 •• istakenly counted together with 
glacillis and It now Ippears 

these species has I on. Therefore. this 
category was not used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific ass~lages. 

4. Morley. 1977. fig. 
this species froD 
Ind pyla.!. only 
were counted. • • 

1-19 "Since it is difficult to differentiate 
glacialis without its characteristic mantle 
a distinguishable mantle and/or pyla.! 

"This species loads highest fn flctor 3 (gyre IIIrgin). At present 
this species fs MOSt abundant under subantlrctic Wlters. While keeping 
approxi.tely the Sale southern boundary at 18.000 YBP. this species 
appelrs to slightly increlse in abundance in s .. pling along the western 
coast of Africa." 
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glacia1is Popofsky group 

Spongotrochus glacia1is Popofsky. 1908. p. 228. pl. 26. fig. 8. pl. 27. 
fig. 1. pI. 28. fig. 2; Riedel. 1958. 
p. 227. pl. 2. figs. 1. 2. text-fig. 1 

Spongotrochus 91acialis Popofsky group. Petrushevskaya. 1975. p. 575. 
pl. 5. fig. 8. pl. 35. figs. 1-6 

DESCRIPTION 

·Shell biconvex-discoidal. consisting of a spiny disc of spongy structure 
which is in sa.e (fully developed 1) individuals surrounded by a lenticular 
lattice-shell. Spongy disc thickened in its central portion (a quarter to a 
half of its total diameter). with numerous acicular or acutely conical spines 
of different lengths around its circumference and in .ast specimens also on the 
two surfaces. particularly on the thickened central portion. When present. the 
enclosing lenticular lattice-shell is apparently in contact with the spongy 
disc at or near its circumference. but is separated by a distinct space from 
its two surfaces. In most specimens. the spines ariSing f~ the thickened 
central part of the spongy disc penetrate the lattice-shell. The lattice-shell 
has an uneven surface. with subcircular or circular pores of varying sizes. the 
diameters of which are a half to ten times as great as the breadth of the 
intervening bars." (fro", Riedel. 1958). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Diameter of shell 195-465\1. 
ference 5-17011 (often about 7011)." 

REMARKS • 

1 . For further synonymy and 
(1967. 1975) and Lozano (1974). 

of free parts of spines on circum
Riedel. 1958). 

• 

discussion see Petrushevskaya 

Plate 15. figures 2a-d 
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glacialis Popofsky group 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966; N ••• rare but cosllOpolitan 1n the Gulf [ of California ] ." 
~ver. it is not certain if Benson's speciMens belong to the saMe species 
as Riedel's Antarctic specimens. 

2. lozano. 1974. Fig. IV-12; "It is an important constituent of the 
radiolarian fauna in all of our samples. The higher percentage values are 
generally found under subantarctic waters where. with few exceptions. it con
stitutes over 10 percent of the total Radiolaria reaching a maximum value of 
28.4 percent in core RCll-81. 

"The 10 percent isopleth nearly coincides with the average position of 
the Antarctic Polar Front (APF). To the north only our samples between 3SoW 
and 2SoW and north of 400S have less than 10 percent of S. glacialis. 

"The southern boundary of the area with more than 10 percent S. ,lacialis. 
being coincident with the average position of the APF. correlates wel with 
the SoC February and 20C August sea surface i The northern limit of 
the area with over 10 percent S. glacialis cuts the isotherilis and separates 
the subtropical Atlantic faunalWith less than 10 percent S. glacialis from 
that of the subtropical Indian Ocean where it generally constitutes over 10 
percent of the total Radiolaria." 

3. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code S44; mistakenly grouped with SpongopYle 
osculosa and It appears now that each of these spe-
cies has a s ion. • this category was not used in 
factor analysis of southeast Pacific lages. 



Spongotrochus (1) (Bafley) 

Perich1amydium yenustum Bailey, 1856, p.S, pl. 1, figs. 16, 17 

Sty10ch1arnydium yenustum (Bailey), Haecke1, 1887, p. 515 

DESCRIPTION 

S119 

Shell is a spongy, biconvex, circular disc; surface rough. Central 
structure probably a single lattice sphere, but generally obscured by spongy 
meshwork. In we11-preseryed specimens, broken concentric rings yisib1e and 
a pored equatorial girdle. Cylindrical radial spines, probably originating 

central capsule, lie on the 1 plane (or nearly so) and extend 
beyond the marginal girdle. (Gail ri, unpublished data). 

DIMENSIONS 

Based on ZO specimens; shell di 
diameter of complete specimens 17S-19Zu 

1Z0-19Zu for all specimens; shell 
(Gail Lombari, unpublished data). 

REHARKS 

1. Most recent radiolarian workers have followed Haecke1's taxonomy 
with regard to this species, i.e., Sty10ch1amydium yenustum (Bailey). However, 
because the speCies is of a spongy framework and does not have a porous 
sieve plate, the genus is unacceptable. The genus Spongotrochus 
has been suggested here apparently close relationship between this 
species and Spongotrochus 

2. According to Renz (1976), "in most specimens the concentric rings 
appear "broken" in a spongy llleashworkj and the equatorial girdle is present." 

____________________________ .;.P.;.;ll;.;.;te 15, fi gures 3a ,b 
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Spongotrochus (?) venustum (Bailey) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Sachs. 1973. Code 171 (Stylochlamydium venus tum) Fig. 2c; 

"In the present study. two fOiillS corresponding approxiarately to St 10-
chlamydium venus tUM or ? aci is were separately tabulate . 
ihe former generally inc ng a py • but often with pro-
truding spines on the periphery. The latter always showed a marked pylaiE. 
but generally lacked spines .•• These two categories have been combined in the 
results reported here. Because of the abundance of these forms. more detailed 
resolution of taxa is potentially most valuable. However. it has not yet been 
possible to recognize more detailed divisions in all specimen orientations. which 
is required for the counting undertaken in this study ..• 

"Ubiquitous and very abundant. but most strongly associated with the 
Subarctic Factor (Factor 2). which reaches its maximum expression at intermediate 
latitudes. " 

2. Malina-Cruz. 1975. Code S44 ); mistakenl 
wi th and appears now that 
of these es a on. this category was not 
used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific assemblages . 

• 

3. Robertson. 1975. includes s~ngotrochus (?) qlacialis Popofsky. Riedel. 
1958. Stylochlamvdium sp. Petrushevs~ya. 1967 and Spongodiscus (?) setosus 
(Dreyer). Petrushevskaya. 1967; "This species loads very heavf1y in factor 1 
(subpolar) and also loads to a lesser degree in factor 2 (subtropical). This 
species occ. rs in high abundances throughout the study area but occurs most 
abundantly In the northerNiost part of the northwest Pacific and in the Bering 
Sea. Low abundances characteristic of the Sea of Okhotsk today extend over 
the area north of 4501~ at 18.000 YBP." 
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Hexapyle spp. 

Hexapyle Haeckel, 1887. p. 569, p1. 48, fi9. 16; Benson, 
1966, p. 275, p1. 18, figs. 14-16, text-fig. 20 

DESCRIPTION 

"Test sting of i1 double pylodisc1d shell; with outer shell larger 
than that of sp] but with similar arrangement of twelve radial 
spines and, specimens, with one, two. or three radial beams each 
extending across the tubular spaces throug~ the shell; with or without a 
large but irregularly-pored lattice covering the surfaces of the outer shell. 
Latticed covering, when pre-ent, with numerous (50 or more) radial spines 
arising its surface and branching at a ComMOn level; in a few specimens, 
the branches of these spines anas to form part of an outer triangular 
or ellipsoidal latticed shell which was never observed fully developed; 
cOlllPletely developed tests, therefore, not discoidal. Innermost structure 
within first pylodiscid shell not observed but may consist of a central node 
frOM which radiate the three radial bea~s mentioned above." (from Benson. 
1966). 

"length of base of inner triangular pylodiscid shell 18-43u. of 
outer pylodiscid shell 80-137u. of altitude of inner shell 20-'2u. of 
outer shell 74-12Bu; length f base of outer triangular shell covering 
double py10discid shell l13-185~, of altitude 122-154u." (from Benson. 
1966) • 

• 

Plate 16. figures 1a-c 



-
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Hexapyle spp. 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966; 
frequently depends on 

; identification of this species 

"Nllllerous, relatively large ellipsoidal shells were counted as a group 
designated as Litheliacea unidentified if some indication of inner latticed 
girdles were observed ..•• This group is COMMOn to rare at all stations in 
the Gulf except 203 and 214 where it is absent. It occurs in greater num
bers in the southern Gulf; thus it is parallel to the distribution of the 
members cOlllPris 1 ng it." 

2. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code 553: used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific : cf. Appendix 10 for percent 553 at each station. 
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Octoeyle stenozona Haeckel 

Octopyle stenozona Haeckel, 1887. p. 652. pl. 9. fig. 11; Benson. 1966. 
p. 251. pI. 16. figs. 3-4 

DESCRIPTION 

"Test subquadrate in outline. with one system of inner dimensive 
girdles with elliptical outline in frontal view and with the second transverse 
girdle complete as well as most of the second lateral girdle; the lateral gir
dle has short spines or thorns. parallel to the sagittal axis extending from 
it in the region of the poles of the principal axis. suggestive of a rudimentary 
second sagittal girdle; however. no speci.ens from the Gulf were observed with 
this girdle. Second transverse and lateral girdles very narrow. with large un
equal pores separated by heavy intervening bars; surface of both girdles with 
short. stout spines or thorns. unbranched distally. Test typically with a 
pair of heavy. cylindrical beams. oppositely placed. coaxial with the principal 
axis of the test. each arising , the surface of the i ellipsoidal 
shell and Joining with the second lateral girdle distally; the presence of the 
beams gives the test the appearance of having ei ght subcircular gates. four on 
each side of the test. whereas there are only four true gates. two each on the 
dorsal and ventral surfaces of the test. 

" .•• this species is easily distinguished from Tetrapyle octacantha by its 
very nar!"ow second transverse and lateral girdles. very short sagittal axis 
relative to the principal and transverse axes. its generally quadrangular outline. 
and by the presence of the two heavy polar beams which occupy the principal axis 
and give the test the appearance of having eight gates instead of four." (from 
Benson. 1966). 

DIMENSIONS 

"length of PI axis l5-l811. of P2 axis 43-5211. of P3 axis l23-l9l11. of 
Tl axis 11-1411. of T2 axis 34-4l11. of T3 axis 119-l54u." (f!"OiIo Benson. 1966). 

REMARKS 

1. Note erroneous spelling in Moore (1974) and Molina-Cruz (1975). 

Plate 16. figures 2a.b 
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Octopyle Haeckel 

• 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966; •••• very rare in the Gulf rof California] ••• present 
only in the southern half ••. • L' 

2. Goll and Bjorklund, text-fig. 7; "A small nll1lber or species 
are present in sediments underlying the Equatorial, Gulf Stream and Canary 
Currents comprising the central gyre of the North Atlantic, and these species 
may occupy the corresponding gyre system of the South Atlantic as well. The 
distribution of stenozona Haeckel, 1887 is illustrated in text-figure 
7. This species may possibly live in the Sargasso Sea, but its skeletons are 
not preserved in the underlying sediments. is analogous 
in its distribution to foraminifera such as conwlobatus and 
Globoquadrina dutertrei (Be'and Hamlin, .22) . 

3. Molina-Cruz, 1975; counted together with Tetraerle octacantha 
but observed to be much less abundant; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent S54 at each station . 

• 



TetrapYle 

DESCRIPTION 

S125 

Huller 

Huller. 1858. p. 33. p1. 2. ffgs. 12. 13. p1. 3. 
ffgs. 1-12; Benson, 1966, p. 245. p1. 15. 
ffgs. 3-10. pl. 16, ffg. I, text-ffg. 18 

·C~I¥lete tests consfstfng of two well-deffned systen5 of lattfced dimen
sfve gfrdles, wfth few. ff any radfal beams, and a thfrd outer system of poorly
defined gfrdles supported by n~rous short beams of approximately equal length 
that arise fro. the nodes of the fntervenfng bars of the lattfced gfrdles of 
the second systen. Most tests fnconplete. consfstfng efther of all or a por
tfon of the second gfrdle system (transverse and lateral gfrdles wfth rudfmen
tary. sagfttal gfrdle), but fn several tests wfth SORe indicatfon of the third 
gfrdle system in the form of numerous branched spines or f outer gfr
dIes. generally representing the rudfmentary, third transverse girdle. Pores 
of the latticed girdles relatfvely large, unequal. frregular to subregular in 
arrangement. generally subcfrcular to subpolygonal. Surface of c~nplete speci
mens frregular, rough or spinose; surface of second gfrdle systen relatfvely 
smooth to hfghly spfnose. Outline of second lateral gfrdle generally ellipsoidal 
(major dfameter the prfncfpal of P axfs) but varfable fron subcfrcular to sub
quadrate. Gates deffned by the transverse and lateral gfrdles of the second 
systen generally ellfptfcal to kfdney-shaped. fn a few specfmens wfth beams 
lying fn thefr plane and jofnfng the transverse gfrdle wfth the rudfmentary sec
ond sagittal gfrdle. Radfal beams absent fn many tests but when present gen
erally lfe fn the axes of the test (P. T. or S). although fn a few specfmens 
they extend from the pole of the fnner of gfrdles at an acute angle wfth 
the axfs. Beams arfse the fnner fpsofdal shell or rfng but do not pene-
trate beyond the second gfrdle system as free spfnes; nuRber of coaxfal beams 
varfable but generally sfx when present; a few specfmens were observed with only 
one of a pafr of opposfte polar beams extendfng through the fnner tubular space 
between gates; rarely MDre than one beam observed at each pole; tests wfthout 
beUlS generally with short polar spfnes or thorns representfng 
beams. Specf~ns wfth efght dfagonal spfnes each orfgfnatfng from one the 
efght edges of the second transverse gfrdle Huller) rare, 
wfth or wfthout polar beaM." (fl'Olll Benson, • 

"range fn length of dfmenstve 
, 

39-65 

93-194 

215-246 

(fron Benson, 1966). 

31-48 

70-156 

172-221 

of each girdle 

Sl 

S2 15-25 

55-95 

121-221" 

• ffg. 18): 

Plate 16, ffgures 3a,b 
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Tetrapyle octacantha Muller 

-outerMOst girdle length: 1 
girdle length 42+7~; width: 26+~-

• width: 83+2~. next-to-outerMOst 
Sachs. 1913"). - -

REMARKS 

1. 8enson (1966) suggests a lengthy synon~ based on the belief that 
many described species are in fact inco.plete specimens or orientations are other 
than frontal. 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966; - ••• a predo.inant IleRler of the Gulf [Of Cal1forni~ 
assenblege. It occurs in greatest abundance in the southern part ••• -

2. Sachs. 1973 (Code 51 ; -An i.partant (to 181) constituent of the 
Southern tsouth of about 450 fauna; loads on the Transitional (SouthernllOst) 
factor. -

3. Molina-Cruz. 1975.Code S54 ; counted together with 
Haeckel and used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific 
Appendix 10 for percent S54 at each station. 

stenozona 
; cf. 

4. Robertson. 1975; -This species loads quite heavily in factor 2 (sub
tropical). Its highest abundances are to the south at present. The region in 
which it is absent at present is significantly further to the south at 18.000 
YBP.-



1 Prunopyle antarctica Dreyer 

Prunopyle antarctica Dreyer, 1889, p. 24, pl. 5, fig. 75; Riedel, 
1958, p. 225, pl. 1, figs. 7,8. 

Sl27 

Cr0mYechinus antarctica (Dreyer), Petrushevskaya, 1967, p. 25, pl. 3, 
f1gs. 5 I-VI, pI. 14, figs. I-VII. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Skeleton consisting of four concentric shells connected by 
numerous radial bars. The three inner shells are spherical, or 
approximately so, while the fourth is ovate. The two inner and the 
two outer shells lie rather close to~~ther, and a larger space separates 
the second shell from the third. Pores of the second shell (counting 
outward) subcircular, separated by relatively thin bars. Pores of the 
fourth (outermost) shell small, circular or subcircular, in mann speci
mens arranged in groups over the pores of the third shell in such a 
manner that 2-8 pores of the fourth shell overlie one larger pore of 
the third shell. Fourth shell apparently rather thick, with smooth 
or ridged surface, in some individuals partially united with the third 
shell. Short, thorn-like spines are sparsely distributed over the 
shell surface; those surrounding the large pylome are longer and 
stronger, and some specimens have a group of large spines also on the 
aboral pole." (from Riedel, 1958). 

The connecting bars are 3-bladed and pierce the shell. 
In complete specimens there is one spine longer than the others on the 
long axis of the fourth shell. Fourth shell often incomplete, but is 
always indicated by transverse processes on the radial spines. (Gail 
Lombari, personal communication). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Diameter of the inne""ust shell approximately 15-17~, of second 
shell 35-12~ (occasionally to 61~?), of third shell 75-98p, of fourth 
shell (major axis) 115-16~, (minor axis) ID5-11~. 

"Emended description differing principally in the ranges of varia-
tion of the shell diameters, based on 15 speCimens Sta. 91. Al-
though Dreyer stated that the dia.eter of the second shell is approxi
mately 61p, the present author has found no specimen in which it exceeds 
42~.· (froiii Riedel, 1958). 

Based on 20 specimens from the North Pacific, near the Oregon coast. 
Diameter of inner medullary 12-14p; outer medullary 26-39~; third shell 
66-84p; long axis of fourth shell 89-126p; short axis of fourth shell 
84-120p. Length of principle spine 26-4~. (Gail Lombari, unpublished 
data). 

Plate 16, figure 4 
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? Prunopyle antarctica Dreyer 

The above dimensions are generally s.aller than those found by 
Riedel (1958) in Antarctic sediments. This difference supports Bjork
lund's (1974) conclusion that there are two of this general type 
i.e., one boreal-arctic and one antiboreal-antarctic. See Re"l1rks 2 
below. 

REMARKS 

1. Petrushevskaya (1975) and Bjorklund (1977) believe that 
of this general type with 3 concentric shells are growth stages 
of similar ' having a fourth spherical or ellipsoidal shell 
with an opening at one pole. Bjorklund (personal ca.munication) 
is in favor of making such cogeneric (Actino~) and 
dividing them at the species level. This is certa;nly a useful 
approach for the purpose of counting mophologically distinct 
entities and for that reason it is followed herein. for the 
most part. However. forms with a pyl presently belong to 
the Family Prunoidea rather than t he Family Acti nU"i"i dae and 
it would be inappropriate to make major, UndoCUiiiE!nted taxonomic 
changes herein. There is a further difficulty in moving this 
particular s es to the genus Actino~ in that the specific 
name is preoccupied. 

2. Bjorklund (1974) 
of this general 
antarctic form 

• 

concludes that there is a boreal-arctic form 
i and an anti boreal

= orklund's paper). 
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Prunopy1e antarctica Dreyer 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Riedel, 1958; "This species, first described from the southern 
Indian Dcean, occurs in both the American and Indian Dcean sec
tors of antarctic waters. A rather similar form, which may 
belong to the same species, occurs in the northern Pacific-

2. 

the material at present available is however insufficient for 
accurate identification of the northern form. No form resem
bling P. antarctica has been found in the tropical parts of 
the PaCTfic or Indian Oceans. Thus this species may possibly 
be restricted to high northern and southern latitudes." 

Benson, 1966 (SPhaerop~le langii Dreyer, p. 166); " ... rare 
at all stations where t 15 present ... ". It is uncertain 
whether or not this species is conspecific with P. antarctica. 

3. Sachs, 1973, Code 31; "Infrequent and very patchy, loads on 
Po 1 ar factor." 

4. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code 58 nus antarctica ; used 
in factor analysis of cf. 
Appendix 10 for percent 58 at each station. 

5. Robertson, 1975; "Only those specimens which were ellipsoidal 
and had an outer-nos t shell wi th a were counted. The 
descriptions of Riedel (1958) and (1967) were 
foll although additional work is needed to determine if 
the described by Petrushevskaya which have spines should 
be incl uded in this species ... "This species loads most heavily 
in factors 3 (transitional) and 1 (subpolar). Its greatest 
abundances at the present and 18,000 V.B.P. are in the northern
most part of the nort'*est Pacific." 

• 
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LarcopYle butschlii Dreyer 

LarcopYle butschlii Dreyer,l889, p. 124, pl. 10, fig. 70; Benson, 1966, p. 280, 
pl. 19, figs. 3-5 

DESCRIPTIOfI 

"Large ellipsoidal shell when fully developed with "egular outline; 
surface with scattered short (5-25p) conical spines or thorns continuous 
inward as bea.s; pores unequal, irregular, larger than those of preceding 
species; at one pole in a few specimens a cluster of short (5-12p) conical 
spines but without definite opening or pylome. Internal structure consists of 
irregular but generally recognizable latticed lamellae joined by nUMerous 
radial beams, in several speci-.ns with an identifiable pylonid structure of 
concentric trizonal shells or spirals, particularly apparent in those with 
outer shell not fully developed. Those specimens with a recognizable internal 
triangular pylod1scid shell were placed within D1scopYle ? lI!.." (frOll Benson, 1966). 

"based on 30 specimens .•• major diameter of test 135-246p, minor diameter 
81-172p; length of axes of internal trizonal shells (8 specimens): Pl 18-33p, 
P2 59-95p, Tl 14-18p, T2 39-74p." (frOll Benson, 1966). 

REMARKS 

1. Benson (1966, p. 279) also described a similar form, Larco~le sp., 
WI,.ch may be distingu1shed fro ... L. "by its relatively sma er size, 
its :~oth surface without radiar- nes, and the presence of secondary pores 
fill the spaces of the large pores of the outer shell." Moore (personal 

cation) noted that the smaller form 15 IIIOre abundant, but he counted 
it together with the larger form. 

Plate 17, figures l.,b 
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larcopyle butschlif Dreyer 

RECENT 01STR1BUTlmi 

1. Benson. 1966; "rare but cOSMOpolftan in the Gulf [Of Calffornia] ••• 
its distrfbutfon in local oreas may be favored by upwel1fng." 

2. Sachs. 1973. ffg. 20. Code 301; the dimensfons gfven by Sachs suggest 
that he was counting larcopyle sp •• not "Thfs form is rather 
strongly southern fn its preferences. ng on transitfonal factor. 
Wfth the exceptfon of an anoi210us occurrence (91) in sample 026. Which may be 
a counting error. the maxf.um abundance fs less than 51 fn the surface study. 
The form fs encountered in almost all samples south of 430N." 

3. Morley. 1977. fig. 1-20; "This species loads highest in factor 3 
(gyre Margin). At present it is most frequently found in samples from the 
subantarctic region. Although the abundance of this species decreases at 
18.000 YBP. the region of maxi~ concentration is comparable to that for 
the present-day." 
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larcospira guadrangu1a Haecke1 

larcospira 

DESCRIPTION 

Haeckel. 1887. p. 696. pl. 49. fig. 3; Benson. 
1966. p. 266. pl. 18. figs. 7-8 

"Fully developed tests subquadrangular in outline but with a sagittal 
constriction. Structure consisting of a double spiral representing a turning 
of two diagonally opposite wings of the second transverse girdle around the 
principal axis of the test; the other two wings of this girdle are absent. 
The wings are attached proximally two oppositely placed. cylindrical. polar 
(coaxial with principal shell axis) beams. each of which arises frail the inner
most ellipsoidal shell from which is developed the inner trizonal shell 
surrounding it; the two spiral wings of the second transverse girdle arise 
from the trizonal shell. Each of the two wings are elongated parallel to 
the principal axis and form half-cylindroidal chambers whose openings face 
in opposite directions. Wings (chambers) supported by several thin. cylindri
cal. radial beams which arise from the surface of the inner trizonal shell. 
lattice of test with subequal to unequal. subpolygonal pores. subregularly 
arranged. separated by thin intervening bars. Surface of test with scattered 
thorns or short. thin, conical spines." (from Benson, 1966). 

DIMENSIONS 

"based on 13 specimens .•• length of Pl axis (i shell) 31-36~. of 
P2 axis (inner trizonal shell) 68-82~. of P3 axis (sagittal constriction of 
fully developed forms) 135-2~, of Tl axis 18-27~. of T2 axis 43-64~. of 
T3 axis (maximum breadth of fully developed tests) 125-246u." Benson, 
1966). 

• 

Pllte 17. figure 2 
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Larcospira Haeckel 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966; "This species is rare in the Gulf fi?f california] ••. 
Its near absence in the northern half of the Gulf indicates that it fs 
an oceanic specfes." 

2. Nigrfnf, 1970, fig. 21; belongs to a tropfcal ass~lage derfved 
by recurrent group analysis of North Paciffc s~les, but ranges too far 
north to be ~anfngful in down-core analysis. 

3. Sachs, 1973, Code 201; "The species has a maximum abudnance of 
less than 51 of s~l~le, and is exclusively Southern fn its dfstrfbution, 
loading on the Transitional Fauna." Southern is south of about 450N. 
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lithelius Jorgensen 

Lithelius minor JOrgensen. 1899. p. 65. pl. 5. fig. 24; Benson. 1966. 
p. 262. pl. 17. figs. 9-10 

OESCRIPTION 

"Ellipsoidal to spherical test consisting of 3-7 or more concentric 
trizonal shells. separated by approximately equal distances (6-25u); in 
certain orientations internal structure appears as a double spiral. Shells 
supported by thin radial beams which arise from the nodes of the intervening 
bars of tile lattice. therefore. several hundred in nlll'ber; outeliiiost shell 
with thorns or thin conical spines (incipient beams for support of an addi
tional shell) arising from the nodes of the intervening bars; spines generally 
short (5-20u). but long (up to 40u) in a few specimens. Pores of all shells 
of nearly the same size. with regular to subregular arrangement. subcircular 
to subpolygonal. 9-15 on half the minor circumference of the shell." 
(fro", Benson. 1966). 

"As noted by Benson. may exhibit either doubly spiral shells or 
concentric shells. depending on their orientation. In ei ther case. there 
are generally less than four whorls or shells. The form is one of the most 
heavily constructed encountered in this study." (from Sachs. 19n). 

"In general the specimens found north of the subtropical convergence 
have more shells. four to seven. most frequently four to five. whereas under 
southern subantarctic waters specimens with three to four shells are most 
COiilliOn. Small specimens 80 microns in diameter are found together with the 
largest ones (140 microns). As noted by Benson (1966) when speci~ens are 
turned under the microscope the internal structure appears as distinct con
centric shells •.•• or as a double spiral •.•• and in certain oblique posi
tions as a Single spiral. The position in which it appears as a single 
spiral is very unstable. it is very difficult to photograph and it never 
adopts this orientation in permanent slides." (from Lozano. 1974). 

"major diallll!ter of test 79-148u. minor diameter 70-132u." (froo Benson. 1966). 

"major diameter: 103 + 17u; minor diameter 90 + 14u." (from Sachs. 1973). - -

REMARKS 

1. For a more ete synon~ see Benson (1966). 

Plate 17. figures 3.4a.b 
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Jorgensen 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966; •.•. cos.opolitln in the Gulf [of California] ••• • 

2. Sachs. 1973. Code 81; ·A1MOSt ubiquitous. and i~rtant (to 91 of 
fauna). Concentrlted in southerNl)st (Transitional) Ind bottoll-influenced 
flctors.· 

3. Lozano. 1974. Fig. IV-10; ·Generally absent south of the APF. when 
present it constitutes less thin one percent of the total Radiolaria. It 
is always found in slllPles under subantarctic and subtropical waters in pro
portions varying froll 0.1 to a .xi .. of 8.0 in core V29-80. 

·As could be expected froll its MOrphological variability. it not 
show a clear pattern of latitudinal distribution within the subantarctic 
and subtropical waters.· 

4. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code S24; ·This species appeared very coslllOpol-
itan. It probably a taxonoMic review. since the speci_ns .y repre-
sent .ore thin one species with Markedly different ecologicil responses."; 
used in factor analysiS of southeast Pacific Issetllblages; cf. Appendix 10 
for percent S24 at each station • 

• 

• 



• 

lithel ius 

DESCRIPTIOH 
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Popofsky 

Popofsky. 1908. p. 230. pl. 27. fig. 4 (only); 
Riedel. 1958. p. 228. pl. 2. fig. 3 (only). text-fig. 
2; Petrushevskaya. 1967. p. 53. figs. 27; 28. I; 
29. I 

"Shell subspherical. consisting of I s .. ll. sphericil ledullary shell 
surrounded by a coapletely involute spiral of approxi .. tely four or five whorls. 
The whorls of the spiral increase in width outward. and are penetrated by 
nUMerous radial bars which extend IS rldial spines on the shell surface. 
Radial spines MOstly broken off in the exaMPles from the sediments. but ac
cording to Popofsky they are approximately as long as the shell radius or 
shorter. needle-like. and of varying thickness. Shell wall of thick-
ness. with rounded pores of different sizes." (from Riedel. 1958). 

DIMENSIOHS 

"Diameter of medullary shell 10-15p. of entire shell of approximately 
four to five whorls llD-220p" ( Riedel. 1958). 

REMARKS 

1. Petrushevskaya (1967) suggested that only one of Popofsky's illu
strations is L. nautiloides. She refers the other specimens which have only 
2 or 3 whorls. rather than 5 or 6. to sp. 

2. According to Petrushevskaya. there is SOle doubt about the generic 
placement of this species since the type species (L. spiralis Haeckel. 1860) 
has a double spiral rather than a single one. However. 8enson (1966) and the 
present authors agree that L. spiralis has a single spiral and. therefore. the 
generic assignment is acceptable. 

Plate 17. figure 5 
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Popofsky 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Lozano, 1974(Fig. IV-20); "This species s_ to be slightly II)re 
restricted in its distribution thin other Antarctic species; it is always 
present under Antarctic waters and generally present under southern sub
antarctic waters. When found close to or north of the subtropical convergence 
it is lly as a product of reworking or northern transport by bottolll 
waters. 

"It leaches a _xi_ abundance of 1.58 percent of the total Radiolaria 
in core V14-64A. 

"It also shows a COli elation with topography when found II)re than 
2<1 north of the APF eating northward transport by bott_ • It 
generally constitutes less than 1.0 percent of the total Radiolaria except 
for t.o co .. es (V14-64A and RC13-2S3). Maxi_ August teilperature under which 
it is found is lSoC but speci_ns are in place probably under surface waters 
below SOC." 

-
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Pylosp1ra octoeyle Haeckel? 

Pylospira octopyle Haeckel. 1887. p. 698. pl. 49. f1g. 4 

DESCRIPTION: 

Shell ellipsoidal in outline. ca.posed of a series of spiralling 
chaMbers supported by nUierous cylindricil rldill bellS which piece 
the outer shell Nrgin. Outer shell thorny. bearing subcirculllr pores. 

ar in size. shipe and distribution. (Gail LOlbiri. unpublished 
• 

DIMENSIONS: 

Based on 10 speci.ens; length of major axis 101-12~. of .inor Ixis 
79-106~. (Gail LOlbiri. unpublished data). 

REMARKS: 

1. The speciMen illustrlted by Senson (1966. pl. 17. fig. 2) 
as Phorticiu. is problbly conspecific. 

2. "The identification of this species is questionable because 
the test illustrated by Haeckel is .. ch lOre regular than the 
forlS observed in this study· (fro. Molina-Cruz. 1975). 

3. Tholospirl (1) sp. 2 in Sachs (1973) is thought to be conspecific 
althOugh the d1.ens1ons by hi. are rlther llrger. 

• 

Plite 17. fi gures &I-c 
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Py10spira octop1ye Mletke1? 

1. Sachs. 1973. Code 341 (?) sp. 2). • ••• widely distribu-
ted. but always less fauna of the surface study ••• 
loads IIIOst heavily on the bot_ - influenced factor.· 

2. _lina-Cruz. 1975. Code S27. used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific asslllblages. cf. Appendix 10 for percent 527 at each station. 

3. 1975. included this species in the s~ of Phortici .. 
Dvloni,. which he found ·loads heavf1y in factors 3 (transitional). 
At present it is IIIOSt abundant in a zone east of ISS'E and 
between 44' and SO'N. There is a significant southern shift of the 
zone of highest abundances fl"Oll the present to 18.000 Yap •• 
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• • 

Hleckel? 

Spirt .. Melon1a Hleckel. 1887. p. 692. pl.49. f1g. 1 

DESCRIPTION: 

Shell s.ooth..alled. ellipsoidal or subspher1cal depending on or1entatfon. 
In the ellfpt1cal v1ew. shell displays sp1rll convolutions. often a double 
sp1rll. In the subspher1cIl view r1ngs Ippur to be concentrfc. Rad111 
belM do not pierce outer shell. Pore SIIIll subcircular. Irrlnged 11i.gullrly. 
(Gll1 LOIIIbir1. unpubl1shed dlta). 

DIMENSIONS:· 

Based on 12 spec1l1111S' ell1pt1cIl v1ew: .. jor IXis 88-_ •• 1nor 
axis 74-94\1. sphericil vfew. d1aMeter 78-84\1. (Gll1 LOIIIbIrf. unpubl1shed 
dati). 

1. 

• 

(?) sp. 3 in Slchs (1973) fs thought to be conspec1ffc 
diMensions given by hi. are IlUCh llrger. 

Plate 17. figure 7 
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melonia Haecke11 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Sachs. 1973. Code 331 ? sp. 3); -The fOnl is widely 
distributed. to less fauna • 
••• loads .ost on the bottOll-influpced factor. with a lesser 
Southern (Transitional) influence lthan Tholospira (1) sp. ~.
Southern is south of about 45'N. 

2. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code 528; not used in factor analysis of south-
east Pacific asselblage5; cf. x 10 for percent 528 at each 
station. 

3. Robertson. 1975; -The species loads .ost heavily in factor 3 
(transitional). It is widely distributed with low abundances 
throughout the study arel at the present but is abs.nt in the 
Ser1ng Sea and Sea of Okhotsk. There.y be an expansion of the 
region where it is absent at 18.000 YIP but the area. 15 poorly 
defined- • 

• 



SUBORDER Nasselliril Eh...,berg 1887 



denticulltl (Ehrenberg) 

L i thobotrys? 
Aiitlrct1ssl 

• 1844b. p.103. 
Ehrenberg). PetrushevsuYI. 1967. 
p. 87. fig. 49. I-IV 

• 

-The skeleton is .. ssive. his I chlrlcteristic equilateral tri
angullr outline. The first Segllent is 5.-11. deeply sut.ergecl into 
the widened second Segllent. 

-The width of the Segllent his a rltio of 1.5 - 1.8: 1 
to the width of the first seglent. The widest part of the shell is 
at the lower part of the second segllent. The -thorax- is closed 
below by a flat plate. perforated by pores. The pores on the shell 
Ire oval. rlnd_ly arranged. so.whlt llrger on the second seglent. 
The shell Wills Ire very thick and consequently the fo,.. in 
th_ a structure. which his a .arphology r.infscent of funnels. The 
shell surflce is rough. with thorns. The longer thorns are situated 
on the lower edge of the shell. The spines of the inner skeleton. A. 
Vert. D. Lr Ind lj. are very tightly to the shell Wills. 
Their extensions Ire al.ast unnoticeable on the outside of the shell.
(f~ Petrushevsktya. 1967; translltion courtesy W.R. Riedel). 

DIMENSIONS 

-Length of the first Segllent (externally) 35\1 - 5011. width 65~ -so.... length of the second Segllent 70\1 - 9011. width 9<l\I - 150\1.- (froll 
PetrushevsuYI. 1967; translltion courtesy W.R. Riedel). 

1. For further 
see Petrushevsklya ( 

and description of 3 additional varities 

2. -A fo,.. with three Segllents •.• is present but only a few 
speci_ns were observed in all the SllllPles. Evidently it is closely 
related to but becluse it his Segllents it would 
hive to be another genus or the definition of the 9enus 
would hive to be expanded to include forws with th .... segllents: (f~ 
Lozano. 1974). 

Nl 

Plate 18, figures ll,b 
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Antarctissa denticulata (Ehrenberg) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Riedel. 1958 (Pera.elissa denticulata); " ••• occurs in both 
the Alerican and Indian OCean sectors of Antractic ~ters. and no form 
closely reselbling it has found at any other locality. Thus it 
appears to be an exclusively southern cold-water species." 

2. • 1965. Fig. 5 ; "The distribution 
is ca of 

• is usually less abundant; • 
one king s generalization that lilY be of SOllIe 

significance. The two Deep Freeze s.-ples located in the Ross Sea and 
the Russian SIMPle Ob-2B2 have an assemblage in which 
denticulata is domina't. Since the nUiber of individua s 
sillples is not great and only SllI!ples fl"Olll the shelf were eXlllined. 
no conclusions can be drawn; however. it .. y be that this species is 
.ore tolerant of near-ice conditions than the other Melbers of the 
Arctic fauna. 

has not been reported frow outside the 
• of cores ra i sed f roll the Argent i ne 

basin. ~s not encountered in this study north of the .. bed zone. It 
ranges back to zone •• but its occurrence there is rare." 

3. Lozano. 1974. fig. IV-17; the typical form and 
described by Petrushevsk.ya (1967) were counted together. 

varities 

"It is IIIOre abundant under Antarctic ~ters reaching a .. xi_ 
of 26.4 percent in core V15-133. Valu~ over 10 percent are found 
south of the APF and as far north as 45 S in the Atlnatic Ocean. Its 
abundance decreases under sub-antarctic ~ters and it is practically 
absent at the average position of the subtropical convergence. except 
in the northern part of the Argentine and Crozet Basins. 

"In the Argentine basin the correlation of percentage of A. o and the 5000 • ~ter depth is striking. North of 1'7 S 
~ter depths greater than 5000 • have percentages 

generally greater than 5 and as high as 15.B s.-ples shallower 
than 5000 • have values generally under one percent. It is also evident 
(Fig IV-17) that the values are generally higher in the western side 
of the basin. This pattern of distribution is best explained by botta. . 
transport of this species by Antarctic Botte. water in the Argentine 
Basin. • • 

-"The distribution of 
the botta. currents are 
water depths ter than •• 

ind1cates that north of 470S 
transport Rad101ar1a only at 

the western .. rg1n of the bas1n 



Antarctissa drnt iculata 

the influence of the botto. 1s evfdent at shallower depths 
(Lloyd Burckle. persogal c~fcatfon). We have only one at 
4401 • (VlB-1S3 at 3S S in whfch A. dent1culata accounts for 4.7 percent 
of the total Radi01arfa. A s1.11ir pattem is discerned in the Crozet 
basfn. Here the percentage values are lower thin fn the ne basfn 
and the fnfluence of botto. transport fs felt at depths shallower than 
SOOO • fn the westem part of the basfn where pratfcally all out cores 

• 

N3 

are located. There fs also evfdence of northward tranpsort fn the AguhllS 
basfn. 

"Outsfde the Argentfne and Crozet basfns. A. fs never 
found fn proportfona larger than one percent under sea surface 
tellperatures over 8 C. It is occasfonally found fn 511111 proportfons 
under the wa".r waters fn the Indfan Ocean but ft is absent fn the 

sa.ples east of the Crozet basfn. 

"In the Atlantfc Ocean. east of 300W ft As practfcally absent 
under August sea surface tellperatures over 10 C. 

4. Morley. 1977; see Antarctfssa strelkovi • 



Antarctissa strelkovi Petrushevskaya 

Anttrct15u 

DESCRIPTION 

Petrushevskaya. 1967. p. 89. fig. 51. III-VI 

N5 

"Th1s species has a structure typical for the genus. The first Segllllellt 
is separated frc. the second by a slight constriction. The rltio fIf -cepMl15" 
width to "thorlx" w1dth 15 1: 1.5 - 2. Pores on both segllents Ire rounded. 
rlnaly distr1buted; their sizes vlry greatly. The shell .. 115 are COIIparl
tively thin. On the surflce there Ire thorns Ind even long spines. 
These spines Ir1se at the f1rst Segllllellt. extend literilly Ilong the sides of 
the second segllent Ind project cIownIMrd It fts lower edge (1n sedfllent specfllens. 
the spfnes are usually broken off 1n the vfc1 of the base). The eleaents of 
the 1nner skeleton are IIIch th1nner than 1n • thefr outward 
extens10ns are .are dfstfnct •••• d1ffers frc. 1n the presence 
of long secondary sp1nes on its surface. shell Ind thinner. 
transparent .. 11" (frc. Petrushevsuya. 967; trlnslat10n courtesy W.R. R1edel). 

"lengtr. of the ffrst Segllent (externilly) 45~ - 55~. fts width 60~ - 65~, 
length of the second Segllent 70~ - ~, wfdth 7~ - ll~, overall length of the 
shell 1s up to 150~." (frc. Petrushevsuya. 1967; trlnslltfon courtesy W.R. Rfedel). 

REMARKS 

1. "When count1ng _ny fllll!ns Ire found whfch are dffffcult to assfgn to 
or A. • A. fs characterfzed by the s.ooth 

shelT 1ng - ctfon between the cephalfs Ind 
the thorax. Th1s contr1ctfon 1s well deffned fn typfcal spec11111!ns of A. strelkovf. 

·Several varfet1es of A. can be dist1nguished but ft SHIIS thlt 
there Ire spec111ens w1th cs wh1ch Ire 1nte.-dfate between each one 
of these vlr1etfes and one rf the varfet1es of " (frc. lozlno, 1974). 
See lozino (1974) for further d1scuss1on of 

• 

• 

Plate 18. ffgu ... s 2a.b 
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Antarctfssa strelkovf Petrushevskaya 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Hays, 1965, fig. 3 (Helothus histricosa); 

" ... generally restricted to sedillleflts south of the Polar front except 
in the Argentine basin where it occurs in SOlIe abundance. often associated 
with wa~water es ... H. histr1cosa occurs in zone' but is a IUch less 

cOllPOnent of this assli61agl than it is of the typical Antarctic 
assemblage found in the overlying d1ata.1te facies. 

"H. h1str1cosa is probably the lOst abundant and ubiquitous radio
larian speCies 1n tile Antarctic. and 1f this fauna were to be characterized 
by anyone species. would be a good choice. Its a1nance in 
the fauna is near the Polar front by antarc-
tic .. Haeckel. 

"With the exception of several 
1 ce 1 n the Ross Sea where 
other Antarctic species 
histr1cosa. " 

saMPles. particularly those near the 
is the a1nant species. no 

of 

2. 
as A. 

1974. fig. IV-lB; "It has a similar pattern of distribution 
but SOlIe illlPOrtant differences can be noted. -

"It is .ore abundant south of the APf varying between 12.2 and 36.B 
percent (RCl3-263) except in core VlS-133) where it accounts for only 6.B 
percent of the total Radiolaria. It reaches values of over 3 percent close 
to the Subtropical Convergence being lly IIIOre abundant at the s_ 
1 in the Indian than in the c Ocean. As A. dent1culata it is 
.ore abundant in the sedillllllts of the Argentine. Crozet,-and AgUhlas basins, 
but unlike A. dent1culata it is .ore abundant: in the Crozet basin than in the 
Argentine bisin NOrth of 4cJOS and to the east of 300W it is practically 
absent in the Atlantic sector but it is found in a few cores in the Indian 
Ocean. It is also absent fn the three cores east of the Crozet basin. The 
northward transport by batta. fn the Argentfne. Aguhlas and Crozet 
basfns is as evfdent as for A. dentfculata. -

"It is never found fn ions over one percent outside of the 
Argentine and Crozet basins August surface tllllPlratures over 12'C. 
Outside the Argentine basin. in the Atlantic Ocean it is practically absent 
under waters wa .... r than 10'C. Under Antarctic waters it SHIIS to increase 
in relative abundance fro. west to east reaching htgher values between IS'" 
and 2O'E and apparently decreasing agatn toward the east but the n.-ber of 
sa!llples is not enough to show a clear pattern. 
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Antarct1ssa strelkov1 Petrushevskaya 

"As A. dent1culata and A. strelkov1 apPMr to intergrade we combined 
them in the factor analysis (F1g~ Iv-19). All the s .. ~les south of the APr 
and west of 20DE have values of over 30 percent reaching a .. ximum of 51.9 
percent in core RC13-263. Only one of the five saIPles east of 20DE has a 
value of over 30 percent. Values of 30 percent are not found north of20 north 
of the average position of the APr which is within the li.its of seasonal 
fluctuation for the APF (Gordon. 1971). 

"The distribution of A. plus A. strelkovi SeelS to have a 
more unifor. pattern. It s~ one the-place of the other as if 
they were varieties of the sa.e species or at least species with a 
ancestor (see section on notes). The addition of the bolo species 
only e.phasfzes the features descrfbed for each one of t~.· 

3. Morley. 1977. counted together wfth !. dentfculata and fts varfeties; 
"Thfs group loads hfghest in factor 2 (polar). At present thfs group occurs 
most frequently fn the polar regfons. Although its _xi_ concentration is 
reduced at 18.000 YBP. the 20S contour fs posftfened at approxi .. tely the 
Sale latitude as today." 

• 
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Ceratospyris borealis 8Iiley 

The taxonomic position of this species is ca.pletely uncertain. Dr. 
Robert &011 (personal COIDUnication) is presently reviewing Recent Spyroids 
and will. hopefully. provide a basis for the place.ent of this species through 
observations of the Spyroids as a group. This species is in high 
northern latitudes and his been well illustrated. but poor11 described. by a 
nillber of workers under a variety of RlIIII!S. 8Iiley's (1856) description and 
illustration of ' are both poor. However. since he was 
describing ng Pacific radiolarians. it is not 
unlikely thlt he ndeed saw the species now under discussion. Therefore. 
the nalle borealis 8Iiley is used herein with the understanding 
thlt it s y as a .atter of convenience. The species has been 
variously under the following IIIIIII!S: 

Ceratospxris borealis 8Iiley. 1856. p. 31. pl. 1. fig. 3; Kruglikova. 

DESCRIPTION 

1969. fig. 4- 15 
1sp. Kruglikova. 1969. fig. 4 -13 

sp. Nigrini. 1970. p. 170. pl. 3. figs. 3-6 
Ling et a1.. p. 713. p1. 2. figs. 1-3 

spinosus KrugfiiOva. 1974. p. 193. pl. 2. figs. 10-11 

MThe two fonlS of radiolarian shell with a sagittal 
the Bering Sea surface sedillll!nts are grouped here. 

MThe first fol'll is silllilar to originally proposed 
by BAILEY (1856. p. 3. pl. 1 fig. s by KRUGlIKOVA (1969. 
fig. 4 -15). NIGRI"I [1970] discussed it under the name of Tristxlospyris sp. 

MThe second fol'll his skeletal elaents sill1lar to the first. but his IIIOre 
lattice bars on the latttce shell and consequently SIIIller and IIIOre ctrcular. 
latttce pores; his short projections at the juncttons of lattice bars; and 
his slightly longer and disttnct baSil spines. Judgtng fro. the illustratton. 
KRUGlIKOVA (1969. ftg. 4 -13) encountered the fOl"llland it is illustrated under 
the RIle of Tholospxris (1) sp. 

MThe jotnt occurrence of these two fonlS was also noticed by the sentor 
author tn hts study of eastern and central subarctic surface sedi.nts. All 
Antarctic spectes. antarcttca (RIEDEL 1958; PEiRUSHEYSKAYA 1964. 
1967) also SHIllS to the present fonlS but tt dtffers by pos-
sesstng .. ch longer dtstinct basal sptnes. and no such specillll!Rs were found 
dUM ng the pl'lsent study. 

MThus sa.ples fro. the Antarcttc region .. st be ex .. tned before a relatton
shtp between the fonlS of both heII1spt\eres is resolved. or before these two 
fonlS found tn the Bertng Sea should be considered as a separate taxon.· 
(fro. Ling et al •• 1971). 

Platl 19. figures la-d 
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Rll1ey 

Krug11kovi (1974) described Tholosexr1s sp1nosus n.sp • .nth the following 
d1lgnosis: 

·D1ffers ff'Olll in hiving ~re n.-erous Ind ~ller 
pores. The s .. 11 expressed. The skeleton is 
sl1ghtly nlrrow1ng towIrd the blSll part. The tenrillll legs Ire better devel
oped Ind frequently pc .. ous. The _Isurnents of the skeleton Ire uSUIlly 
~ller thin in T. • 

DIMENSIONS 

·W1dth of lltt1ce shell 120-1~. height of slgittll ring 90-14~· 
(ff'Olll Ling et 11 •• 1971). 

by 

·W1dth 13~16p; height. 1~12p; blsed on 15 spec1.ens· (ff'Olll Slchs. 1973). 

1. n·. 1970. fig. 23; belongs to I sublrctic asseMbllge derived 
910UP analysis of North Plc1f1c sa.ples. 

2. Ling et 11 •• 1971. f19. 7; "found ly in ~st of the s.-ples· 
[ff'Olll the Bering SiaJ. Also "noticed •.• in ••. elstern Ind centrll [Pacific] 
sublrct1c surflce sed1.ents·. 

3. Slchs. 1973. Code 26N. fig. 2F; • ••• In 1~rtant species (to 251) 
in Northern stations. and loads heavl1y on the Polar Factor·. 

4. Robertson. 1975; ·Two forlS of this species are described by Ling 
Ind others (1971). ItcM!ver. only the first fOrti described by thl!lll is included 
in the counts for this species in this study. This forti is si.l1lr to 

Rll1ey and is chirlcter1zed by its .. ll-exposed 
ce blrs. and open lltt1ce structure. 

"This species loads ~st heavl1y in flctor 1 (subpolar). At both the 
present Ind 18.000 YIP higher abundances Ire found in the ~re northern part 
of the study arel. At 18.000 YIP so. of the ~re southern s.les hive 
higher percentages thin It the present." 

• , 
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angulata (Haeckel) 

= Haeckel. 1887. p. 978. p1. 82. ffg. 3 
(Haeckel). &011. 1969. p. 331. pl. 59. ffgs. 4. 6. 7. 9 

-sagfttal ring 'o-shaped' 60 to 93)J hfgh; 51 to 9311 thfck. Apfcal. axial. 
and frontal spfnes short; cal spfne ' ... nted close to IMse of 
sagfttal rfng; no sagfttal-rfng tubercles; e IlUllber of sagfttal-rfng 
spfnes. So. specf~s have no lattfce shell or IMrs; prf_ry and 

lateral spfnes are present. In a few skeletons. lattfce shell 
consfsts solely of IMsal ring; prilllry-lateral IMrs or prflllry-lateral 

to sfx pafrs of sagfttal-rfng spines bet.een apical and cal spfnes. 

-Basal ring oval. indented sagittally; 67 to 13~ wide; 32 to 67p thick; 
joined directly to and IMck of sagittal ring; irregularly spinous; 

oses bIG or four IMsal pores. In addition to the IMsal ring • .ost speci-
IIeIIS have lattice shell 120 to 270\1 wide. stlongly cted sagittally. 
and does not extend below IMsal ring. The lattice shell consfst of a sparse 
trellfs of spinous lattice IMrs. One lattice IMr Joined to each side of IMsal 
ring; one to fhe lattice IMrs Joined to sagittal ring bet.een apical and 
vertical spines. Lattice pores large and polygonal; no vertical. sternal. or 
flontal pores .•. 

of 
n. sp •• 

and fn. those 
Skeletons of the type-species 
spines and no axial spine. - (fn. 

RDWIKS 

1. For a .ore cOllPlete 

differ fn. those of G. 
sp •• in having no sagittal-ring 
n. sp •• in having lattice spines. 

G. have two lattice 

see &011. 1969. 

Plate 19. figures 2a-d. 
la.b 
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Inqu11ta (Hlecke1) 

1. Sol1 • 1969, -Representatives of 
the sII!p1es between AMPtI 102P [3052'5. 1 
Miocene) Ind DWB6 1478 [1 027'N. 116013' 4-7 

CiA. 
(Qultemlry) • 

Ire in 111 
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Lirtoseyris reticulata (Ehrenberg) 

ret1culata , 1872a, p. 307; 1872b, pl. 10, fig. 19 
ret1culata (Ehrenberg), Nigr1ni, 1967, p. 44, pl. 5, fig. 3 
costata Haeckel, Nigrin1, 1967, p. 45, pl. 5, fig. 4 
ret1culata (Eh ), &011, 1968, p. 1429, p1. 176, figs. 9,11,13 

DESCRIPTION AND DIMENSIONS 

-Sagittal ring -D-shaped-; 60 to 77p high; 53 to 84p thick. Four to six 
pairs of sagittal-ring tubercles; one pair adjacent to a short vertical spine 
that projects f~ .idpo1nt of sagittal ring. No frontal or axial spines. A 
few speci~s have very short apical spine. In ~st skeletons, apical spine is 
absent. SOllIe spec1.ns have no lattice shell or bars; pairs of 
sagittal-ring spines project froM tubercles. In skeletons having lattice shell, 
a pair of bars projects horizontally f~ slightly below top of 

of sagittal ring; another pair of horizontal bars is adjacent 
to vertical spine. Very few speci~s have priMry-lateral bars; IIIOst skele
tons have short prilliry-lateral spi nes; no other basal connector bars. 

-No basal ring. Lattice shell suboval in basal view; 180 to 21~ wide; 
90 to 186p thick; ~th; surrounds front and back of sagtttal ring. Four 
Mssive lattice bars, circular in cross section, and parallel to lateral axis; 
two of than joined to tubercles at and back of base of sagittal ring, and 
two to tubercles at front and back of apex of sagittal ring. Laterally, these 
lattice bars reticulate to fol'll short horizontal band of lattice shell per
forated by subpolygonal lattice pores 5 to 17p in dilileter. TIIO pairs of 
sagittal-lattice pores are a Mxi~ of 55p in diaMeter ••• 

reticulata differ fro. those of L ovalis 
thit are joined to the sagittal r1iil/; fro ... 

-Representatives of 
n. sp. in having four 1 
skeletons of L. ~ 
f~ spec1~s 

n. sp. in having red ttal-ring tubercles; and 
n. sp. and (Goll, 1969) 

in having connector on 
skeletons of the type-species of 
is joined di to the front 
bars and sternal pores are lacking • 

• On spec1.ns of 
joined to the base 
of the front and back of the basal 

1 ring. In 
the lattice shell 

, and sternal 

the two lattice bars that are 
are considered to be the "-'logues 

ring of skeletons of L. 

- Species 1nchlded in the synon}IIY are distinguished on the basis of varia-
tions in the lateral portions of the lattice shell or the of a lattice 
shell. I consider that ~st of these species represent various growth stages of 
L1r1ospxr1s reticulatl.- (fro. Goll, 1968). 

Pllte 19, figures 4a,b 
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Liriospxris reticulata (Ehrenberg) 

REMARKS 

1. For a mre cOlllplete 
cation) reglrds A. costata (in 
preservltion of l: retfcullta. 

see Goll. 1968. Goll (personll cOl8lni-
• 1967) IS a growth stage or .are cDIIPlete 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 22; • 
is sparsely distributed in low lit • 
frc. lliddle lItitudes. Maxi_ abundlnces 
lation) occur in the .. stern tropics.· 

fig. 23; • 
very sparsely distributed in low 
south of 350$. 

- A. reticulata 
s rely absent 

(up to 31 of the described popu-

- A. costata is 
sallples taken 

2. jol1. 1968; •.•. in 111 
[Trinidad] (Middle Miocene) Ind 

4-7CM. (Quaternary). 

but one of the sallp 1 es be t""'l" WIt I R 11 
147 B. £1027'N. 116013'WJ • 

High 
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(Ehrenberg) Nend. Goll 

Ceratospyr1S pentagona Ehrenberg. 1872a. p. 303; 1872b. pl. 15. fig. 15 
Ceratospyrfs poly~na Benson. 1966. p. 321. p1. 22. figs. 15. 16 (partilll.) 
Ceratospyrfs sp .• fgr1n1. 1967. p. 48. pl. 5. fig. 6 
Diircadospyrfs pentagona (Ehrenberg). Goll. 1969. p. 338. p1. 59. 

figs. 1-3 5 (not 8-10. 12); Goll. 1972. 
p. 964. . 58. figs. 1-3. pl. 88. 

Lophospyr1s Ehrenberg). Goll. 1977. p. 398. pl. 10 • 
• pl. 11. figs. 1-3. 5. 

-S.gtttal ring polygonal; 54 to 90\1 high; 28- 67\1 thick; joined to 
f!'ont. apex. and back of lattice shell. Apical and frontal spines of 
variable length; vertical spine vel")' short; no axial spine. Pri_ry-
lateral bars joined to basal ring; no other bars. 

-Basal ring polygonal; 43 to 85\1 wide; 28 to 60\1 thick; joined 
di to front and back of sagittal ring; encloses four basal • 
Basal lattice bars. lattice spi • and basal spines tribladed in 
cross • hiving blades arranged 1 ke the letter T. Six lattice 
bars. arranged in s~trical pairs. are joined to basal ring at 
points of angularity; two pairs of lattice bars in front of pri_l")'-lat-
eral bars; pair of lattice bars in back of pri_l")'-lateral bars. 
Nine basal spines. 6 to 58\1 long. project froll basal ring. FI·ontal spine 
15 shortest basal spine. Ralining basal spines arranged in four SYlt
_trical pairs of approxi_tely equal length; one basal spine is adjacent 
to each of the lattice bars and pri_l")'-lateral bars thlt are joined to 
basal ring. T.o of the thlle blades of basal spines are parallel to 
basal ring; whereas the third perpendicular blade is on the exterior of 
basal spines adjacent to lattice bars and on the interior of basal spines 
adjacent to sagittal ring and pri_ry-lateral bars. Lattice shell 78 to 
155\1 wide; slightly constricted sagittally; not extend below basal 
ring; perforated by subcircular to subpolygonal lattice 4 to 30\1 in 
di .. ter. Four lattice bars joined to sagittal ring; one ion at prox-
i_l end of apical spine; one junction between apical and 1 spines; 
two junctions betwel! apical and vertical spines. Lattice spines. 4 to 
32\1 long. project froll junctions of lattice bars. Five pairs of sagittal
lattice pores; no vertical. flontal. or stel'Ilil pores. - (froll Goll. 1969). 

REMRKS 

1. - ••• Speci_ns assignable to this species daonstrate a substantial 
size range. S.ll individuals ••• are polygonal in outHne and overlap 
the size range of (see Goll. 19n. p. 394 .. 
Large individuals ••• are outline. - (froll 
Goll. 19n). 

Plate 19. figure 5 

• 
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(Ehrenberg) aencI. Gall 

1. Benson. 1966 !!! • - ... cos.opolitln fn the 
Gulf [of Cllffomfa] iiii where it occurs except 115 
where ft is c~ (2.61). It his I greater frequency fn the Ixfll por-
tfon of the Gulf Ind does not Ippelr to to upwllfng ••• -

2. Nfgrfni. 1967. ffg. 25. -
splrsely dfstrfbuted fn the .stem cs. 
the described populltfon fn the elStem tropics. 
Ibsent fro. .iddle lltitudes.-

- C. sp. fs 
up I percent of 

The species fs pricticilly 

3. Goll. 1977. - ... plnocelnfc. WInD cos.opolitln subspecfes ... -

• 
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stab111s (Goll) antarctica (Haecker) 

Haecker, 1907, p. 124, fig. 9 
= Haecker, Riedel, 1958, p. 230, text-fir.. 3-5, 

• 2, figs. 6-7; Chen. 1975, p. 456, p . 15, 
g. 6; Petrushevskaya, 1975, p. 593, pl. 8, fig. 1. 

Petrushevskaya, 1967, p. 62, text-fig. 37. 
and Bjorklund, 1974, text-fig. 8 

~Petrushevsklya, 1975, p. 593, pl. 27, figs. 4-6 
(in part). 

-Shell of rather heavy construction, nut-shaped, with 1 rounded 
pores, lly s.ooth surface, and sl1ght or sag1 con-
striction. Four large basal pores. Usually three basal feet, circular or 
three-blaclecl in section, of approx1 .. tely the sa. length as the cephal1s: 
of these, the unpaired one is usually si~ly latticed proxi .. lly, and in 
.. ny all three are forked distally. In a few specillens, secondary 
spines or a 1 alllOunt of lattice-work are between the proxi.l 
parts of these basal feet. Sagittal ring y D-shaped, fl"Olll 
which a short, free apical spfne arises subapically, and a thorn-lfke ver
tical spine arises fl"Olll the .ore curved part of the ring near the basal 
pores. In IIIOst specfllens, two .ore thorn-l1ke spines are present, one to 
either side of the apical part of the sagittal ring, and fn SOlIe specillens 
several .ore thorns are scattered over the apical surface. - (fl"Olll Riedel, 
1958) • 

DIMENSIONS 

-Height of sagittal rfng 63-90 ~; MaXiMUM breadth of bilocular 
cephalfs 8O-125p . - (fl"Olll Riedel, 1958). 

1. For further synon~ see Riedel, 1958 and Chen, 1975. 

2. For further taxonoaic discussion and illustrations see &011, 1977. 

Plat. 20, figures la-d 
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stabilis (Goll) antarctica (Haecker) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Riedel. 1958 (TriceraspYris antarctica); "This species occurs in 
both the Allerican and Iridian OCean sectors of antarctic waters. and no 
fonn resl!lllbling it has been found at any other locality. Thus it appears 
to be an exclusively southern cold-Wlter species." 

2. Lozano. 1974 (TricerasfYtiS antarctica). Fig. IV-16; "It has the 
distribution which is character stic for the Antarctic asselblage being 
generally present south of about 4ZOS in the Atlantic sector. west of 3SOW 
and south of the average position of the Subtropical Convergence in the 
Indian Ocean Sector. It is found north of these latitudes only in deep 
cores. notably in salPles fro. the Crozet and Argentine basins indicating 
that it is transported by bottOll waters. T. antarctica reaches a _xi_ 
abundance of 3.5 percent in core RC1S-92 at the average position of the 
APf. It is found in over 1.5 percent under August sea surface 
tellperatures lower than in the Indian Ocean. The _xi_ August sea 
suriace taperature under which it is found is over ZOOc but specillens 
not transported by bottOll currents are found only under August 
sea surface telllPeratures of about lOOt. 

3. Morley. 1977 • Fig. 1-24; "This species 
loads highest in factor t is .ast abundant under 
polar waters south of 4505. At 8.000 the 11 contour shifts slightly 
northward and the _xi_ abundance of this species increases in SllPles 
south of SOOS.· 

4. Goll. 1977; •... OOIIDn constituent of sedilents south of the 
southern Subtropical Convergence. Mot eover. it has low frequenci es 1 n 
Argentillf' Sasin sed1l1ents as well as sporadic occurrences in sed1l1ents 
of the Brazil Sas1n ••• • 

• 

I , 
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stabi115 (Goll) (Haecke1) 

Kleckel, 1887, p. 1033, pl. 84, fig. 13 
), Goll, 1969, p. 328, p1. 58, figs. 1-6 

in Plrt); Go", 1972, p. 969, pl. 82, figs. 1-4, 
• 83, fig. 1. 

Tristylospyris scaphf~s Kleckel, Benson, 1966, p. 316, pl. 22, 
tgs. 7, 9-10. 

Ceratospyris angulata (Popofsky), Petrushevskaya, 1971, pl. 127, figs. 
13-14, 16. 

gen. et spp. indet. Kling, 1973, pl. 8, fig. 23. 

"Sagittal ring subcircular; 37 to 76~ high; 25 to 5~ thick; joined to 
front, apex, and back of lattice shell. Apical spine short; vertical spine 
very short; frontal spine long; no axial spine. Primary-lateral bars joined 
to basal ring; no other connector bars. 

"Basal ring oval; indented laterally and sagita"y; 31 to 58~ wide; 23 
to 4~ thick; joined directly to front and back of sagittal ring; encloses 
four basal pores. Three equal basal spines, 20 to 46~ long, project downward 
fro ... basal ring and taper to simple jOint; one of thl!lll is frontal spine; two 
of then are adjacent to primary-lateral bars. In SOle skeletons, basal spines 
circular in cross section. Other specimens have basal spines that are tri-
bladed or c~cifonn in cross section; frontal ne tribladed, having two parallel 
blades tangent to basal ring and third ar blade projecting inward; 
basal spines adjacent to primary-latera bars are c~cifonn, having two Plrallel 
blades tangent to basal ring and two blades parallel to primary-lateral bar. 
Most specimens possessing bladed basal spines hive narrow -.dian rib on outer 
surface of back of basal ring between primary-lateral bars. Lattice shell 
s.ooth; 58 to 8~ thick; st,'ongly constricted sagittally; has appearance of 
thin sheet perforated by circular, widely spaced lattice pores 1 to 23~ in 
diameter. In SOle specimens, lattice shell extends below basal ring, is ca.
pletely closed basally, and is joined to proximal portions of basal spines; 
in other skeletons, lattice shell ends at basal ring. Variable nUiber of 
lattice bars Joined to basal ring or sagittal ring. Four to nine pairs of 
sagittal-lattice pores. No vertical, sternal, or frontal pores." (fl'Oll'l Goll, 1969). 

"The ..ended description presented by 6011 (1 is in .11 
aspects except It is necessary further to the n_ 
only to spec1.ns bftring a ."-de"'01*1 ridge on the outer 
the back of the basal ring. Thus defined, the speciMen illustrated by 
6011 (1969, • 58, figs. 13-14) is clearly not a ..-bar of this sub-

es ... !::! the general structural 
confi 01 a e lattice shell and basal 
lattice spines with ,....,'ous other ssocyclid mrphs, many of which are 
unna.ad, but it is readily distinguished by its Slall siz., thin, finely 
perforated lattice shell, and triblade on the back of the basal ring." (fl'Oll 
6011, 1977). 

Plate 20, figures 2a-d 

, 
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Phonoospyris (Goll) scaphipes (Haeckel) 

REMARKS 

1. For a .are complete syno~ and additional illustrations see 
Goll. 1969. 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. 6011 and Bjorklund. 1971 
"In the Atlantic Delln other 
equatorial regions. 
distribution si.ilar 
of Ceratos~r1s 
abundant north 

• text-fig. 6. 
the southern 

(Haeckel) 6011. 1969. has a 
than the 

is also 
s latitude 

!!tDN. ~ 1~ ( Nigrini. 1967. has a surface 
that of = in our salllllles." 

2. 6011. 1977. is scarce to 
in sedi-.ts underlying on IIstern equatorial 
provinces of the Pacific and southern Atlantfc Deftns. In addftion. the 
subspecfes is in low es in biosiliceous sedi-.ts of the 
subtropical equatorial Indian Deean. 



-
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Tholospyris procera Goll 

procera Goll. 1969. p. 328. pl. 59. fi9. 8. 10-12 

"A species of 
a lattice shell 
below the basal ring ••• 

characterized by sagittal-ring tubercles and 
the apex of the sagittal ring and extends 

"Sa9ittal ring subrectangular; 75 to 85~ high; 45 to 7~ thick; joined 
directly to front and back of lattice sheli. No axial or apical spines. 
SOllIe skeletons haYe yery short yertical spine projecting froll lower third of 
sagittal ring; on other skeletons. yertical spine is absent. Sa.. skeletons 
haYe frontal spine. 1IIhE:I"eas other skeletons haYe frontal bar. No connector 
bars; pri.ary-Iateral short. 

"Basal ring oyal; 54 to 105~ wide; 24 to 57~ thick; joined directly to front 
and back of sagittal ring; encloses two basal pores. Lattice shell 105 to I50p 
wide; 116 to l~ high; surrounds apex of sagittal ring; coaposed of irregular 
Meshwork of .. ssive lattice bars that are sub-circular in cross section and 
fra.e subpolygonal lattice pores 4 to ~ in di ... ter. In some skeletons. lattice 
shell extends below basal ring and has large basal opening. In other speci_ns. 
lattice shell ends at basal ring; Yariable nUiber of irregularly spaced and 
irregularly shaped basal spines project fl"Olll basal ring. Four laterally oriented 
lattice bars joined to sagittal ring. Paired tubercles located at the junctions 
of these lattice bars and the sagittal ring. Apical portion of the lattice 
shell joined to front and back of apex of sagittal ring ••• 

"RepresentatiYes of ¥rocera n. sp •• differ fro. those of T. 
kantiana in haYing no &irs and fro. those of T. deyexa n. sp .• 
fn hiyfng no sagittal-ring spines at the proxi.al end of the frontal spine. 
Skeletons of the type-species of T. cortinisca. haYe primary-lateral 
bars and basal spines that tlie basal ring; the lattice shell 
does not extend below the basal • (fro. Goll. 1969). 

1. Goll (personal cOllUnication) prefers not to include 
su adrata Haeckel (1887. p. 1097. pl. 88. Fig. 5) in the synon~ 

fOr t ~ reason sigi11Yl Hlcckel (1887. p. 957. pl. 92. Fig. 1) 
is only tentatively as a sYI~~ in Goll. 1969. 

2. 
calls 
Sen 

297) describes and illustrates a species lIIhich he 
HHcke1. 6011 (personal cOllUnication) considers 

IS his T. 

-
Pllte 20. ffgures lI.b 
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procera 6011 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Goll. 1969. "Representatives of 
samples between JYN V 38P. 397-399 CII. (ower 
(Quaternary)". 

are fn all the 
147G. 4-7 CII. 

2. Molfna-Cruz. 1975. Code NIA; the dfstfnction between this specfes 
and A.. subguadratl recognfzed by 6011 was not llllde by Mo1fna-Cruz; not used 
fn factor analysfs of southeast Pacfffc sedfMents; cf. x 10 for percent 
NIA at each statfon. 
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spp. 

petalospyris in Benson, 1966, p. 434, pl. 29, figs. g, 10; 
Fig. 25 

Carpocaniu. spp., Nigrini, 1970, p. 171, pl. 4, figs. 4-6 
carpocanfst~ spp., Riedel and Sanfilippo, 1971, p. 1596, pl. lG, 

figs. 1-6, 8-13; pl. 2F, figs. 5-6, 
p1. 30, figs. 1, 2. 6. 7. g 

"Included under this RIle are MOst of the forlS thought of 
as typical carpocan11ds - with caphalis not .rkedly distinguished in con
tour froll the ovate thorax. pores often longitudinally aligned. and a 50IIII
whit constricted peristane often bearing nu.erous teeth." (froM Riedel 
and Sanfilippo. 1971). 

"Test consisting of a cap-shaped cephalis and a thorax; cephalis hidden 
at top of thorax. in a few speci_ns separated froM thorax by slight con
striction but generally indistinguishable; with an internal collar ring 
consistfng of four collar pores (cardfnals and cervfcals) at its base; collar 
ring jofned to fnner Will of thorax by the priMary lateral and dorsal bars. 
which extend as ribs cofncident wfth furrows in the thoracic Will and by a 
few accessory bars that arise froM the collar rfng and join the inner thoracfc 
Will but do extend as rfbs. Thorax variable fn shipe froll nearly cylindrfcal 
with constricted .outh to greatly inflated. nearly subspherfcal. wfth con
stricted IOUth. Pores of thorax equal, ~ll, the s ... sfze as those of 
cephalfs. arranged hexagonally fn longitudfnal rows (15-22 rows on the hllf 
cfrclllf'erence). subcircular to hexagonal; surface of intervening bars vari
able fl'Oll SII)Oth to one with hexagonal frlllls sur,oundfng pores. Mouth 
constrfcted. in lOst specf_ns surrounded by a hyaline perfstome (4-16~ in 
length). perfste. absent in a few tests. PerfstoJle sUJ"IK)Unted by tooth
like. l ... llar to pyr .. idal, triangular to • tenafnal spines or 
teeth. varfable in llllllber froll 0-16 or IIIOre. Teeth of so. specflllfls trf
angular. convergfng fnward. of others l ... llar or rectangular, 

11y downward. A few specilllfls with a few adjacent teeth fused to
gether. One spechlen observed wi th all teeth fused together to fo"" a ver
tical. l ... llar. hyaline extensfon of the perfstOlll. Another specfmen ob
served with siMilar peristoMal extension but not hyaline. instead wfth pores 
silrilar to those of the thorax giving the appearance of a rudfmentary abdOllln 
separated froll the thorax by a hyaline septal ring." (froll Benson. 1966) • 

DIMENSIONS • 

"length of test (not including terMinal teeth) 8O-107~. of caphllis 
(when visible) 15-~; breadth of thorax 59-9~; length of perfstOMIl 
teeth 5-3~." (froll Benson. 1966). 

"overall lenvth 90+ 7~; ..xi.u. width 71+ 6~. based on 17 speciMens" 
(froll Sachs. 1973). - -

Plate 21. figures la-c 
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Carpocanistrum spp. 

1. Benson. 1966 (car~canium iFtalosPrriS); ·confined to the southern 
t..a-thirds of the Gulf [of al1forni . It s rare at all stations where present 
but has a slightly greater frequency in the southern half of its range." 

2. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 31, "For the purposes of the present study. all 
specimens of the Carpocanium-Carpocanistrum form were considered together 
except for the distinctive Carpocanium sp. A. ("igrini. 1968 p. 55. Pl. 1. 
fig. 5)." 

Belongs to a tropical 
North Pacific samples. but ranges 
analysis. 

age derived by recurrent group analysis of 
too far north to be meaningful in down-core 

• 

3. Sachs. 1973. Code 29" (C1rpocanium spp.); "rare (to about 21). 
but exhi bi ts IIIiIrkedly Southern preferences." 

4. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N4 (Carpocanium spp.); used in factor analy
sis of southeast Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent "4 at each 
station. Note that Molina-Cruz includes Carpocanistrum sp. A. in his 
counts. 

5. Robertson. 1975 spp.); "This species loads most 
heavily in factor 2 • highest abundances are in the 
southeastern part of the study area at the present. At 18.000 YBP si~ilar 
abundances are shifted about 50 further to the south. but only in the east." 

Note that Robertson does not include sp. A. in his counts. 
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sp. A 

Carpocaniu. sp. A, Nigrini, 1968. p. 55. pl. 1. fig. 4 

DESCRIPTION 

·Shell elongate. subcylindrical. sMOOth. with ca.pletely hidden spherical 
cephal is. Pri .. ry lateral and aorsal spines extend to the thoracic wall and 
draw it inNards. thus .. king tbe upper part of the shell trilobate. 

"Thoracic pores subcircular to circular. approximately equal in size 
over -ast of the segment but 5IIIIller over the cephaltc end, usually arranged 
in longitudinal rows. 9-13 in a vertical series. 7-10 on a half-equator. 
Mouth slightly constricted and sometimes surrounded by a well-developed. 
poreless. hyaltne pertstome. Tentinal teeth. up to 14 on well-developed 
individuals. flat. usually truncate. parallel. as broad as, or broader than, 
the intervening spaces. Pertstome may be SMOOthly tel'llinated. or absent and 
tel'llination ragged." (from Nigrini. 1968). 

This species differs f~h other Members of the genus by its elongate, 
subcylindrical thorax. 

DIMENSIONS 

"length of thorax 81-137\1; of pertstOllle and terminal teeth up to 45}1 
(usually up to 18\1). MaximuM breadth of thorax 63-81\1." ( Nigrini. 1968). 

REMARKS 

1. Benson's (1966) description and dimensions of this species (Carpocaniu. 
sp. in Benson. p. 438) are consistent with the above. 

Plate 21. ffgure 2 
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CArpoclnfstrUil sp. A 

1. Benson. 1966 ); "confined to southern two-thirds of Gulf 
[of Cilifornil] ••• rlre I where it occurs. but it his I 
slightly grelter frequency in the southern hllf of its rlnge." 

2. "igrini. 1968. text-fig. 5; "Few in the region of the North 
EqUitorill Current Ind in one equltorill sl.ple nelr the COlst of South 
Meri CI •• st lbundlnt in the northern PArt of the study Irea. rare or 
Ibsent in 111 other sa.ples eXI.tned." 

• 
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(Ehrenberg) group 

18721, p. 310; 1872b, p1. 7, fig. 10. 

DESCRIPTION 

Kleckel, 1887, p. 1307; Riedel, 
, pl. 3, fig. 10, text-fig. 8 

( , Nigrini, 1967, p. 63, pl. 6, fig. 6. 
, 1880, p. 96 1. 3, fig. 8. 
Clrnevlle, 1 p. 32, pl. 4, fig. 20. 

"The designation' spp.' is here used for with hemi-
sphericil cephllis, di co Ir stricture, oVlte thorlx with rlther 
few, rlther llrge pores Ind occlsionally short spine-like wings in 
its proximal hllf, Ind I poreless subcyl1ndricll peristCIM which in SOllIe 
specillens is irregullrly tenninated to give the 111oj1ression of I corona of 

• These fol'lls include the type species of Kleckel 
Stohr), and are not cl the type 

es (Cornutelll obtusl Ehrenberg, 1844a, p. 77; 1854b, 
• 22, genus the but-known lllelllber of thi s group of 

species Ehrenberg) hiS recently been assigned." 
(fl"Olll R ). 

Description of D. - Riedel, 1958: 

"Cephllis approximately heMisphericIl, with ~ll subcircular pores in 
a hylline Shell-wall, set off from thorax by I pronounced change in contour. 
Many speciMins have I SMall, inconspicuous lateral tubule projecting slightly 
froM the cephllis near its junction with the thorlx, and a short, acute 
Ipicil horn. Thorlx ovate, usuilly with I rough surface, and with a con
spicuous subcylindrical or flared peristOllle surrounding the MOuth which is 
IpproxiMately one-half to two-thirds IS broad as the thorax. Thoracic pores 
subcircular to circular, usually of different sizes and without regular 
arrangeMent, separated by rather wide Ind often thick intervening bars. In 
the upper part of the thoracic wall are three, usually conspicuous longi
tudinal ribs, which in Many speciMens terminate in three short, solid, 
trilngular lateral wings It or above the level at which the thorlx relches 
its maxi ... breadth." 

"Length of cephalis 18-25~, of thorax (including peristOMl) 60-~. 
MaxilUll breadth of thorax 58-7~." (fl"Olll Riedel, 1958). 

Plate 21, figure 3 
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• 

Carpocanarium papillosum (Ehrenberg) group 

REMARKS 

1. For further synon~ see Nigrini (1967); for further c 
discussion see Riedel and Sanfilippo (1971); for further morphology see 
Riede 1 (1958). 

1. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 33; • 
is very sparsely distributed in ow 
more than 1 percent of the described population.· 

2. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N8 
used in factor analysis of southeast 
for percent N8 at each station • 

• 

• 

- D. 
• never 

(Ehrenberg)] ; 
10 



DESCRIPTION 

N29 

• 

lI&eckel 

lI&eckel, 1887, p. 1162, pl. 54. fig. 5; Riedel 
1958. p. 231. pl. 2, figs. 8.9; 
Petrusheyskaya. 1967. p. 111. fig. 64. 
I-II, fig. 65, I-II 

"Cephalis ,..11. ovate. hyaline, bearing a short. excentric, vertical 
apical spine. Collar stricture slight. with four collar pores in the one 

iMen which could be ex_ined fro. the apex. In s .. speci~s. one 
to three (1) short. downwardly-directed spines penetrate the thoracic wall 
near the collar stricture. Thorax rather acutely conical, in SOMe speci
Mens subcylindrical below, consisting principally of 8-11 longitudinal rods 
joined by transverse bars which are usually not continuous around a circWl
ference. Thoracic pores thus forwd are rounded-quadrangular, increasing 
in size distally. Fro. the longitudinal and transverse skeletal bars of the 
thorax arise nuMerouS short, forked spines; the te ... inations of these spines 
are in SOMe speciMens joined by delicate s11iceous th. eads lIIhich thus fo ... a 
loose, irregular. inca.plete net.ork surrounding the .. in surface of the 
thorax." (froM Riedel, 1958). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Total length usually 1OG-270p (to 320p according to lI&eckel); 
IUxi_ breadth 85-15Op.· (fro. Riedel, 1958). 

• 

REMARKS 

1. Benson's (1966) description and di~sions of this species (p. 426) 
are consistent with the above. 

Plate 21, figures 4a.b 
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cfrc~exta Haeckel 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966; ·very rare fn the Gulf [of Ca1ffornfa]. u 

2. Molfna-Cruz. 1975. Code "23; counted together wfth 
dodecOllllll Haecke 1. but not used f n factor anal ys fs of 
assemblages; cf.Appendfx 10 for percent "23 at each statfon. 
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Plectopyramfs dodecOMnl Haeckel 

Haeckel, 1887, p. 1258, pl. 54, fig. 6; Benson, 
1966, p. 424, pl. 29, fig. 3 

DESCRIPTION 

"Test consisting of a s .. ll sub-heafspherfcal, poreless cephalis, with 
or without apfcal horn or spine, and SMOOth, long, confcal thorax, broad at 
the base, consisting of 8-11 heavy, longftudfnal bars or ribs, circular in 
section, and jofned by transverse bars, likewfse cfrcular fn section, that 
are continuous around the cf straight not curved between adjacent 
longitudfnal ribs. Thoracic pores subrectangular, increasfng in size tolMrd 
the base; in the proxi .. l one third of the thorax the pores are either 
infilled by silica or by a thin, retfculate, secondary les~rk. Collar pores 
not observed in all tests, but at least three are present and four if vertical 
bar is developed. Apical spine variable fro. absent, to a short spine, to a 
heavy, conical horn either straight or curved. Vertical spine not observed 
but .. y be present fn SOlIe sped_ns. One sped_n observed with a raised 
thoracic rib corresponding to one of the pri .. ry basal spines and extending 
for about one-third the length of the thorax ••• 

"Thfs specfes differs fro. perfp~"fs 
of branched spines arising fro. the t rax n 
bars that are continuous around the circUMference." 

DIMENSIONS 

Haeckel fn the absence 
of transverse 

Benson, 1966). 

".axf.u. length of test 16o-277~; "XiMUR of thorax 117-178~; 
length of cephalfs lo-16~; breadth of cephalfs 11-17~; length of apical 
spfne or horn 0-37~.· (fro. Benson, 1966). 

1. For further synonymy see Benson (1966). 

Plat. 21, ffgure 5 
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Mleckel 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966; ·very rare in the Gulf [of California] but occurs 
as far north as station 184. It is relatively .ore abundant in the 
southern Gulf.· 

2. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code H23; counted together with 
Mleckel. but not used in factor analysis of 
cf. Appendix 10 for percent HZ3 at each station. 

• 

c 
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Dictyophimus crisiae Ehrenberg 

Pterocorys 

DESCRIPTJI* 

, 1 854 a. p. 241 
Ehrenberg, Ntgrini, 1967, p. 66, pl. 6, figs. 7a.b 

Hletkel, Petr~shevskaya. 1967, p. 115. fig. 67, 
IY-Y (partim. J 

Hletkel. Ltng et al., 1971, p. 715. pl. 2. figs. 8.9 
(parti •• J 

·Cephalis heIIispherical with $MIll closely spaced pores or pits 
(probably representing inft11ed pores). Inside cephalis, both apical and 
vertical spines are free of the shell wall. Externally, apical spine fOrlls 
a cylindroconical horn whtch .y be up to 3 tilles the length of the cephalis; 
vertical spine fOrlll a short. IllUCh .are delicate horn. In SOlIe specillens 
the dorsal spine is also external, and usually additional by-spi occur on 
the cephalis and upper thorax. Collar stricture indistinct. 

"Thorax conical, rather thick-walled, with large subcircular to sub
angular pores increasing in she distally; bars relatively nlrt'CN. Strong 
thoracic ribs beCOile external just above the lUilbar stricture and are prolonged 
into 3 solid cylindrical or 3-bladed wings as long to 3 tiMeS as long as 
thorax. tapering to a point distally. Wings diverge freely, fOrMing an ex
tension of the conic line of the thorax. 

"AbdOlien thinner-walled. cylindrical, varying in state of develOpMent. 
and having pores si.ilar to those on thorax. No definite terMination." 
(froll Nigrini. 1967). 

"Length of apical horn 18-7~; of cephalis 18-27~; of thorax 45-63u; 
of abdoMen up to 81u. Mlxi.u. breadth of cephalis 23-32~; of thorax 63-1DDu." 
(frOll Nigrini, 1967). 

1. For a lOre COMplete siiNn~ see "igrini, 1967. 

2. has been SOlIe confusion betwen this species and I fOrM 
referred to as Kleckel. The fOrM here described IS 

unusually robust. Even incOllplete speci-
lienS Ire The IppendigeS Ire definitely wings, not feet Ind 
project froll the thorax lbove the llliiblr stricture. 

Plate 22, ftgures la,b 
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crfsfae Ehrenberg 

1. Hfgrfnf. 1967. ffg. 34;" - D. crfsfae 
fs sparsely dfstrfbuted fn both e • beIng s'1~htly 
more abundant fn the latter (up to 5% of the descrfbed populatfon): 

2. Ling. 
belong to D. 
hfrundo. Lfng 
Sirfng Sea. 

• '1971; The specf.ens shoNn fn plate 2. ffgures 8 and 9 
The speci.en fn plate. ffgure 10 1liiy belong to Q.. 

• found these specfes to be sparsely dfstributed fn the 

3. Sachs. 1973. Code 6" (Pteroc0rYs 
this species was ubiquftous but dfd not 
fauna. except for two SE stat : st~ ~le 
and sa!llples [026] (strewn) and (settled) - from 

; "In the surface study. 
than 21 of the 

fn. Y21-175. 
1-185." 

4. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code "29 
analysfs of southeast Pacfffc assemblages; 
at each statfon. 

; used fn factor 
x 0 for percent N29 

, 
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(Haecke 1) group 

Pteroco~s hfrundo Haeckel. 1887. p. 1318. pl. 71. ffg. 4; Rfedel. 1958. 
p. 238. p1. 3. ffg. 11. p1. 4. ffg. 1. 
text-ffg. 9 

1Pterocorys (1) Haeckel. Petrushevskaya. 1967. p. 115. ffg. 67. 

Of sp. aff. D. -
I-III ( rtf •• ) 

(Haec e • Petrushevskaya and Kazlova. 
• p. 553. p1. 27. ffgs. 16. 17 

Dfct,yophf_s hfrundo (Haeckel) Petrushevskaya. 1975. p. 583 
(partill. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Cephalfs subglobular. wfth slmoth or slfghtly spfny surface. and nu.
erous SMall pores whfch fn sa.e specfMens are secondarfly closed by sflfceous 
l..ellae. Apfcal horn thfn. acute. vertfcal. eccentrically sftuated. usually 
approxfllltely IS long IS the cephaHs. In sa.e specf_ns the "vertfcal 
spfne" elelent of the prflllry spfcular skeleton extends beyond the cephalfs 
surface as a second. ob1fque cepha1fc horn. Thorax truncate-confcal to 
cupanulate. wfth rather large subcfrcular or cfrcular pores. fts surface 
usually bearfng short. thorn-lfke spfnes. Abda.en short. narrower than 
wfdest part of thorax. fn IIIny specf.ns ruclf_ntlry or consf of only 
one or two rows of subcfrcullr pores separated by narrow f bars. 
with no dfstfnct perfsto.. In the wall of the thorax are tt. .. ee rf • con
tfnuous with the aded. acute. dfvergent. strafght or slfghtly 
curved feet whfch arfse subte~fnally froM the thorax. At the collar strfc
ture are two pafrs of large collar pores separated by the prfillry lateral 
spfnes (l.l). and ft fs often possfble to dfstfngufsh also a pafr of SIIIller 
pores. enclosed by the dorsal (D) and the secondary lateral (1.1) spines fn 
front of the orfgfn of the apfcal spfne." (frOll Rfedel. 1958). 

DIMENSIONS 

"length of apfcal horn 7-36~. of cephalfs 16-27~. of thorax 3O-70~. 
of feet 35-125~. Breadth of thorax 50-90~." ( Rfedel. 1958). 

I. The present authors are doubtful that the specfmens Petrushevskaya 
and Kazlova (1972). fllustrated on Pl. 22. ffgs. 3a.b herefn. belong 
to the D. group. 

Plate 22. ffgures 2. 3a.b. 4 
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Oictyophimus hirundo (Haeckel) group 

1. Rfedel, 1958. "Thfs specfes occurs fn both the Alerfcan and Indian 
Ocean sectors of Antarctfc waters, fn the tropfcal parts of the Pacfffc and 
Indian Oceans. and in the northern Paciffc. It _y thus be coslllOpolftan.· 

• 

• 
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Nigrini 

Nigrini. 1968. p. 56. p1. 1. fig. 6 

-Shell thin-Willed • .ooth. c:onic:.l to infl.ted c:onic:a1. Cephll1s 
si.ple. spheric:.l. with n~ric:.l ~ll subc:irc:ul.r pores. Apic:.l horn usu.lly 
1 to 2 tileS the lic: length (r.rely longer). either 3-bl.ded or c:ylindric:al. 

ic:al horn present. usually shorter th.n c:.l horn. but sOllletillles equ.lly 
developed. Both .pic:al .nd vertic:.l spines of shell .. 11. Thin by-spines 
present on c:ephllis .nd upper thor.x. Coll.r stric:ture distinc:t. 

-Thor.x tetr.hedr.l with 3 strong. 3-bl.ded or c:yl1ndric:al ribs. c:orres
ing to pri .. ry l.ter.l .nd dors.l spines. ribs either divergent or bowed. 

distally •• nd beyond the thor.c:ic: l.ttic:e. Whic:h is usu.lly 
to the ribs for its entire length. Pores subc:irc:ul.r to sublngul.r • 

• ligned longitudin.lly .nd inc:re.sing in size distally. Termin.tion inv.ri.bly 
r.gged. - (fl'Olll Nigrini. 1 . 

DIMENSIONS 

-Length of c:ephllis 14-27~.of thor.x 72-156~ • of ribs 127-23~. Maximum 
bre.dth of c:ephl11s 18-27~ • of thor.x 72-156~.- (frOM Nigr1ni. 1968). 

Pl.te 22. fi gure 5 
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Dlctyophlmus Nlgrlnl 

1. Nigrini, 1968 text-fig. 7· "Few along the coast of Central and 
South AMerica, except 00 to l06N; rare or absent In all other samples 
examined." 

2. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code N24; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific assemblages; c~Appendix 10 for percent N24 at each station. It is 
not certain whether or not Molina-Cruz's concept of the species is the sa~ as 
that of Nigrinl (1968) or if he includes forms ascribed by Moore (1974) to 
the species, but described herein as sp. 
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Pterocanium korotnevi (Dogie1) 

DESCRIPTION 

Dogie1. Dogie1 and Reshetnyak. 1952. p. 17. fig. 11 
(Dogie1). Nigrini. 1970. p. 170. pl. 3. ffgs. 10.11 

"Thorax in the form of a cupola or a perforated pot with rounded. SNll 
pores of uneven sfze. Three massfve. faceted and slightly convex (outward) 
basal spines extendfng from the lower rfm of the cupola. The spfnes extend 
frali the rfm of the cupola at an angle of 1200 to each other. The length of 
the basal spf nes somewhat exceeds the cOllbf ned 1 ength of the cupola and the 
apfca1 spine. The surface of the cupola fs nodose wfth short conical protru
sions. From the lower margin of the thorax to the base of the cephal is. there 
are 5-6 horizontal rows of pores; these pores decreasing in size in the direction 
of the lIIOuth aperture. The cephalis has the form of a small dome-like. 
reticulate superstructure above the cupola of the thorax. This superstructure 
consists of pores which are larger than those on the thorax; they are triangular 
or tetragonal instead of rounded. with narrow bars between them. The number 
of pores on the cephalis is small. obviously not over 6-8. From the apex of 
the cephalis arises an apfca1 spfne; ft is smooth. massive and somewhat shorter 
than the basal spfnes. Hefght 0.26. wfdth 0.09mm. We found one specfmen fn a 
sample from a depth of 500-20Om. 

"Remark. Whfle further studyfng the materfa1 from the Berfng Sea. thfs 
specfes was encountered at the same depths. from SOO to 2001n. In many of the 
dfscovered specimens the ventral section. i.e. the abdomen. was clearly expressed. 
The latter forms on its slightly inflated adoral belt a fine delicate net of 
polygonal mesh." (frolli Dogiel and Reshetnyak. 1952; translation courtesy 
W.R. Riedel). 

Subsequent investigators (Ling et al .• 1971; Sachs. i973) have not observed 
an abdomen on this species. 

"MaximuM width of cephalis 32-4~ • of thorax 6S-~ ; maximuM length of 
apical horn SQ-7S\l." (frolii Ling et a1.. 1971). -

"cephalic width: 26+ 311 ; thoracic width: 83+ 511 ; length of cephalis 
plus thorax: 73+ II. (Average for 16 specimens from 3 samples)." (from Sachs. 
1973). -

REMARKS 

1. See Nigrini (1970) for explanation of generic assignment. 

Plate 23. ffgures la.b 
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(Dogl.1) 

1. "lgrlnl. 1070. fig. 271 belong. to •• ubarctlc •• ,lmbl.g. d.rlved 
by recurr.nt group .n.ly.l. of North P.clfic .ediment •• 

2. Lin! 11 .• 10711 "The .peci •• 1. found only .p.r,.ly In the a.r1ng 
S .. Slmpl ... 

3. S.ch •• 1073. Cod. 1"1 "Ma.1mum .bund.nc. In the ,urf.c. study 1n "E 
p.rt of region (71)1 ComMOn .cc.ssory .lsewhere. Ma.lmum .bund.nc. 1n cor. 
V21-137 10-351 1n lnt.rv.l 30-90 cm. The, •• nomalous concentr.tlons forced 
•• clus10n of the specl .. fl'OIft d.ta .n.ly .... " 

4. Molln.-Crul. 1075. Cod. "261 not u,ed 1n f.ctor .n.lysll of south .. st 
P.clf1c .. ,.lag ... cf. Appendh 10 for perc.nt "26 .t .. ch st.tlon. "r.r. 
1 n thll study". 
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Pterocanium praetextum praetextum (Ehrenberg) 

== Ehrenberg. 1872a. p. 316 
( ). Haeckel. 1887. p. 1330. p1. 73. fig. 6 

(Eh berg). Nigrini. 1967. p. 68. pl. 7. 
fig. 1 

DESCRIPTION 

"Cephalis subspherical. with closely-spaced pittings probably repre
senting infilled pores. Apical horn usually cylindro-conical. occasionally 
angular. as long to twice as long as cephalis breadth. Thorax basically 
hemispherical. but with shape greatly modified by swellings between the 3 
thoracic ribs. resulting in resemblance to a 3-cornered biretta in which the 
thoracic ribs are situated in depressions across the faces. Thoracic pores 
subcircular to subangular. separated by relatively thin bars. Feet 3-bladed. 
proximally fenestrated. curved with convexity outward near thorax. becoming 
almost straight distally. sub-parallel or slightly divergent. tapering to a 
pOint. Abdomen thin-walled. varying in state of development. having small 
subcircular to angular pores over most of its area. with a row of larger 
pores adjacent to the feet and in some individuals also along edge of thorax ..• 
This species differs from others of the genus in the biretta-shaped thorax 
and generally straight. almost parallel feet." (from Riedel. 1957). 

"Specimens examined by the author are identical with those described by 
Riedel (1957). A feature not previously described. however. is that inside 
the cephalis both apical and vertical spines are free of the shell wall. 
Externally. the apical spine forms a strong cylindroconical horn; the vertical 
spine. a short. very much more delicate horn. On a few specimens additional 
by-spines occur on the cephalis and upper thorax." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Length of apical horn 30-5011. of cephalfs 14-2D1l. of thorax 50-6D1l. 
of abdomen 5-12D1l. of feet 75-16511. Breadth of cephalis 22-3D1l. of thorax 
70-9DIl." (from Riedel. 1957). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more complete synonymy see Nigrini. 1967. 
2. Benson's (1966) description and dimensions of this subspecies 

(p. 408) are consistent with the above except for a less well-developed 
• 

Plate 23, figure 2 
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(Ehrenberg) 

3. Molina-Cruz (1975) and Lozano (1974) combined this subspecies 
with P. in their counts: Lozano notes that "lOst of 
the .e •• Antarctic. Atlantic and Indian sectors) 
belong to the subspecies P. praetextun but in the northernmost 
sa~les in the Atlantic. thOugh it is • ~ 

is the predOll!inant subspecies a",; in SOlIe s only 
present. In the slide prepared fro. core V27-199. there are 

10 specimens. all of th~ P. praetextum praetextum. SoMe spec in 
s_les f,o ... the subtropiciT Atlantic (i.e .. V18-166) have a thin three-
bladed apical horn but the thorax is like the one of no 
abdOlllen was observed (specimens are not well feet 
may be as short as 4(hJ." 

RECENT OISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966: "This species is very rare in the Gulf @f Cal1forni~." 

2. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 35: - P. fraetextum 
¥raetextum is abundant (31 to i oiiJ n low 
atitudes. but does not occur in samples frOll! south It appears 

to be a reliable and potentially useful member of the low latitude a 
blage. 

3. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 24: belongs to a tropical assemblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific samples. but the species does 
range as far north as 400N in the western Pacific. 

4. Lozano. 1974. Fig. IV-5; counted together with P. 
eucolpum; "It is found in a few samples in the eastern Ail 
Indian OCean constituting always less than 0.7 of the total radiolarian 
fauna. It is found in relatively high percentages (0.2 to 0.6) in the 
Crozet basin indicating southward (occasional 1) penetration of sub-trop
ical waters. It is also present in core RCll-120 at the junction of the 
Kerguelen Plateau and the Mid Ocean Indian Ridge. The presence of the 
subspecies P. (see discussion under Taxonomic notes 
section) whlCh s of 3JOS in the Indian Ocean (Nigrini. 
1967) is in accord with the hypothesis proposed by Gall and Bjorklund 
(1974) that microplankton are seasonally introduced into the Atlantic Ocean 
during the sumner months when the warm waters of the Agulhas current pene
trate deeper into the Atlantic Ocean. The influence of the Agulhas cur
rent is suggested also by the distribution pattern of other species." 

5. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N27; counted together with P. 
and used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific ages; • 

x 10 for percent N27 at each station. 
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(Ehrenberg) eucolpum Haeckel 

Haeckel. 1887. p. 1322. p1. 73. fig. 4 
(Ehrenberg) eucolpum Haeckel. Nigrini. 1967. p. 70. pl. 7. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Simf1ar to 
following 
horn 3-bladed; 
thinner. 

fig. 2 

but differing from it in the 
more • like a biretta; (2) apical 

usually less .ell developed; and (4) shell generally 

tiP. is found only in middle latitudes (300-450 5) and 
seems to of P Which is found exclu-
sively in wann water areas. "(from . 

DIMENSIONS 

"Length of apical horn lS-4511; of cephalfs lS-2711; of thorax 36-6311;of 
abdomen up to 5411; of feet 72-13611. Sreadth of cephalis lS-2711 ; of thorax 
72-9Ov." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

• 

Plate 23. figure 3 
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Pterocani .. (Ehrenberg) eucolpum Haeckel 

1. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 36.- - P. graetextUM 
is abundant (5% to 15S of the on of35 S. but does 
occur in low latitude es. It appears to be a reliable and potentially use-
ful of the .iddle atitude assemblage.-

2. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 25. belongs to a transitional asseRblage derived by 
recurrent group analysis of North Pacific sllllPles. but does occur rarely in trop
ical sediNnts. 

3. Lozano. 1974. see P. 

4. Molina-Cruz. 1975. see P • 

• 

• 
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Pterocanium trilObum (Haeckel) 

Haeckel. 1860. p. 839 
Haeckel). Nigrini. 1967. p. 71. pl. 7. figs. 3a. b 

DESCRIPTION 

is s .. ll. spherical with closely spaced pores. or pits (proba
bly representing infilled pores). and bearing a stout conical apical horn 
approxi .. tely twice its length). Apical and vertical spines free within 
cephalis. both project to fOnl external horns. the vertical horn being 
shorter and very much more delicate than the apical. SoMetimes additional 
by-spines fOnl on both cephalis and thorax. 

"Thorax is an inflated tetrahedron with circular to subcircular pores. 
arranged in longitudinal rows. Thoracic ribs strong. becoming stout 3-bladed 
feet. latticed proximally and tapering to a point distally. Feet are diver
ge~t. convex outwards. as long to half again as long as thorax. 

"Only traces of an abdomen are preserved. In Imst specimens a few 
lattice bars are present. and these seem to form a single row of large pores 
adjacent to the thorax. and sometimes one large pore bordering on the proXiNl 
end of the feet. The rest of the abdomen has smaller pores and apparently 
hangs free of the feet." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

"The Antarctic representives of this do not show the great 
range of variation described by PopofskY Most Anta~ctic individuals 
are thicker than those previously descri. nes were rarely detected 
on the thorax. though the vestiges of by-spines were coamnly observed on 
the cephal is. The basal feet are invariably present and sometimes s 
developed. The mouth is often slightly constricted but never closed." 
Hays. 1965). 

"There is great variability in the overall shell size. SoMe specimens 
were very si.ilar to P. while others were three times as large." 
(from Renz. 1976). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Length of apical horn Z7-54~. of cephalis 18-Z7~; of thorax 63-1~. 
of feet 9O-173~. Maxi.uR breadth of cephalis Z3-Z7~; of thorax 9O-136~." 
(f~ Nigrini. 1967). 

"Length of apical horn Z3-68. of cephalis 17-30. of thorax 74-144. 
of feet 57-171." (f~ Hays. 1965). 

Plate Z3. figures 4a-c 

• 
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PterocaniUIII (Haeckel) 

REMARKS 
1. For a IIIOre cOMPlete see Nigrini. 1967. 

2. Benson's (1966) description and di .. nsions of this species 
Ehrenberg in Benson. p. 405) are consistent with 

thlt of the illustrated by him 
only the one shown in Plate 27. fig. 4 is P. 

• 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Hays. 1965; - trl1 ob.. 11 ke wi th 
which it is usually n Antarctic , s in the 
Recent surface sedilllents south of the Polar Front and WlS only rarely 
observed fl'Oll surface sedillents north of the Polar F,'ont in this study. 
It WlS, however, reported to be cOSlKlpol1tan in the .. terfal fl"Olll 
the Atlantic and the Paciffc. It occurs at depth in soae cores ranging 
back to zone '.-

2. Nfgrini. 1967. fig. 37; - P. 
is fairly abundsnt (1S to 13S of in"ow, 
but south of 35 S. it never fol'lls IIIOre thin 1 percent of the descrfbed pop
ulation. It appears to be a reliable and potentfally useful ~r of the 
low latftude assenblage.-

3. Nfgrfnf, 1970. ffg. 26; belongs to a tropfcal asseablage derfved 
by recurrent group analysfs of North Pacfffc s.-ples. but the es does 
range as far north as 400N rfght across the Pacfffc. 

4. Molfna-Cruz. 197~ 
Pacfffc asseablages; c~ 

Code N28; used fn factor analysis of southeast 
10 for percent N28 at each statfon. 

• 
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Pterocanfua grandfporus Nfgrfnf 

Nigrini. 1968. p. 57. pl. 1. ffg. 7 

DESCRIPTION 

"Similar in sfze and shape to P. tr110bum but shell may be heavier and rougher. 
cephalic pores better defined and apical hOrn usually longer. Thoracic pores 
larger than those of P. 9-11 across the wides part of the segment. 

'IIbdo.en often quite .ell developed and attached to the feet for at least .ast 
of its length. Pores large. subc1rcular. hav1n9 no definite arrang~nt; those 
adjacent to the feet larger than the others. Termination al~ys ragged." (frQI 
N1gr1n1. 1968). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Length of apical horn 45-8l~. of cepha11s 14-27~. of thorax 63-9~. of 
feet 108-24~. Max1~ breadth of cephal1s 23-27~. of thorax 90-127~.· (fran 
N1gr1n1. 1968). 

• 

Pllte 23. ffgure 5 
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Pterocanium Nigrini 

1. Nigrini. 1968. text-fig. 8; "Few in 2 samples near the coast of Central 
America and in 2 equatorial samples near the coast of South America. rare or 
absent in all other samples examined. 

2. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N6; used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific 
assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent N6 at each station. 
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Pterocanium sp. 

DESCRIPTION 

Cephalis hemispherical with closely spaced pores or pits and bearing 
2 stout 3-bladed or conical horns. Horns are equally well-developed. the 
same length as or slightly longer than cephalis; a third needle-like 
by-spine is frequently present also. 

Thorax conical or with a slight shoulder bearing subcircular. hexa
gonally framed pores which increase in size distally and are usually ar
ranged in longitudinal rows. Surface may be thorny. 

Three well-developed. 3-bladed feet. latticed proximally and tapering 
distally. Feet are divergent. convex outwards as long to half again as long 
as thorax. 

Abd~ien. when present. consfsts of one or two 
to thorax. (unpublished data. Nigrini). 

DIMENSIONS 

of pores adjacent 

Based on 8 spec s; length of thorax and cephalis 83-107~; maximum 
breadth of thorax 83-l07~. (unpublished data. Nigrini). 

REMARKS 

1. This species was called D. infabricatus Nigrini by Moore (1974). 
It differs from that species by having a distinct thoracic termination and 
is. as Mo re noted. more robust. 

2. Haeckel (1887. pl. 73. ffg. 15) descrfbed a species. 
whfch may be wfth our sp. However. 

s pe of the thorax fn l's specimen s more retta-shaped than any 
we have observed. On the other hand. we have not observed any other form 
wfth two equally developed apfcal horns. It would be necessary to examfne 
topotypfc materfal before adoptfng the name bicorne for the specfes here 
descrfbed. 

• 

Plate 23. figures 6a.b 
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PterocaniUII sp. 

1. Ni gri ni. unpub 1 ishecl dati; cos~po 11 tin. but rare throughout the 
North Pacific (at least). 

2. Molina-Cruz. 1975; c1. 
whether Molina-Cruz counted 
together. 

herein. It is uncertlin 
sp. or both species 



• 

• 
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Notes on the Genera Theocalyptra and Cycladophora 

Riedel (1971) pointed out that the Family Theoperidae is a large, prob
ably polyphyletic taxon of which there is, as yet, no satisfactory division 
into subf .. ilies. In the absence of such a revision it is necessary to ap-
proach taxonomic leM5 with caution and conservatism. What is fixed and 
relatively e is the concept of type species and that IllUst be the 
starting point of any taxonomic considerations. With these thoughts in mind, 
consider the generic placement of the species variously described as Theo-
~Qlyptra davisiana (Ehrenberg) and Ehrenberg. ihe 
type s~:fes of rhe~al~tra is , p. 1397); the type 
species of CYCladO~ ra s C. (1872b, pI. 4, fi9. 18). 
Unfortunately, nef her of these type species is entirely satisfactory. 

T. veneris was described, but not illustrated by Kaeckel. However, he 
does say that the species is similar to (pl. 59, fig. 3). 
But this species is not kno.n. Haeck~l y means 
which is the name of the species illustrated on plate g. one 
assumes then that the illustration on plate 59, fig. 3 is very like the type 
species of T~Calyptra, it may be argued that TheGCalYftra is 
s1milar to i calyptra bicornis and T. bicornis is sim lar 
Therefore, the appropr1ate generic asSfgnment might be 
line of reasoning was used by R1edel (1958). 

Ehrenberg is poorly illustrated 1872b, pl. 4, fig. 1) 
and 15 ar d,, ~isiana, but not at all I1ke In fact, 
Ehrenberg questioned the placement of in the genus 
However, in the absence of a complete on t could be one 
should return to the original generic designation, i.e., Cycladophora davisiana. 
This line of reasoning was used by Petrushevskaya (1967). 

Observations have suggested that bicornis and are sufficiently 
similar as to be placed in the same genus and hence genus Theocalyptra 
is used herein. A detailed study of these fOlll1S is needed to finally resolve 
the taxonolllY of these speci es • 

• 
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Theocalyptra bicornis (Popofsky) 

Pterocorys bicornis Popofsky, 1908, p. 228, pl. 34, figs. 7, 8 
Iheocalyptra bicornis (Popofsky), Riedel, 1958, p. 240, pl. 4, fig. 4; 

Petrushevskaya, 1967, p. 124, fig. 7, 
I-VIII. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell conical campanulate, consisting usually of two or three segments. 
Cephalis subglobose, with numerous small pores, bearing two three-bladed 
spines of approximately the sa~ length as the cepha1is - one vertical, 
approximately apical, and the other lateral, oblique. Collar stricture 
slight. Major portion of the shell in most specimens now showing segmental 
division, and therefore termed the "thorax". Thorax conical proximally, 
campanu1ate distally, with subcircu1ar to polygonal pores separated by rather 
narrow intervening bars. Thoracic pores increase in size distally, and are 
arranged in usually 9-11 transverse rows. Three short, downwardly directed 
acicular spines penetrate the wall of the thorax near the collar stricture. 
In some specimens, there is a marked change in thoracic contour at the posi
tion of the rather abrupt transition from subcircular proximal thoracic pores 
to more regular polygonal distal thoracic pores; it is apparently this change 
in contour, which in S~i£ specimens gives the impression of a segmental divi
sion, which Popofsky regarded as a lumbar stricture. In many specimens, one 
or two rows of pores are marked off from the distal end of the thorax by 
an internal septal ring; these may be considered to constitute an abdaiEn. 

" . •. Thi s speel es di ffers 
structure and larger thorax." 

T. davisiana principally in more delicate 
(from-Riedel, 1958). 

"The specimens found under Antarctic and subantarctic waters are in 
agreement with the descriptions given by Riedel (1958) and Petrushevskaya 
(1967). Some specimens are closed below the fourth segment •.. but generally 
the closing plate is missing ••• 

"Other fonns are found as constituents of the subtropical assemblage. 
Some of them are similar to those found by Petrushevskaya (1967) under sub
tropical and tropical waters of the Indian Ocean. They have essentially the 
same shape and differ fr~" the southern fol'llls in size ... Generally they are 
closed at the bottom of the third segment but many specimens are found in 
which only three segments are preserved and the closing plate is missing .•. 
Where a fourth segment is present it is represented by one or two rows of 
pores ••. The abdominal pores increase distally in size but in some cases the 
last one or two rows of pores are smaller .•. 

"A variety is found which is distinct enough and has not been previously 
described ••• It has a wider abdomen which is separated the fourth segment 
by a brim that, where well developed, consists of three rows of small elon
gated pores. The fourth segment is closed at the bottom and consists of two 

Plitt 24, fig. 1 
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Th6Dcalyptra bicornis (Popofsky) 

to four rows of subelliptical to very irregular pores which are similar to 
the ones in the sieved flat plate which closes the segment at the bottom. 
As suggested by Petrushevskaya, the subtropical forms may belong to a dif-
ferent species." ( Lozano,lg74). 

This latter form may be the sallie as Moore's (1974) N36 (see reillarks 
herein) • 

DIMENSIONS 

Length of cephalis 15-27\1, of thorax 80-97\1; maxi ... breadth 95-120\1". 
(from Riedel, 1958). 

"width of cephal is: 22+ 3\1; width of thorax: 84:!: 13\1; based on 17 
speci.ens". (fro. Sachs, 1913). 

REfoIARKS 

1. For a more complete synon~ see Riedel (1958, synonymy and notes) 
and Petrushevskaya (1967). Petrushevskaya (1972, with Kozlova, and 1974) 
placed this species in the genus Clathrocyclas. The present author prefers 
to maintain the until a thorough revision of this entire group 
can be made.* 

2. Sachs (1973), Moore (1974) and Molina-Cruz (1975) all placed Halicalyptra? 
cornuta 8ailey, 1856, in synon~ with P. bicornis Popofsky, 1908, without 
changing the specific n&Ie to that of the senior synonym, i.e., cornuta. 

3. "Two forms of this highly variable species were distinguished. That 
form counted under the category N38 •.• 1s most similar to previous descriptions 
and illustrations. The form listed under category N36 (Clathyrocyclas bicornis 
in Moore, 1973) is distinguished by the presence of a marked abdominal brim ... 
The N36 category may be more properly placed under Coracalyptra cervus (Ehrenberg) 
.•. ; however, Haeckel's (1887, p. 1292) description of this latter species 
indicated a conical straight-sided thorax and polygonal pores. Neither of 
these features is typical of N36; therefore this form is considered a variety 
of Theocalyptra bicornis." ( Moore, 1974). 

*Note thit in placing Popofsky's bicornis species in the genus Clathroc~las, 
Clathrocya1as bicornis Hays, 1965, becanes a junior ho.yn~ and the spec ffc 
name must be replaced. Petrushevskaya (1975 and previous Russian language 
papers) has suggested the na.e Clathrocyclas antebicornis. 
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Theoca,lyptra blcorn1s, (Popofsky) 

1. Sachs. 1973. Code 12N; "Ublqultous at frequencles to 8~ of surface 
samples. Tends to be concentrated southern and eastern samples." 

2. Lozano. 1 914fl!1. IV-23; "It is present ln almost every sample. In 
nlne cores located between 400E and 61 0E and 380S and 420S lt attains values 
between 3.9 and 12.9 percent (RC8-44). In none of the other samples. T. 
blcornls reaches values over three percent. The cause of the l-abun
da'nc'e in this restricted area is unknown but it is partially coincident wlth 
the area in which C" , dav,1,siana 15 also more abundant. However. L ,b1co~,n1s 
does not show the markea changes ln the past that are characteristic for C. 
d~visH."a. . T. b,icQ,rnh, constl tutes less than one percent of the total Raifio
'arla south of the APF but seems to increase in relative abundance ln a belt 
approxlmately colncident wlth the APF. 

"In the Atlantlc Ocean sector there l s a decrease ln abundance between 
4005 and 4505 but there 1$ a general increase to values over two percent ln 
samples north of about 370S and east of about 300W. These changes ln abundance 
ln the Atlantlc Ocean are clearly related w1th a change ln morphology of the 
sptclmens (see Taxonomlc Notes sectlon). The subtropical forms decrease 1n 
abundance to the south as the typical Antarctic forms 1ncrease in abundance. 
In the Indian Ocean the same transition occurs but 1t seems to take place in 
a more gradual way. The distinct change in the Atlantic Ocean may be due to 
the influence of the Aguhlas current. Its distribution for the whole area 
does not show good correlation wi th ture." 

3. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N38; used in factor analysls of southeast 
Pacific Issemblages; ct. Appendix 10 for percent N38 at each station. 

4. Robertson. 1975; The two forms recogn1zed by Moore (1974) were counted 
together. "This species loads most htlvily in factor 3 (transitional). 
In comparison to th. prtstnt. at 18.000 YBP th. gr.atest abundanc.s of this 
spec1es are farth.r to south Ind .est. " 

5. Morley. 1977. F1g. 1-23; "Thh spec1es 10idS highest in factor 3 
(gyr. marg1n). At pres.nt 1t is MOst frequtntly found 1n .Implt. from 
undtr tilt sublntarct1c wlt.r.. Although th.re 1s I substantial r.duct10n 
1n Ibundlnct It 18.000 YBP. the ar.a of max1mum concentrat10n 1s v.ry simi
lar to tht present-dlY patttrn." 

• 
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Theocalyptra davisiana (Ehrenberg) 

C~Cladophora ? davisiana Ehrenberg. 1861. p. 297 
T eocalyptra davisiana (Ehrenberg). Riedel. 1958. p. 239. pl. 4. figs. 

2. 3 text-fig. 10 
Cycladophora davisiana Ehrenberg. Petrushevskaya. 1967. p. 122. pl. 69. 

I-VII. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell con1cal-campanulate. of moderately heavy structure. consisting of 
two, three or four segments. Cephalis subglobose. with small. sparse pores. 
and bearing two short. acicular spines - one vertical.approximately apical. 
and the other lateral, oblique. Collar stricture slight. Subsequent part of 
shell. comprising its main bulk. will be termed the thorax, though in some 
specimens it appears to be divided by an ill-defined internal transverse ridge 
into an upper and a 1 portion. Thorax approximately conical. in many speci-
ments flared at a wider angle distally than proximally. Thoracic pores sub
circular proximally. becoming polygonal distally. arranged in usually 4-7 
transverse rows which are indefinite in some specimens. In most specimens. three 
short, downwardly directed acicular spines penetrate the thoracic wall near 
its junction with the cephalis. In many specimens a further shell-segment is 
present marked off from the thorax by an internal septal ring. When present. 
this abdomen is short, truncate-conical, usually flared at a wider angle than 
the thorax, with usually 2-4 transverse rows of polygonal pores separated by 
more delicate bars than those of the thorax." (fro", Riedel. 1958). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Length of cephalis usually 17-25\1 • of thorax 40-80 \I. of abdomen 15-35\1. 
MaximlJl1 breadth of shell 70-13D\l." (from Riedel. 1958). 

"Length of shell: 91+ 16\l; maxinun width of "thorax" (before basal 
stricture. ff any): 66+ 7jJ; cephalic width: 23+ 2\1; (15 specimens)" 
(from Sachs. 1973) • - -

REMARKS 

1. For a more complete synon~ see Riedel (1958); for further descrip
tion see Petrushevskaya (1967). 

2. Petrushevskaya (1975) tentatively placed davisiana in the genus 
Diplocyclas Haeckel and placed bicornis in the genus Clathrocfclas Haeckel. 
Until the entire group can be studied. further generic manipu ation seeils only 
to add to an already confusing situation. . 

Plate 24. figures 2a.b 
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Theocalxptra diyisfana 

1. Benson, 1966; ·cos.opol1un fn the Gulf [of Cal1fomia] but has a 
.,ch greater frequency fn the southem half of the Gulf.· 

Z. Lin9 et al., 1971, diy15fana yar. "Th15 
variety is f",iii ~ly author 
also notfced that this uxon WIIS found in the central and eastem subarctic 
Pacific, and thus, it 15 widely dfstributed in the IItddle to hfgher latitudes 
of both heIIi • 

3. Sachs, 1973, Code 13,.; •• •• only one fol'll of th15 general .,rphology 
has been ' Ubfquf, with dfstinct northem tendencies. Maxf_ 
frequency in surface sedflleflts 151." 

4. Lozano, 1974, Fig. IV-Z2 ~ ; • In chapter II it 
was shown that C. diy15iana was .,re iiCI tf_s in the past 
than anywhere in recent sedilleflts. Its presence in relathe ,.,unts oyer 5.5 
percent was considered to be an indication of reworked or older than recent 
sediments. It is particularly abundant in cores along the part of 
the Crozet and to the south in the Atlantic-Indian basins. Although th15 WIIS 
tenuthely explained by reworking, it SealS that for so-. unknown the 
co.1ditions in the Crozet basin and south of it in the Atlantic-Indian basin are 
favorable for this species. During certain ti_s in the past these conditions 
were even Ere favorable and widespread, especially during the last glaciation. 
Gordon and Goldbert (1970) show a telllH!rature profile (their profile 3) at 
about 550[. It differs f". the other pl'ofl1es al"ound Anurctica in the pre
sence of a larger body of water wi th a telllH!rature betwen 2 ~ and 30C which 
covers a zone about SO of latitude wide in the surface and .,re than 100 of 
latitude wide at a depth of about sao.. It is possible that this is a fayor-
able type of enyiron.nt for C. which 15 probably a htng species 
as discussed in chapter II. TJie owest core we studied (Vl WIIS uken 
at a depth of 1618 • and it has so, at least at the location of 
that core, it l1yes at depths 161&'. 

"C. diyisiana is found in al.,st all the SIMPles studied. Its distribution 
does not shOW a preferentially latitudinal pattem but fts lowest values of 
relatiYe abundance (one percent or less) occur under subtropical waters.· 

S. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code HlS (C{Cladophora daYisiana); "In this study, 
it was .,stly abundant along the coast n areas of high nutrients content." Used 
in factor analysis of southeast Pacific ass.-blages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent 
,.35 at each sution. 
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Theocalyptra (Ehrenberg) 

6. Robertson, 1975, (Cyclado,hora davfsiana);" ••• in thfs study no dis
tinction of these three varfeties · s made and all fonus are counted together •.. 
This species loads in factor 4 (Davisiana). At the present this species is 
most abundant in the northwestern most part of the Pacific and Sea of Okhotsk. 
At 18,000 YBP its high abundances extend well into the northwest Pacific." 
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Eucyrtidium acuminatum (Ehrenberg) 

Ehrenberg, 1844a, p. 84 
c.:....::.~==::.::.:.== (Ehrenberg), Nigrini, 1967, p. 81, p1. 8, figs. 3a,b 

DESCRIPTION 

"Cephalis simple, spherical, with small subcircular pores. 
Short conical apical horn usually present. Primary lateral and dorsal spines 
continue as ribs in the thoracic wall for its entire length; rarely, these 
become external, forming wings. Collar stritture indistinct. 

'~horax small, conical, imes slightly inflated; thick-walled, with 
subcircular pores aligned approximately longitudinally. lWlmar stricture 
not indented externally. 

and 4-5 post-abdominal segments, thick-walled, of approximately 
equal length, expanding distally to a ~ximum breadth at about the third 
post-abdominal segment; then, in complete specimens, narrowing to a quite 
constricted mouth. No peristome or terminal teeth but, rarely, with a short 
cylindrical terminal tube. Pores small, subcircular, aligned longitudinally, 
4-6 per segment in a vertical series. Final segments may become irregular." 
(from rUgrini, 1967). 

"Complete specimens were rarely observed. Most forms seen were sub
cylindrical, tapering to cephalfs." (from Sachs, 1973). 

DIHENSIONS 

"Total length 119-182\.1. Diameter of cephalis 9-13\.1. length of thorax 
9-18\.1. Maximum breadth 63-81\.1." (from Nigrini, 1967). 

"width of cephalis, 21 + 2\.1; maximum width of specimen, 71 + 13\.1; 
overall length, 110+8\.1; based on measurements of 17 specimens" (from Sachs, 1973). -

REMARKS 

1. For a MOre ca.plete synonymy see Nigrini, 1967 and Petrushevskaya, 1971. 

Plate 24, figures 3a,b 
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Eucyrtidium acuminatum (Ehrenberg) 

RECElrr DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini, 1967, fig. 43; " acuminatum 
is very sparsely distributed in low ,s (up to 13% 
of the described population) in middle latitudes. It appears to be a 
reHable and potentially useful of the middle latitude age." 

2. Ilfgrini, 1970, fig. 28; belongs to a transitional assemblage 
derived by recurrent group analySis of North Pacific samples. 

3. Sachs, 1973, Code 2011; "Patchy dhtribution, dominantly in 
Transitional waters. Maximum abundance about 4% in the surface study." 

4. lozano, 1974, Fig. IV-8; "It is always present in sedi-ents under 
subtropical waters except for the westernlOst Atlantic and in core V29-81 
in the Indian Ocean. It reaches a maxinun abundance of 1.5 percent in core 
V27-193 which is located at the subtropical convergence in the Atlantic Ocean. 
MinimuM February sea surface under which it is present is SOC in 
the Atlaatic (RCll-67) and 60C in the Indian Ocean (V29-88)." 

5. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code NIO; not used 1n factor analysis of south-
east Pacific ages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent NIO at each station. 

6. Robertson, 1975, "This species loads most heavily in factor 2 
(subtropical). At present this species is largely absent north of 450 N. 
At 18,000 YBP it has a similar distribution but with slightly lower abundances." 
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Eucyrtidium hexagonatum Haeckel 

Eucyrtidium Haeckel, 1887, p. 1489, p1. 80, fig. 11; Nigrini, 
1967, p. 83, pl. 8, figs. 4a,b 

"Cephalis simple, spherical, with numerous subcircular pores and an 
erect, or sometimes oblique, needle-like apical horn supported by 3 membranous 
buttresses; length of horn 1 or 2 times diameter of cephal is. Apical spine 
free. Cephalis usually depressed into thorax; median bar and vertical spine 
form a V. Primary lateral and dorsal spines continue as ribs in the thoracic 
wall, giving the a 3-10bed appearance from some angles, and then 
continue on in the abdominal wall for almost its entire length. Rarely, 1 
or more of these ribs beC~;ES external, forming small latticed wings. 

"Thorax small, inflated annular with rough surface and rather thick wall. 
Thoracic pores subcircular, usually irregularly arranged, but sometimes in 
longitudinal rows. Lumbar stricture distinct. 

"Abdomen and up to 5 post-abdominal segments, thin-walled, smooth; they 
expand distally, reaching a maximum breadth at about the second or third ~ost
abdominal segment, and then constrict slightly. Most specimens are broken off 
at this point, and thus appear to have a wide mouth, very slightly constricted; 
however, in relatively rare complete SpeciIlEI'IS, narrowing continues and a 
short cylindrical pored terminal tube is formed. Pores circular to subcircular, 
arrdnged in longitudinal rows, but may be irregular in the final 2 or 3 segments." 
(from Nigrini, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Total length (excluding apical horn) 146-209\1. Diameter of cephal1s 
9-18~. Length of thorax 9-18~. Breadth of thorax 27-36~; maximum breadth 
72-128~." (fron Nigrini, 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. Petrushevskaya (1971) placed this species in synon~ with 
(Haeckel). However, the 3 shovel-shaped faet descrf 

Haeckel for that specfes have never been observed on E. 
and for that reason the synon~ fs rejected herefn. -

2 • Benson's (1966) description and dimensions of this species (Eu~ringium 
~ Haeckel in Benson, p. 498) are generally consistent with t~ atiOve 

although he does seem to have some longer specimens. 

Pllte 24, ffgures 41,b 
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Eucyrtidium Haeckel 

1. Benson, 1966 (Eusyringium siphonostoma); "This species is ~ne 
of the most abundant nasse"ine species in the Gulf [of Californiaj •.. 
suggests its tolerance of waters with higher than average temperature and salinity." 

2. Nigrini,l967, fig. 44;" - E. hexagonatum 
is rather sparsely distributed in ow of~he described 
population), and is practically absent in middle atitudes. Though rather 
rare in Recent sediments, ft appears to be a useful of the low lat
itude assemblage." 

3. Nigrini, 1970, fig. 29; belongs to a tropical assemblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific sediments, but the species 
does range as far north as 400N in the western Pacific • 

• 

• 
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li thocampe sp. 

sp. Nigrini, 1967, p. 87, pl. 8, figs. 6a, b 

DESCRIPTION 

"Subcylindrical shell, rather rough and thick-walled, consisting of 
5-8 segments. Cephalis simple, approxi~tely hemispherical, with sub
circular pores and a short needle-like apical horn. Collar structure in
distinct. Median bar ~nd vertical spine form a V; primary lateral and 
dorsal spines continue as ribs in the thoracic wall almost to the lumbar 
stricture. 

'1horaA conical, usually longer than, but sometimes of the same length as, 
subsequent segments. Pores subcircular, arranged in transverse rows. Lumbar 
stricture not pronounced. 

"Post-thoracic se~nts cylindrical, of approximately equal length (final 
segment often longer), each with 4-6 transverse rows of subcircular pores, 
9-12 on a half-equator. In complete speciMens the last segment narrows 
sharply to form a constricted mouth. However, the final 1 or 2 segments are 
often irregular; incomplete specimens in which the shell mouth is ragged and 
wide open are "(from Nigrini, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Total length 128-21811 . Maximum breadth 54-7211!' (froll Nigrini, 1967). 

Plate 24, figures Sl,b 
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• 

• 

Lithocampe sp. 

RECEr4T DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini, 1967, f ig. 46; "Indian Ocean occurrences - L. sp. is 
sparsely distributed in low latitudes, but is abUndant (21 to-'61 of the 
described population) south of 300S. It appears to be a reliable and 
potentially useful member of the middle latitude assemblage." 

2. Uigrini, 1970, fig. 30; belongs to a transitional assemblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacifi c samples; has been observed 
rarely in a few tropical samples. 

3. Lozano, 1974, Fig. IV-3; "Maximum abundance of 0.5 percent. Present 
only In 3 samples west of SOW with a maximum abundance of 0.3 percent. To 
the east it 15 rarely found under subantarcti c waters and it is generally 
present under subtropical waters in proportions varying 0.1 to 0.5 
percent. Found only under waters with February surface temperatures about 
lSoC in the Atlantic and 120C in the Indian Oceans." 

4. Robertson, 1975; "This species loads most heavily in factor 2 
(subtropical). At the present it is absent in the Sea of Okhotsk, Bering 
Sea, and northern part of the northwest Pacific. With the exception 
of one sample it is absent north of 400N at 1B,OOO YBP." 
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Anthocyrtidi~ ophirense (Ehrenberg) 

Anthocyrtis ophirensis Ehrenberg. 1872a. p. 301; Haecke1. 1887. p. 1270 
Anthocyrtidium ophirense (Ehrenberg). Nigrini. 1967. p. 56. pl. 6. fig. 3 

DESCRIPTION 

"Cephalis c~'~lex. elongate. ovate-cylindrical. with subcircu1ar pores. 
bearing a three-bladed apical horn usually of about the saMe length as the 
cephal is. Thorax campan~late, inflated. with constricted mouth. having 
circular to subcircular pores hexagonally arranged. usually hexagonally 
framed. separated by rather delicate bars. Subterminal row of 8-11 sharp. 
3-bladed teeth usually pr~iiinent. but in some individuals absent or scarcely 
discernible. Distally from the subterminal teeth. the thoracic wall curves 
inward abruptly. to terminate at a narrow cl~iicate lamellar peristome. One 
or two thoracic pores between subterminal teeth and peristome. Peristome 
often bears inconspicuous. small triangular teeth directed either downward 
or • fO",ing a terminal row." (fr~ .. Riedel. 1957). 

IORi ede 1 (1957. 84) synonytlli zed Haecke 1 and 
Sethocyrtis Haeckel and to be a 
single spec. present author does not believe that species are 
identical. and consequently 2 species. A. 0fhirense (-A. cineraria) 
and A. (-S. are distliigu shed herein. Riedel's 
descrT on was • lii • on an Ocean material. and specimens found 
during the present study agree in most respects with his observations. How
ever. A. ophirense has an apical horn which is always longer than the cephal is. 
and subterminal teeth are almost always well developed. A. zanguebaricum has 
a shorter apical horn. and subterminal teeth are poorly developed or absent." 
(froM Nigrini. 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Length of apical horn 45-~; of cephalis 27-36u; of thorax 81-119u; 
of subte",ina1 teeth 9-27u. Maximum breadth of cephalis about 27u; of thorax 
9O-136u." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more c~lete see Nigrini. 1967. 

2. Benson's (1966) description and diMensions of this species 
cineraria Haeckel in Benson. p. 472) are consistent with the above. 

(A. -

Plate 25, figure 1 
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Anthocyrt1d1U11 oph1rense (Ehl'enberg) 

1. Benson, 1966 (AnthOCYitidiUII cineraria); "This species 15 .uch 
rarer in the Gulf [of tal1fom a] thin t!: zanguebiricUII] •.• appears to 
be an oceanic species." 

2. M1grini, 1967, fig. 30; " 
is abundant in low latitudes, but 1 
percent of the described population. It appear'S to be a reliable and 
potentially useful II!IIber of the low latitude ISs_lage." 

3. Migr1ni, 1970, fig. 32; belongs to a tropical ass_lage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific sa.ples, but the does 
range as far north as 400N in the .estem and central Pacific. 

4. Lozano, 1974, Fig. IV-l; "Present in a few sa.ples f~ the Indian 
Ocean sector and only in core V27-191, the northel'lllll)st sa.ple in the Atlan
tic Ocean. Max1_ abundance of 0.5 percent in core V24-202. Found under 
waters with February sea surface tellperature lSOC. Its southel'lllll)st appear
ance is in core RCll-10l (O.l S)." 

5. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code H2; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pac1ffc asselllblages; cf. ix 10 for percent H2 at each station . 

• 
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=-=--=== (Ehrenberg) 

Ehrenberg. 1872a. pl. 301 
(Ehrenberg). Nigrini. 1967. p. 58. pl. 6. fig. 4 

"Shell rather siMilar in fonn to Anthoc~rtidium ophirense. Cephalis lobate 
as in ~ ophirense • but apical horn is.uc shOrter. usually about equal in 
length to the cephal is. Thorax less campanulate. MOre ovate. and always smaller. 
both in breadth and length. Subterminal teeth. when present. are poorly developed; 
terminal teeth may be entirely absent. rudi~tary. or in the form of incon
spicuous. small triangular teeth directed either downwards or inwards." (from 
Nigrini. 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Length of apical horn 18-36\1; of cephalis 27-36\1; of thorax 63-90\1. 
Maximum breadth of cephalis 18-27\1; of thorax 63-81\1." ( Nigrini.1967). 

REMARKS 

1. For a more synon~y see Nigrini. 1967. 

2. Benson's (1966) description and dimensions of AnthocyrtidiUM oxycephalus 
(Kleckel) (p. 468) are similar to the above but he includes larger forms~th an 
angular thoracic contour and lacking subterminal teeth which may not be conspecific. 

Plate 25. figure 2 
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An t hocyrt 1 d,1 l1li (Ehrenberg) 

1. Nlgrlnl, 1967, f19. 31; " - A. 
Is sparsely distributed In bOth low • MaXlmum 
(up to 3% of the described population) occur In the western tropics." 

2. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code N3; used In factor analysis of southeast Pacific 
assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 f~r percent N3 at each station. 
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(Jorgensen) 

Jorgensen. 1899. p. 86 
• P. ~ Jorgensen. 1899. p. 86 

fJorgensenJ. p. 139. pl. XVIII. figs. 92-97. 
Hays. 1965. p. 178. p1. III. fi9. 2 

"Test ca.panulate. consisting of three se~ts and a heavy three-bladed 
apical spine. is generally with thorax without any definite 
stricture. but SOMe speci.ens. le. have a weak collar stric-
ture. C~lis helispherical to cyli 1. pores circular. in 
longitudinal rows. four to five pores per row. equal in diaMeter to width of 
bars. Thorax cupanulate. pores generally arranged in longitudinal rows. 
SOMe with polygonal borders. LUllibar stricture distinct accOllPlnied by an 
internal septal ring. AbdOMen cylindrical to conical. inflated. of variable 

pores large and i in size. shape. and arran~nt. distinctly 
larger than those of thorax. 5-10 tilles width of bars. By-spines short and 
slightly curved. reaching their IIIiIxi_ develop.ent on the b. OldeSt part of 
the abdollen. Mouth constricted about the di_ter of broadest 
part of abdolnen. 

"The inte.nal skeleton has been described by Jorgensen [1905. p. 139] • 
and the specillens eXllllined frul the Antll'ctic with his description". 
(frul Hays. 1965). 

A. "'-= lIIIIy be distinguished frul 
in Hays. 1965) by i 
ly larger she. 

(Hays) 
indrical 

"Length of apical hom 30-60; of cepheUs 18-30; of thorax 25-45. 
of abdollen 25-100; IIIiIxi_ breadth 90-130." (frul Hays. 1965). 

1. This species is very si.ilar to species of 
retained in the genus untf1 the evolution 
detemned. 

but it is 
genus can be 

Plate 25. figure 3 
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Androcyc 1 as (Jorgensen) 

1. Hays, 1965, fi g. 16 ~ has been observed 
only in sediMent SI!llp1es tlken within the area 
studied. It has not been reported frcllll the equatorial regions but was 
observed in North Atlantic cores 5P-11-2, 6~17'N, 15030'W and A-1 
48055'N, 36051'W. Jorgensen originally described 
frcllll off the coast of Norway and suggested thlt i was a 
fol'Rl. 

• AndroCYC 1 as was not found in zone _ .• 

2. Loza~, 1974, Fig. IY-9~ "This species is found to be .ore abundant 
between 400 Ind 4505 where percentages over 0.5 are .ore COlllllOll. This is 
the latitude where generally the abundance of subtropical species decrelse 
sharply to the south and Antarctic species practically disappear to the 
north. A. reaches a .. xi~ of 1.2 percent in core RC15-96. 
This speCTes y one of those considered in this study with a IIIIrked 
preference for subantarctic waters. It is found in sedillll!nts under Feb
ruary sea surface teq)eratures between 50 Ind 21 0 but it SHIllS to prefer 
waters 100 and 15OC. It is found in percentages greater than 0.5 
only under waters between SO and 17OC.· 
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Notes on the Genera and Pterocorys 

Genus :.:.= Haeckel Nigrini 

Haeckel. 1881. p. 434; 1887. p. 1390; Nigrini. 1967. p. 74 

Theocorythidae with double corona of solid terminal teeth around the 
mouth. Thoracic ribs present. The definition of this genus is to 
include forilis having thoracic ribs. The distal projections of of 
this genus are regarded as teeth rather than radial apophyses. 

Type species: nuptialis Haeckel. 1887. p. 1390. pl. 74. fig. 15. 

For further generiC synonymy and descr1ption see Petrushevskaya and Kaz10va. 
1972. p. 544. 

Species 1nc1uded here1n: 

marita1is 
marital1s 

== marital1s Haecke1 

Genus la,,!,rocyrtis Kli ng 

Kling. 1973. p. 638 

Haecke1 
N1gr1ni 

N1gr1ni 

"This genus is erected to acc~ate the lineage from 
heteropVros through l. ha s1*and poss1b1y i. (7) a poss e ancestor 
of the tneage. It 15 di cult to characterize of rather marked 
differences between the 1n1tia1 and latest ttIeIIIbers of the lineage. Included 
are two- (later) and (earlier) segMented with a usually open. 
indistinctly three-lobed cepha1is which tends to be cylindrical. The cepha11s 
bears one stout. three-bladed ap1ca1 horn and coamon1y one or more accessory 
spines. Pores of the post-cepha11c segMent(s) usually increase in size 
d1sta11y. earlier species d1sp1aying a distinctive discontinu1ty in pore size. 
The shells tenninate in a s1ng1e. irregular row ofax1a1ly to 1nward1y directed 
teeth which sometiles occupy a weakly developed peristome. Teeth occas10na11y 
occur outside the tennina1 but do not constitute a dist1nct second row 
as 1n Haeckel. 1882. 

Type spec1es: Hays. 1965. p. 179. pl. 3. fig. 1. • 

Spec1es 1nc1uded here1n: 

1 n1sr1n1ae (Caulet) 
"-' (?) hlnna i (Cal!lpbe 11 and Clark) 

*correct na.e 1s l • 

• 
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Genus Pteroco~s Haeckel 

Haeckel. 1881. p. 435 
• 1887. p. 1399 

Popofsky. 1913. p. 377 

·Cephalis cylindrical or conical. AbdOMen longer and broader than 
thorax (if fully developed). The margin of the abdOMen without any teeth. 
or horns. No peristOMe. The lIIOuth of the shell lilY be closed IS a Sick. 

MTertiary-Recent.· 

Type speci es: Pterocorys 

Species included herein: 

Pterocor~s 
Pterocorys =.:..:. 
Pterocorys 

( Petrushevskaya and Kazlova. 1972). 

(Haeckel) 
(Nfgrini) 

ler) 

Haeckel. 1887. p. 1316. p1. 71. fi9. 3. 

" 
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lalilprocyc1 as mari ta 1i s Hieckel 

Hieckel, 1887, p. 1390, pl. 74, figs. 13, 14 
maritalis Hieckel, Nigrini, 1967, p. 74, pl. 7, fig. 5 

DESCRIPTION 

·Shell campanulate, usually thick-walled, and generally with a rather 
rough surface. Cephalis elongate, trilocular, the 2 secondary lobes beneath 
and somewhat lateral to the larger primary lobe. Pores numerous, subcircular; 
apical horn stout, 3-bladed, 2 or 3 times cephalic length. Primary lateral 
and dorsal spines continue as ribs in the thoracic wall for about half its 
length; rarely, these project fran the thorax, forming small wings. Collar 
stricture not pronounced. 

"Thorax cupola-shaped (conical above, inflated below) with hexagonally 
framed circular to subcircular pores, arranged in longitudinal rows and 
increasing slightly in size distally; 9-11 across the wides part of the segment. 

"lumbar stricture distinct and ~rked internally by a septal ring. Abdomen 
cylindrical, inflated. Pores hexagonally framed, circular to subcircular, 
arranged in longitudinal rows; larger than thoracic pores, 9-10 on a half
equator, 3-5 in a vertical series. 

"Peristane well differentiated, poreless, sanetimes with up to 12 trian
gular lamellar teeth arising from its lower edge, but often teeth are rudimen-
tary or absent. Subterminal teeth, on the abdomen just above the , 
are conical or thorn-like, divergent, and usually better 
terminal teeth.· (fn •• Nigrini, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Total length (excluding apical horn) 119-173~. len9th of cephalis 
27-36~; of thorax 45-63~; of abdomen (excluding peristoMe) 4S-72u. Maximum 
breadth of thorax 81-9~; of abdomen lOO-128~." ( Nigrini, 1967). 

"Total length, excluding apical horn: 136+ 21~; maximum wi dth 87 + 
l~; thorax len9th 43+ ~; abdomen length 63+ l~; based on lIII!asurelielits of 
10 spec1I111!ns.· ( Sachs, 1973). -

REMARKS 
• 

1. For a .ore co.plete synon,., see N1gr1ni, 1967. 

Plate 25, figure 4 
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Lan9rocyclas maritalis -aritalis Haeckel 

2. "Distinctions between L ... ritalis .. ritalis and L. maritalis~
pora might seen rather artificiif. but they fOlAI a useful dfvision inso~ 
as there Set!iliS to be a correlation of the two fOil"s with latitude. Both sub
species are found in low and middle latitudes. but in middle latitudes L. 

marital1s is fairly abundant and L. is rare. 
n ow latitudes both subspecies are rather rare polypora 

is relatively more abundant." ( Nigrini. 1967). 

3. The specimens illustrated by Sachs 
L. maritalis maritalis are really 
have incl ,ded bOth species. 

1. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 39; " 
is very sparsely di n 

(1973. pl. 2.6. figs. d.e) as 
(1) hannai. His counts may 

- L. 
is 

of the described population) south of 

2. Nigrini. 197D. fig. 33; belongs to a tropical assenblage derived 
by group analysis of North Pacific sediments. but the species 
does range as far north as 40-450 N right across the Pacific. 

3. Lozano. 1974. Fig. IV-2; "Maxi~ abundance of 3 percent of the 
total radiolarian fauna in core RC12-292. Never found under surface waters 
colder than lOOC and present in percentages greater than 1.0 only under 
waters with February tl!lllPeratures greater than 16OC.· 

4. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N17; not used in factor analysis of 
southftst Pacific assenblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent N17 at each 
stltion. 
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.. ritalfs Haeckel polypora Nigrini 

Nigrini. 1967. p. 76. pl. 7. fig. 6 

DESCRIPTION 

"Similar to .. rftalis but with a greater number 
abdominal pores on a If-equator. n a vertical series). and 
shell usually thinner-walled and MOre delicate. Abdomen tends to expand a 
little distally. thus becoming truncate conical rather than cylindrical." 
(froM Nigrini. 1967). See also re.arks for L. 

000-

DIMENSIONS 
• 

"Total length (excludfng apical horn) 128-164u. Length of cephalfs 
27-36u; of thorax 45-63u; of abdomen (excluding peristome) 45-72u. Maximum 
breadth of thorax 81-100u; of abdomen 119-136u." ( Nigrini. 1967) • 

• 

Plate 25. figure 5 

• 
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Lamprocyclas maritalis Haeckel polypora Nigrini 

1. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 40; "Indian Ocean occurrences - L. maritalis 
polypora is rare in both low and .fddle latftudes. occurrfng Tn somewhat 
greater numbers (up to 4% of the described population) in the fo~r.· 

2. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 34; belongs to a tropical assenblage derived by 
recurrent group analysis of North Pacific sedi.ents. 

3. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N16; counted together with L. 
and used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific • 
for percent N16 at each station. 
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Maritalis Haeckel ventricosa Nigrini 

Ll!procyclas Maritalis ventricosa "igrini, 1968, p. 57, pl. 1, fig. 9 

DESCRIPTIOrt 

"Shell ca.panulate, rather thick-Willed, rough. Cp.phalis trilocular 
with nUMerous SMall subcircular pores and a stout 3-bladed apical horn, 1 
to 2 tiMeS the cephalic length. Primary lateral and dorsal spines cor.tinue 
as ribs in the thoracic wall and _y becOllle external, forming SIII11 wings. 
Collar stricture not pronounced. 

"Thorax inflated conical with hexagonally fraled, circular to subcircular 
pores, aligned longitudinally, 11-14 across the widest part of the seg.ent. 
Lumbar stricture distinct. 

"Abdollen inflated cylindrical, IllUCh larger than the thorax. Pores hex
agonally fra.ed, circular to subcircular, larger than thoracic pores, arranged 
in longitudinal rows, 3-9 (usually 5-9) in a vertical series, 11-14 on a half
equator. 

"Peri stone SMall, but clearly differentiated, poreless, with nUMerous 
acute, s.etilll!s forked teeth arising frOll! its lower edge; sc.etillles teeth 
are rudiMentary or absent. Subtenninal teeth, on the abdOlll!ll just above the 
peristC)lll!, are divergent, SMall and thornlike ••• 

"This subspecies is di shed frOll ~ Mari ta li s 
Haeckel T larger Haeckel and 

abdOlll!ll. At 

1971) found thlt 
123~ (range 119-1 

DIMENSIONS 

ower abdOlli ons, it grades into 1. 
hence an arbitrary lIini_ abdOlllinal breadth of l5O!J his 

In Indian Ocean material, Nigrini 
average na of L. polypora is 

." (fro. Nigrini, 1968). 

"Length of apical horn 54-81~, of cephalis 36-45~, of thorax 54-63~, 
of abdc.en (excluding peristone and terminal teeth) 72-127~. 

~xilUll breadth of cephalis 36-45~, of thorax 108-127~, of abdomen 
156-193~." (fro. Nigrini, 1968). 

1. Benson's (1966) description of L. _ritalis ( • 475) probably 
includes specimens of L. _ritalis polypOra arid l. ventricosa. 

Plate 25, figure 6 
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maritalis ~eckel Nigrini 

1. N1gr1nt. 1968. text-fig. 10. "Few along the coast of Central America 
(south of l1·N) and South _rica. and extending westward in the regions of 
the North and South Equatorial Currents. rare or absent in all other s~les 
examined ••• 

"The distribution shown in text-figure 10 roughly corresponds to a 
plot of average abdOMinal size. based on 10 Measured of 
maritalis frOM each SaMPle. In the area of few L. 
:.verage abdOMinal breadth is >15CN. Wlereas it is 
rare or absent L. urital1s • -

2. Holina-Cruz. 1975. Code N16. counted together with ~ maritalis 
~lypora and used in factor analysis of southeast Pacific aSSeMblages. cf. 
ppendh 10 for percent N16 at each station. 

• 



n1grin1ae (Cau1et) 

? sp. N1gr1n1. 1968. p. 56. pl. 1. fig. Sa (part1m.) 
sp. N1gr1n1. 1968. p. 56. p1. 1. fig. 5b ( rtf ... ) 
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n1gr1n1ae Caulet. 1971. p. 3. pl. 3. f19S. -4. pl. 4. figs. 1-4 
hiysf Kling. 1973. p. 639. p1. 5. figs. 15. 16. p1. 15. figs. 1-3 

DESCRIPTION 

"Two-segllented fO'ib with hel1spher1cal to cylindrical cephal1s. 
c~ly open. with 1i'i'egularly circular to elliptical pores and a 
three-bladed apical spine and usually one ~r .ore accessory spines. Collar 
stricture indistinct. Thorax inflated conical. thin-walled. SMOOth. with 
subc1rcular (rarely elliptical to irregular) pores generally aligned in 
longitudinal and transverse rows (rarely irregularly arranged) and gradually 
increasing in size distally. Thorax terll1nates. sOlllt1Mes slightly constricted. 
with an irregular row of SMall teeth; a weak per1stOle is seldOli developed." 
(frOll Kling. 1973). 

See also N1gr1n1 (1968) and Caulet (1971). 

DIMENSIONS 

"IiIIX1iU11 width 8O-9O!J. 1 e"9th fl'Olil top of cepha 115 100-151>11. 
pores 2-21>11." (frOll Kling. 1973). 

thoracic 

The thoracic breadth given by both N1gr1n1 (1968) and Clulet (1971) is 
greater than that found by Kling for North Pacific speciMens. For this reason 
Kling only tentatively included the spec1.en figured by N1gr1ni (1968) on 
plate 1. fig. 5~. 

REMARKS 

1. For c definition see Kling (1973). 

Plate 25. figure 7 
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Llllprocyrtis (Caulet) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. N1gr1ni. 1968. text-fig. 6 ? sp). -Few 110ng the 
coast of Centrll Ind South Merica. in the region of the 
North Equatorill Current; IIIst Ibundant in the northemmst s~le in 
the study Irel; rlre or Ibsent in 111 other s-".o; eXlllined.-

2. Caulet. 1971 
(37030.6'N. 0028.1'W). 

3. Kling. 1973 
1250 27.12'W). 174 ( 
14.5'W) in the 
Kling. 

4. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N5 
Inllysis of southeast Plcific 
It elch stltion. 

; western Mediterrlneln 

; DSDP Sites 173 (37057.71'N. 
) Ind 175 (44050.2'N. 1250 

Zones of 

; used in flctor 
10 for percent N5 



Laa,rocyrtis (1) hannai (CaMPbell and Clark) 

DESCRIPTION 

ta.pbell and Clark. 1944. p. 48. pl. 6. figs. 21.22 
(CaMPbell and Clark). Kling. 1973. p. 638. 
p1. 5. figs. 12-14. p1. 12. figs. 10-14 

·Cephalis elongate. trilocular. the two secondary lobes lateral to 
the larger pri.ary lobe. with subcircular pores and strong, eccentric, 
three-bladed apical horn, 1 - 4 t its length. s~tiMes with one or a 
few pores at the base. Cephalis usually open apically. In s~ specimens 

N83 

a delicate axial rod extends distally fro. the iedian bar into the thoracic 
cavity. SIIIIll secondary lateral bars 1liiY be seen in .any specilllens. Collar 
stricture indistinct. Thorax rather thick-walled, , with slightly 
rough surface and circular to subcircular pores increasing sOleWhat in size 
distally. Lunbar stricture not pronounced. Abd~n variable in form (trun
cate-conical, inflated or subcylindrical) with subcircular pores, variable 
in size. larger than those of the thorax and s~ti .. s in distinct longitudinal 
rows. Thickness of the abdolen wall variable. Peristole undifferentiated 
with approxi.ately 5-12 short conical teeth. s~tiMes bifurcate. at irre9ular 
intervals. Short conical teeth also developed subterminally on IIIIIny specimens. 
s~til.es scattered irregularly over the distal half of the a~n." (frOll 
Nigrini. unpublished data). 

based on speci .. ns): Length of cephalis 20-45~. of 
• of abclolnen 162 (generally 55-12D!J). Maxi_ breadth of 

thorax 75- • of abdo-.n 90-152~ (generally 9O-13~). IluJJlber of pores 
on the half equator of abdolen usually 9 (varies fro. 8 to 11). (frOll 
Nigrini. unpublished data). 

REMARKS 

1. This fOnl has been described elsewhere as L~rociclas junonis 
( Hleckel. 1887. p. 1401. p1. 69. g. r. l.e •• 

a. .1969. fig. 4-37 
b. Moore. 1974. p. 22. pl. 12. figs. 8-10 
c. Molina-Cruz. 1975. p. 131 

However. Hleckel's illustration of shows a distinct 

• 

perist~ and SIIIOOth tenlination. s kova's ill ons show : 
s~ terminal teeth or projections and no peri stole. Sachs (1973 mistaken 
called the sa.. form LervrocYClaS .aritalis 
has a well-developed per s~. two rows of 
ctc.inal pores. Sachs' counts lilY include both species. The authors are 
indebted to Dr. Stanley Kling for s~ useful co..unication concerning this 
species. 

Plate 25. figure 8 

• 
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(1) hannai (CaMpbell and Clark) 

2. Renz's 
like Pterocorys 
(p1. 36. fig. 8) 
11 1 ustrltion. 

(1976) illustration (pl. 6. fig. 17) of T. unonis looks more 
Petrushevskaya and KDZlova's TT9 ustration 

Junonis is more like Haeckel's (1 ) 

3. The generic definitions for (in Nigrini. 1967) 
and for Pteroc0?os and (in and KDZlova. 1972) 
do not provide ~r the llustrated by Haeckel as Junonis. 
However. Petrushevskaya and KDZlova (1972. p. 544) in r on of 
the genus permit the inclusion of forms without tenninal teeth 
and the genus • acco.ociate Haeckel's species. 

1. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N15 
analysis of southeast Pacific assemblages. 
at each station. 

• used in factor 
for percent N15 
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Pterocorys hertwigii (Haeckel) 

Eucyrtid1um hertwi¥ii Haeckel, 1887, p. 1491, pl. 80, fig. 12 
fheoconus hertw1g1 (Haeckel), Nigrini, 1967, p. 73, pl. 7, figs. 4a,b 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell conical to ovate, thin-walled, except for longitudinal 
ridges at irregular intervals. Cephalis trilocular with numerous subcircular 
pores, heavier than rest of shell. Stout 3-bladed apical horn usually about 
the same length or a little longer than cephal is. Primary lateral and dorsal 
spines aligned with three ribs in the thoracic wall. 

"Thorax campanulate with subcircular to circular pores arranged in 
longitudinal rows. Lumbar stricture distinct. Abdomen broader than thorax, 
but with similar pores. In complete specimens abdomen slightly constricted 
distally with a smooth termination, but most specimens are incomplete. 

''Both thorax and 
less longitudinally, 
entire shell length. 
or 2 sma 11 spi nes. " 

ornamented by poreless ridges which run more or 
irregularly spaced and not necessarily continuous for 

On the thorax some of the ridges frequently bear 1 
(from Nigrini, 1967). 

"Some specimens lacked ribs." (from Renz, 1976). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Total length (excluding apical horn) 119-191~. Length of apical horn 
9-45~; of cephalis 23-32~; of thorax 45-63~; of abdomen up to 10~. Maximum 
breadth of cephalis 27-32~; of thorax 81-10~; of abdomen lOO-136~." (from 
Nigrini, 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. Benson's (1966) description and dimensions of this species 

, 

(Ehrenberg) in Benson, p. 485) are generally consistent with 
a greater thoracic length (64-8~). 

Plate 25, figure 9 
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Pterocorys hertw1g11 (Haeckel) 

RECEIO' DISTRlBUTII* 

1. Benson. 1966 
[of Cal1fom1aJ ••• 

fatuosa); •••• very rare in tht Gulf 
preference for oceanic waters.· 

2. "1gr1n1. 1967 
occurrences - T. 
arid dOes not occur 

very 
froll south 

3. Mol1na-Cruz. 1975. Code "39 
factor analysis of southtast Pacific 
percent "39 at each station. 

• fig. 38; • 
distr1 butecl 
350$. • 
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PterocorYs minythorax (Nigrini) 

.inythorax Nigrfni, 1968, p. 57, pl. 1, ffg. 8 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell confcal, rather thfck-walled, Cephalfs trflocular 
with relatfvely large subcfrcular pores and a short, 3-bladed apfcal hom, 
usually about ~ of the cephalfc length. Prf.ary lateral and dorsal spfnes 
contfnue as rfbs in the thoracfc wall for more than ~ of fts length and may 
project to fonn small, thornlike wings. Collar strfcture not pronounced. 

'Thorax small, ate; pores subcfrcular, 8-10 on a half-equator, 
aligned longitudfnally wfth very narrow fntervening bars. Lunmar stricture 
distfnct • 

"Abdomen slightly flared, up to 3 tfmes as long as thorax. Pores simflar 
to those on thorax, 9-10 on a half-equator. Termination always ragged, 
mouth wide open •.. 

"This specfes dfffers other of the genus by its 
small thorax, relative to the size of fts abdoaen, and by pores. 
It was fdentiffed and described by Senson as Theoconus zancleus ler, but 
T. is apparently not with the species here described. 
Xlso, s thought that Senson s ption encompasses 2 species; the 
specimen sho',m in plate 33, figure 5 appears to be the same as T. mfnythorax, 
but the one fn plate 33, ffgure 4 fs not." ( Nfgrini, 19681: 

Length of cephalfs 27-36p, of thorax 36-45p, of abdOMen 63-127p. Maximum 
breadth of cephalis 18-27p, of thorax 63-72p, of abdomen 9O-118p." (from Nigrini, 
1968). 

Plate 25, ffgure 10 
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Pterocorys minythorax (Nigrini) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Nigrini. 1968 
dant in the regions of 
but rare or absent in the region of the 

2. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N7 
factor analysis of southeast Pacific 
percent N7 at each station. 

• 

• text-fig. 9. "Few to abun-
1 and Peru • 

al Countercurrent." 

used in 
1x 10 for 

• 



Pterocorys (Muller) 

~===.:, zanclaa. Muller. 
ler) • 

DESCRIPTION 

1858. p. 41. pl. 6. figs. 1-3 
son. 1966. p. 482. pl. 33. fig. 4 

fig. 5) 

N89 

"Structure of the cephalis including pro.inent dorso-lateral lobes. a 
straight dorsal face lllerging with a three-bladed apical horn. four collar 
pores. and the presence of three indistinct thoracic ribs extendi as short 
spines above the base of the thorax the sa.. as in the four ng species. 
Cephal1s closed at the toP. with PDOth surface and sN11. unequal to sub
equal. circular pores. Vertical spine indistinct but present; apical horn 
not robust. Thorax cllllPlnulate to truncate-conical. separated frOll1 the 
cephal1s above by a change in contour and froM the abdOll1en below by a dis
tinct constricti~occupied by an internal septal ring. Surface of thorax 
SMOOth. Thoracic pores ranging fro. circular and subequal to subpolygonal 
and increasing slightly in size distally with regular hexagonal arrangelllent 
in longitudinal • Abda.en slOOth. ranging froM subcylindrical with its 
distal portion tapering inward and with equal (6-1~). circular pores 
arranged hexagonally in longitudinal rows to truncate-conical with distal 
portion broader and not constricted and with polygonal to subpolygonal pores 
having the sallie arran~nt but gradually increasing in size distally (fro. 
about 6-81J. to 20-261J)." (frOll! 8enson. 1966). 

-The present authors have not noted a distinct lumbar constriction. 

"Length of cephalis 21-391J. of thorax 36-491J. of abda.en 37-1431J; 
breadth of cephalis 21-321J. of thorax 64-8OIJ. of abdo.en 75-119IJ; length 
of apical horn 9-361J. of vertical spine 0-51J. of dorsal and priNry lateral 
spines O-121J." (f". 8enson. 1966). 

"overall length excluding horn. 134! 161J; thorax length. 50+ 61J. 
thorax width. 78 + 41J. abdOll1en width. 91 + 9IJ; abda.en length. Sf! lllJ" 
(f". Sachs. 1973T. -

REMARKS 

I. For a ~re cOllplete synony.y see Benson (1966). Note. however. 
that the speciMn figured by Benson on P1. 33. fig. 5 is probably P • 
• inythorax (Nigrini). Benson apparently cQlbined these 2 species Tn his 
description. diMnsions and distribution. 

Plate 25. figures Ila.b 
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PterocoryS (Muller) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1 . Benson. 1966 • "a lllelllber of the Gulf 
Cof Ca11fornf~ age. average frequency is greater fn the 
southern half of the Gulf than fn the northern half.· 

2. Sachs. 1973. text-ffg. 2G. Code 21N 
conffned to the Southern regfon (beneath Tran 
reach abundances of 141." 

=:. zancleus); "Essentfally 
waters), where f t 1liiy 

Sachs (personal co.unfcatfon) c~nted only '-" 
thorax ... s not observed by hf. fn North Pacfffc 

!: IIfny-

3. Mo11na-Cruz. 1975. Code N40 
analysfs of southeast Pacfffc asse.blages. 
at each statfon. 

4. Robertson. 1975. text-ffg. 2G 
loads qufte heavfly fn factor 3 (transft 
abundances occur f n a band between 350 and 
of highest abundance is shffted to the south." 

• 

used f n factor 
for percent N40 

zancleus). "Thfs species 
At present its highest 

At 18.000 YBP the zone 
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Stichopilium bicorne Haeckel 

Haeckel, 1887, p. 1437, pl. 77, fig. 9; Benson, 
figs. 1, 2 

DESCRIPTION 

"Cephalis s.ooth, cap-shaped, separated from thorax by a change in 
contour but in most spec1~ns the apical-lateral arches and the ventral 
arch are represented by ribs which occupy slight separating the 
cephalis fro ... small, dorsal and ventral lobate swellings of the proximal 
portion of the thorax; pores of cephal is small, equal, subcircular to 
polygonal, regularly arranged. Two prow.inent, straight, nearly equal, 
three-bladed cephalic horns lying in the sagittal plane correspond to the 
dorsally ascending apical horn and ventrally ascending vertical horn. The 
fo~r extends frail the apical bar which in its upper portion above the 
junction with the apical-lateral arches is a dorsal rib in the wall of the 
cephalis and in its lower portion is free within the cephalic cavity. The 
latter extends from and in collinear with the vertical bar which joins with 
the ventral arch. The dorsal and primary lateral bars extend as ribs in 
the thoracic wall and are prolonged into heavy, equal, three-bladed wing
like spines which are generally straight and diverge downward but are nearly 
horizontal in a few specimens; spines latticed proximally in a few tests. 
Thorax pyramidal with slightly concave sides the thoracic ribs in 
its proximal portion; its distal portion circular in sEction, campanulate 
or inflated cylindrical; the wall of the thorax is extended outward 
each of the three basal spines originate, thus giving the appearance of 
three latticed wings originatlrg from the middle portion of the thorax. 
Number of abdoainal segments variable from none to at least two; these joints 
separated one another and the thorax by distinct constrictions which are 
generally occupied by continuous internal septal rings. Abdominal joints 
cylindrical, inflated, truncate conical or campanulate. Surface of thorax 
and abdominal joints smooth. Pores of these joints similar, of equal size, 
sillilll, hexagonal to subcircular, hexagonally arranged in transverse rows." 
(fro. Benson, 1966). 

"abdomen mayor may not be fully developed" (Renz, 1976). 

DIMENSIONS 

"length of test 98-193~; maximum breadth (thoracic or abdOMinal 
joints) 8O-138~; length of cephalis 21-25~, of thorax 62-102~, of first 
abdOMinal joint 25-4~; breadth of cephalis 20-31~, of thorax (distal 
portion) 83-111~; length of apical horn l4-4~, of vertical horn 15-37~, 
of basal spines 12-53~.· (from Benson, 1966). 

Plate 26, figures la,b 
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Haeckel 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966; •••• cosmopolitan but very rare in the Gulf 
[?f California]." 

2. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code N34; not used in factor analysis of 
southeast Pacific assemblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent N34 at each 
station • 

• 
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Theocorythium trachelium trachelium (Ehrenberg) 

1872a, p. 312 
(Ehrenberg), Nigrini, 1967, p. 79, 

p1.8, fig. 2, p1.9, fig. 2 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell rather rough and thick-walled. Cephalis in 2 parts: (1) spherical 
portion, with circular to subcircular pores, bearing a 3-bladed apical horn, 
1 or 2 times its length; and (2) "neck," separated from the first part by an 
internal ringlike ledge, pores similar but larger and in 2 transverse rows, 
shell a little heavier. This "neck" is apparently ogous with the paired 
lobes of a trilocular cephalis in which the lobes are directly beneath the 
larger unpaired lobe. Collar structure at the base of the "neck." Apical 
spine incorported in the cephalic wall (both spherical and "neck" parts). A 
short vertical spine Meets the shell wall about midway up the "neck." Primary 
lateral and dorsal spines continue as ribs in the thoracic wall for about half 
its length; sometimes these project, or are external, forming small wings. 

"Thorax large, distinctly cupola-shaped (conical above, expanded below) 
with hexagonally framed, circular to subcircular pores, closely spaced, 
quincuncially arranged and aligned longitudinally, 12-15 on a half-equator, 
8-10 in a vertical series. Pronounced lumbar stricture. 

"AbdOMen usually elongated, cylindrical or with a slight medial constriction. 
Pores similar in size, shape, and arrangement to those of the thorax, 12-15 
on a half-equator, 8-14 in a vertical series. 

"Slight terminal constriction usually with 4-6 triangular lamellar teeth. 
Some specimens have similar subterminal teeth near the or scattered 
irregularly over the distal half of the abdOMen. In most speciMens a peristome 
is either absent or onl poorly developed, but a few have a well-differentiated 
poreless peristome." Nigrlni, 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Totll length (excluding apical horn and terminal teeth) 146-209\1. 
Length of cephalis 27-36~; of thorax 45-72~; of abdomen (excluding terminal 
teeth) S4-10~. Maxi~ breadth of cephalis 27-36~; of thorax 81-10~; 
of abdomen 72-1~." (fro. Nigrini, 1967). 

REMARKS 

1. For a IIOre ca.plete s.Yl"lon.)lly SM Nigrilli, 1967. 

2. Benson's (1966) description and di.ensions of this subspeCies 
(CalocycTas .. tcae Haackel in Benson, p. 487) are consistent with the above. 

Plate 26, ftgure 2 
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Theocorythium trachelium trachelium (Ehrenberg) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966 (Calocyclas amfcae) ••••• very rare fn the Gulf 
[of Californfa] ••• predon.lnantly an oceanic specfes." 

2. Nigrinl. 1967. fig. 42; ·Indian Ocean occurrences - T. 
fs fairly abundant in low latitudes. but does not occur n samples 
of 35'S. It appears to be a reliable and potentfally useful 

MSber of the low latitude ass_lage." 

3. Nfgrfnf. 1968. text-ffg. 16; "Rare or absent in the regions of the 
Peru Current and the North Equatorial Current (except for few fn the 2 

t sa.ples exaained). few throughout -ast of the regions of the 
South Equatorial Current and the Equatorial Countercurrent.· 

4. NIgrfnf. 1970. fig. 35; belongs to a tropical asselblage derived 
by recurrent group analysfs of North Pacific saaples. but the subspecies 
does range as far north as 40-450 N right across the Pacific. 

5. Nigrinf. 1971; used in Quaternary stratigraphic study of tropfcal 
Paclffc sedl.ents; present In varying amounts in the t Quaternary. 
but essentially absent from the t 'Pliocene'. 

6. Lozano. 1974. ffg. IV-4; counted together with T. trachelium dlanae. 

"The specimens observed correspond mostly to the subspecies T. 
Ehrenberg) (Haeckel) and only occasionally a few specimens 

were observed fn the northernaost samples." -

"It is found fn larger relative abundances In the Atlantic Ocean east 
of the Argentfne Basfn with values between 2 and 3 percent reaching a 
maxf~ of 3.5 fn core VIS· 166. The percent values decrease in the western 
Indian Ocean and Increase again east of the Crozet Basfn." 

·It is present under subantarctfc waters with values under one percent." 

·Never found in relative abundances of two percent under waters with 
February sea surface ta.peratures below lztC. Minimum temperature under 
whfch It Is found fs 5°C (VI6-591.)· 

7. Molfna-Cruz. 1975. Code N42; counted together wfth T. 
dfanae and used in factor analYSis of southeast Pacific assl!lllb ages; 
Appendfx 10 for percent N42 at each statfon. 
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Theocorythium trachelium (Ehrenberg ) 

S. Morley, 1977. Fig. 1-22; "The two subspecies described by Nigrini 
(1967) are grouped into one taxonomic group in this study. Specimens of 
both T. tracheliu. trachelium and T. tracheliu. dianae are observed with 
the former lOre abUlidant in tropiciT alid subtropical waters and the lat
ter more abundant in subantarctic waters ••• These species load highest in 
factor 3 (gyre margin). At present this group is absent samples 
south of about 450 5. The abundance of these species is lower than present 
in most lS,ooo YSP samples." 
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(Itaeckel) 

Haeckel. 1887. p. 1416. p1. 69. fig. 11 
) (Haeckel). "igrini. 1967. 

p. • pl. 8. figs. la.b. pl. 9. figs. 
la.b. 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell quite SIOoth and rather thin-.alled. Cephalis trilocular. the 
paired lobes beneath and slightly lateral to the unpaired lobe. 
Apical hom 3-bladed. 1 or 2 tilles cephalic length. Pri_ry lateral and 
dorsal spines continue as ribs in the thoracic .all for about half its length. 
but in none of the speci~s exillined did these ribs becOllll! external. Second
ary laterals present. 

"Thorax inflated conical with circular to subcircular pores. hexagonally 
frilled. arranged in longitudinal rows. 10-13 on a half-equator. 6-9 in a 
vertical series. Pronounced llllbar stricture. 

"AbdOlen elongated. basically cylindrical. but expanding a little distally; 
sOllll!tilles slightly inflated. Pores similar in size. shape. and arra~nt 
to those of the thorax. 12-15 on a half-equator. 8-17 in a vertical series. 

·Slight. but sharp. ter.inal constriction with a poreless peristOllll! and 
up to 8 triangular tenninal teeth. Usually. conical subter.inal teeth are 
present. near the MOUth and scattered irregularly over the distal half of 
the abdOllll!n. SOIIIetillles terwinal teeth absent. but a poreless. often poorly 
developed. peristOllll! is al.ays present •• , 

"T. tracheliu. dianae differs f~ T. tracheliwa tracheliu. in the follow-
ing respects: (1) cephalis a less distinct "neck." thus making the 
collar stricture less pronounced; (2) thorax is "inflated conical" rather than 
"cupol and is rather SIIIIller; and (3) abdOlllel'l expands distally and 
_y be sl inflated. and is thus broader than the thorax. whereas in 
T. the abd_ is approxi_tely cylindrical and about 
the same ." (fro. "igrini. 1967). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Total length (excluding apical hom and terwinal teeth) 128-227~ 
(usually 155-227~). length of cephalis 27-36~; of thorax 45-54~; of abdOllll!n 
(excluding teNinal teeth) 45-146~(usually 81-100p). Maxi.um breadth of 
cephalis 18-36~; of thorax 63-81~; of abdoaen 72-109~." (froul "igrini. 1967). 

Plate 26. figures la.b 

• 
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Thlocoryth1 um (Ehrenblrg) d1anal (Hllckl1) 

1. For a morl comp11tl synon~ and tlKonom1c notl' SII N1gr1n1, 1967. 

1. Hays, 19as Hllckl1, p. 178), fig. 11; 
"dOli not occur Ind in flct is not In important 
11ement of thl flunl north of 5hl Front IKClpt in sIvlra1 corls from the 
Ind1ln aclln thlt Ire 10 of the • In these coria C. 
1 .. aoc1ltld wi ). 

HIICkll, Ind mportlnt 
olar1ln Iss~llgl. 

occurs in Y-l&-66 Ind Y-17-88 in zonl ... " 

2. N1gr1n1, 1967, fig. 41; " 
11 Ibsent in low 11t1tudll, but • 
IKClpt onl nllr the African coast ? 9) which contl1ns I warm wa 
flunl. It Ippllrs to be I rl111b11 and potlnt1111y uSlfu1 member of the 
m1dd11 11t1tudl l.semb1Igl." 

3. LOZlno, 1974, all T. trlchll1um. 

4. Mol1nl-Cruz, 1975, Codl N42, SII T. 

5. Morley, 1977; SII T. trlchl11um. 



aguilonaris (Bailey) 

Bailey. lB56. p. 4. pl. 1. fi9. 9 
iley. lB56. p. 5. p1. 1. fig. 11 

H99 

(Bailey). Higrini. 1977. p. 246. pl. 1. fig. 1. 

DESCRIPTION 

·Shell typically heavy. thick .alled. but early for.s are not so robust. 
Constrictfons (other thin collar and lUlbir strictures) unevenly spaced and 
all strictures usually obscure externally. Shell is spindle-shaped with 4 or 
5 post-cephalic seglllef'lts. the fourth being the widest. Cephalis heIIItspherical 
with SMAll irlegular pores; vertical tube robust. cylindrical. directed 
obliquely upwards at approxiMAtely 450 • Apical horn very saall. needle-lfke. 
Thorax fnflated wfth 2 or 3 transverse rows of large subcircular pores. Sub
sequent s~ts with 3 to 6 (usually 4) transverse rows of very closely 
spaced circular pores. The thfckness of the shell MAkes each pore appear to 
have a ring around it. Shell narrows distally. in a SIIIOth pertsu.e 
of variable width; peristOlle .y have a single I'OW of pores. Tentinatfon SIIIOth 
or wfth an undulatfng .rgfn." (fro. Nfgrfnf. fn press). 

DIMENSIONS 

"Total length llO-155lJ ; IIIxi_ breadth 60-9011 ." (fro. Nfgrfnf. 1977). 

REJIIARKS 

1. For a IIOre cOllplete syllOOytly see Nfgrfnf. 1977. 

2. Benson's (1966) descrfptfon and df~sfons of thfs specfes 
erucoslIII (Haeckel) in Benson. p. 527) are consistent with the above. 

Pllte 27. ff gure 1 
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(Bailey) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson. 1966 
the Gulf lof Californ 
its slightTy greater 
Gulf indicate that is 

2. Sachs. 1973. Code 17N 
IIiIXillUl about 61.-

erucos~); • ••• nearly cosAOpolitan in 
sparse distribution in the northern Gulf and 

and .ore general distribution in the southern 
an oceanic species.· 

aguilonaris); ·Widespread. -nth 

3. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code "33 
analysis of southeast Pacific as5elblages; 
at each station. 

; used in factor 
percent N33 

4. Robertson. 1975, ; -This species loads .ost 
heavily in factor 3 ( • occurs .ost abundantly in 
the area north of about with the exception of the Sea of Okhotsk where it 
is absent. At 18,000 YBP the abundance of this species is significantly 
reduced, especially to the north.· 
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Botryostrobus (Ehrenberg) group 

Ehrenberg, 1844a, p. 84 
Ehrenberg, 1844b, p. 187 

Haeckel, 1887, p. 1474, pl. 79, fig. 15; 
, p. 145, • 82, figs. I-IV; 1971 , pl. 24, figs. 6-8. 

( ) group, Nigrini, 1977, p. 246, 

DESCRIPTION 

·Shell approxiMately cylindrical, may be either thick or thin walled, 
rough or smooth surfaced. Cephalis hemispherical with a few subcircular 
pores, small, thorn-like apical horn and a well-developed cylindrical ver
tical tube directed obliquely upward at about 450 • Tube may have a slight 
distal flare. Vertical spine often visible as are well-developed axial 
rods which often extend well beyond the abdomen. Collar stricture indistinct. 

"Thorax inflated with 3 to 4 transverse 1'0\/5 of subcircular pores. 
Lumbar stricture distinct and marked, as are subsequent strictures, by a 
poreless band. Shell has a well-developed network of surface sculpture 
which can be seen lOst easily on the poreless bands of heavy shelled 
it is lOre difficult to see the surface sculpture on hyaline • 

·Three or more post-thoracic segments of lOre or less uniform size 
with 4 to 5 transverse rows of subcircular pores per segment. Termination 
ragged." (from Ni gri ni, 1977). 

DIMENSIONS 

"fotal length 123-195\1; IIIIXilUll breadth 53-70\1." (from Nigrini, 1977). 

REMARKS 

1. "The individuals included in this species group are quite variable. 
AttelPts by the present author and by others (e.g., Caulet, 1971, 1974; 
Petrushevskaya and Kazlova, 1972; Petrushevskaya, 1975) to divide them 
into a nunber of species are not thought to be entirely satisfactory. 

• , 

Petrushevskayl (1975) distinguished individuals which were widest 
at the fourth segaent (8. australis) and those which attained maxiMUM shell 
breadth It the fifth or six segment (8. luritus). Unfortunately, IIIIny 
individuals are so nearly cylindricll~hlt it is often ble to IIIIke 
this distinction with certainty. It is, however, true thlt in younger sedi
llents (Pl1ocene to Recent) there tend to be IIOre decidedly conical specillll!ns 
Ind this 1lIIY indeed be a useful intrlspecific vlriation, but too vague 
for specific distinction. The present author hiS att~ted to subdivide 
the group on the basis of nUllber of pore rows per segaent, but there are too 

Plate 27, figures 2a-~ 
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( group 

many transitional forlS for this to be a reliable division. Caulet (1971) 
tried a si.ilar subdivision. but he also had SOMe Misgivings about the 
va1fdity of such a division. There is. however. a tendency for there to 
be IIOre i ndivi dua 15 wi th a SIIa 11 er nUllber of pore rows per seglllent in 
younger sedi_nts. 

"A few individuals ..tIich are markedly wider and shorter have been 
observed. but are too rare in the present material for an adequate descrip
tion. A good exuple of such a fo~ is shown in Petrushevskaya and Kozlova. 
1972. p1. 24. fig. 19 and has been called by tha Botralstrobus 1fthobotrys 
Haeckel. A nUllber of additional n~s and references lch NY refer to 
this Salle fonn are 1fsted below: 

• 1872a. p. 291; 1872b. p1. 4. fig. 20 . 
• Haeckel. 1887. p. 1502; Petrushevskaya. 1967. 

figs. I . 

• 
p1. 81. figs. I-IV. 

Haeckel. 1887. p. 1475. pl. 79. fig. 17. 
Haeckel. 1887. p. 1475. pl. 79. figs. 18. 19; 

• p. 143. pl. 73. figs. IV-VI; pl. 80. figs. VI; 

"There is one other closely related fonn which is also generally 
shorter and broader with very regular transverse pore rows and a thinner 
shell wall. Again this species is not adequately represented in the present 
.aterial. but has been well illustrated and described by Caulet (1971. 1974) 
and has the following s~: 

seriatus Jorgensen. in Gran. 1902. p. 150. 
~~= seriatus (Jorgensen). Jorgensen. 1905. p. 140. p1. 18. figs. 102-104. 

seriatUM (Jorgensen). taulet. 1971. p. 4. pl. 1. figs. 1-5; pl. 2 • 
• 2. 

(Jorgensen). Caulet. 1974. p. 236. pl. X. figs. 1. 2. 

Finally. another fo~ which is .ore sinuous in out1fne has been observed 
rarely and NY constitute a separate species." (fro", Nigrini. 1977). 

2. For a .ore co.plete synoni~ see Nigrini. 1977. 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Sachs. 1973. 19N (Lithostrobus (1) seriatus Haeckel); 
"Scattered. but tends toward SE sector. Mlxi_ abUndance less than 51. 
and loads slightly onto bottOlll-influenced factor. which is .ost developed 
in the SE." 

2. Mo1fna-Cruz. 1975. Code N18 
Lithostrobus (1) 1 and n 
factor analysis ages; x 10 for percent 
N18 at each station." •.• !IOstly abundant in IMters of equatorial upwelling 
(d!.cl'gence)." 
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corbula (Hartfng) 

lithocaape corbula Harting. 1863. p. 12. pl. 1. fig. 21 
SiphocaaVC cor6Ula (Harting). Nigrini. 1967. p. 85. pl. 8. fig. 5; pl. 9. fig. 3 
Phonaost choartus corbula (Harting). Nigrini. 1977. p. 252. pl. 1. fig. 10 

DESCRIPTION 

"Shell thin-.alled. slDOth. subcylindr1cal. consisting of 4 segments 
of which the fourth is the broadest. Cephalis approxilliltely spherical with 
a ~ll-developed. poreless [vertica]] tubule which curves downwards so as 
to lie close to the thorax; nUDerous subcircular pores; no apical horn. 
Collar stricture indistinct. 

"Thorax short. truncate conical. with circular to subc1rcular pores 
arranged approxilliltely in transverse rows. lUibar and post-lumbar str1ctures 
distinct. 

"Abdollen annular. SOIIeWhat longer than thorax. Pores 511111. subcircular 
to squarish. arranged in 5-8 regular closely spaced transverse rows. 

"Fourth seglent 2-4 ti~s as long as abd~n; pores si.ilar in size 
and shape to those on in 9-17 transverse rows. Segllll!nt tapers 
s119htly distally and ends in a generally poreless peri stole. Tennination 
SIDOth." (fra. Nigrini. 1967). 

DIMENSIOHS 

"Total length 130-165u; IIilxi~ breadth 65-75u. Neasureleftts given 
by Nigrini (1967) have a greater range for both length and breadth." (frOM 
Nigrini. 1977). 

REMARKS 

• 

1. For a .ore ca.plete synon~ see Nigrini. 1977. 

2. Benson's (1966) description and d1-ensions of this sp~cies 
(Siphoca!pi~ cf. polyzona Haeckel in Benson. p. 513) are consistent with 
the abOve. 

Plate 27. figure 3 
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Phonllostichoartus corbula (Harting) 

RECENT DISTRIBUTION 

1. Benson, 1966 
cosmopolitan in the 

ium cf. r01YZOna); " ... rare but nearly 
a Ii. 

2. Nigrini, 1967 fig. 45 (Siphoc~Hpe corbula) 
- S. is sparsely distributed in 

" 
e 

, ng n somewhat greater numbers (up to 3% of the described 
population) in the former." 

3. Nigrini, 1970, fig. 36 (SjphOC~e corbula); belongs to a tropical 
assemblage derived by recurrent group aOi:ysis of North Pacific samples, 
but the species does range as far north as 400N in the western Pacific. 

4. Molina-Cruz, 1975, Code N32 (Siphoc~e corbula); used in factor 
analysis of southeast Pacific assemblages; c~APpendix 10 for percent N32 
at each station. 
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Botryocyrt1s scutum (Harting) 

HaliOllllll scutUIII Harting. 1863. p. 11. p1. 1. fig. 18 
Botryocyrtis scutUIII (Harting). Nigrini. 1967. p. 52. pl. 6. figs. la-lc 

DESCRIPTION 

"Cephalis tri- or quadrilobate: (1) heavy central lobe (A) directly 
over collar pores; (2) large lobe (B) on the dorsal side of A; (3) usually 
indistinct lobe (D) on the ventral side of A; and (4) in many specimens there 
appears to be a small. inconspicuous lobe (C) beneath and slightly lateral to 
B. Petrushevskaya (1964) figured this fourth lobe beneath and slightly lateral 
to lobe D. and in SOllIe specilllE!ns this appears to be so. but usually lobe C 
cannot be distinguished either dorsally or ventrally. Possibly the spongy 
sheath surroundin9 the entire shell gives the illusion of a fourth lobe. There 
are 2 large pores at the base of lobe B. leading to the thoracic cavity. 
Details of the structure of lobes C and D could not be determined. All lobes 
with numerous small subcircular to subangular pores. 

"Thorax short. lenticular in cross section. somewhat inflated. with 
relatively large subangular pores. Lumbar stricture not pronounced externally. 
but marked internally by a septal ring. 

"In some specimens there is an abdOllen. similar to the thorax. and then a 
fourth segment of varying length and having smaller pores. In other speci-
mens. the "abdominal " is missing. and the small-pored segment adjoins 
the thorax. Mouth usua ly wide open or only slightly constricted, with a 
ragged termination. 

"Entire shell surrounded by a sheath of spongy material. Particularly 
spongy specimens have a tubelike pr:)tuberance near the lumbar stricture 
(Petrushevskaya (1964) figured it near the collar stricture). but this feature 
is not constant. and. therefore. the species is not treated as a tubed Botryoid." 
(from Nigrini. 1967). 

"Total length 8l-l28~. Maximum breadth 54-81~." (from Nigrini. 1967). 

REMARKS 

1 • For a more and taxonomic discussion see Nigrini, 1967. 

2. Benson's 
:pecies 
Benson's 

(1966) description. di.ensions and detailed diagram of this 
sp.in Benson. p. 345) are consistent with the above. 
cf. is not the same as B. scutum herein. 

Plate 28, figures l •• b 
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8otryocyrth scutllll (Harting) 

1. Benson. 1966 (80tryoexle sp); "This species is very rare in the 
Gulf [of California] but is t e .:1st abundant of the four cannobotryd 

ies present. It is generally confined to the southern part of the Gulf .•• 
It is. therefore. a species with greater affinity for oceanic than for 
Gu 1f .. aters.· 

2. Nigrini. 1967. fig. 28; " -
fairly abundant in low latitudes. 
to 1 percent to 2 percent of the described population. and south of 
the species is practically absent. It appears to be a reliable and poten
tially useful III!IIIber of the low latitude asselllblage." 

3. Nigrini. 1970. fig. 30; belongs to a tropical asselllblage derived 
by recurrent group analysis of North Pacific samples. but the species does 
range as far north as 400N in the western and central Pacific. 

4. Molina-Cruz. 1975. Code N19; used in factor analysis of southeast 
Pacific asseMblages; cf. Appendix 10 for percent N19 at each station. 

, 

• 
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"'-. b P'U,IC/J'""", "P. OS ~loP (4) 11t' 1' . l~b--:4 ·W., 
Muu',", 1971 , pl. 13 • ...,. . ... 7 I/.lie hil(1lri",,,, ",j..,hm "'''J. , . 
." 13J, 
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PLATE ~4 -
I rltt';K'ul.\P"" "'",wlln t Popof'~k)). BAN7..ARE Slalt(Jft ~ 

''''"28'S. 1I .... ~9·1.1 010«1<1 . I~. pl. 4. fit 4. < lB. 
2 ... b TItl'''"jC ul'pl'" tlu. j,;U"" (F..h,~nbt_r.'. SA 'ZARE SUllioo 

94 'M" 8'S. 1 "',,'E, II_I. I~. pl. 4 . .... J . ) 
.( ~J). 

la. b &~ ,rIiJi"m " rllmillu/.", tEhnntocra'. " lSI)A 114G 
0 .. ""'S. 6>_ 24'E), " ·1022. SnIt"tCk 'tuwum (Cam
brMletJ No lI~d. mouth COlblnclW. b. \ISS MG " 
""S. W 4"E/. A·S""). S<dp-I.:k !\Iv'nom .CambriolF' 

o. ",.1. """,'h ..... _n. N.."ni. 1 ... 7. pl . • • ft". 
It.. b. A 23). 

..... b E"cHtiJillm 1t,..xUj(iHlU'''''' Haretrl . .:. . MS!': J9G t I .. _2'5. 
101 1.5 ' £) "'·13112 . SC'~"fCk Mu,"""m ICOImhntJ,r1 '0. 
tUb.) . mouth cor.slrklN. b. 'ISS J4(j 111"lI'S . lIP' 
n ' E .. A·NJO(J. SNa-K'k Mu~um ICOIm""', No. JUj 2: 
moulh ".de ~n. N.,nnl. I~ . pI. M. tip . ..... b . • ,233. 

~ .. . b U'.''f"'''Pt' 'p. ~ . LSDA 13: ' ;" 'S. ,,: 24' 1:,. A·~6'0. 
St1Ia .. "k Mu!tC'um ICambrklp'1 Nt.' ~Cft . I . mouth con· 
~Irkled b. MSN biG 131'44'S. 71 4~ ·E .. 8 · .... 3 II. Xd" 
,u:k \tuoot'Um tCam~1 '30. M~3. 1. mouth "".« uprn 
'Iarlnl. 1~7. pl. 8. ti ... 601. b ~ :!JJ. 
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An",,,, ,,,,J,II_,,, .opIei,,.,,.,. IEhr.:n·"" VE"A IVo-INC 
II:! ,:.a'S. 8:!OI ' E I. 8 ·Rj"J. SnlI'''f;~ )tu~m to.m· 
~I ~u. NM. I. N.,ml. ''''7. pi, ft . ... J. -, !B. 
A", •• JIC,""iJi"", :MIII/" .. ".,ri, "", ,EM".,.,. MSN 34G 
I" ... ·S. 1000U'fi . ~Stll!: SaIp~k Muwvm cC:am-
bndp:. '0 .......... ~..,.N . ..... ,. pl . ........ 4. , !JJ. 
A"J,.,. "rla", II""''''''''''' Itu 'J"' .... n~"' . AnUlKIti: W'li •• 
jjknh. HOI), • • ,,.,. pl. 1 . .... : . ~ !15 

Lump""0.-1." ,"urit"li, mu,i,"/;' Ha«kel. MSN ~ 
ltu.MrS. woo' F. •. B-(j!", 1. Sc- ", .. icL Muwvm ,Cam· 
."... ~u. "~L!. Stpinl. 1%7. rl. 1. fit ~ . .... !JJ. 
Luntpr.-r.-,14, "",,;,.,/1.1 Hacd:C'1 f'OI'JHKU ~"'nl. MS~ 
.wG 11!"2:!'S. 101 1~· EI . "·J" I l. SNpK:L \'uwum 
lC .. ~f ","0. l&o6b.4 IhoIo')pt_ Nipini. 1%7. pi, 7. 
fiJ ~ . ,~3. 

" '--"",pr ... " I." muril l/u Hattatcl ..,.""" .1_", isrint. RIS 
1;,(; ,'I'''7·S. ~I n ·wl. 4-7 <m. A·F.A~ I. USNM '110. 
M.JlIJ.lt ....... IIl<I. Nittino. 1'11011. pl. I. lis. 9 . .< !3.1. 

j LI",,,,.,,. uti .• ItfJtri":t1 ,CookU. "I~ ~f'I(j l't-U7 S. " 1·32 'A' •• 
+- em. A·1)47". U!) . ' t ' u. b~JU1'f. , ..... nt. I"". pl. 
I. fi,. 5;, • !lJ. 
LI",p,,-,. "liJ to:' hOInn;p cC .... 'i"bt1l .. ~ Cbrkl DSOP 
17 }- I· ~ t .J9"~' ~ . 125"27·W •• 1iI.!-I em. SL 1.1. OM ;I. KII"I . 
I~ ) . pi ~. lit. I!. , 1)). 
,.,,.,.N""" ."""·'fl'; CHard,rh. 1l;~O\ocf} ~I'" .1 Jot'S. 
.u H 'E •. A·~!~'U. ~"K:1t. Mu~um ICambrkllC" 'In. 
*"-1.3. Ni";ni. 1 ... 7. pi :. fiS. 4a • • ~3. 

In P''''')f-''''u m;,."htwu.r (Sistin" , RIS .w; e901'S . 'U· 
)!·WI. 4-7 em. " ·13 3. S'I!oI '110 .... 0033 '''' .... 111<1. 
1'1, ..... I ...... pl. I. lis. M • .< !.IJ. 

II:. . b P,,.mH,,.n :'UIf' /"'h 1\ll!dko. OS ~IOP C·U .b·N. 
'~""1;1 ·WI. Moorr. 197 .. . pl. lb. filS 3 ... (",,,,,,,,"',, 
:.u"cI",o t • .ot 13J. 
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PLATE 2" 

Slit-Ito"m,.", h;"(~If' Hat.'4'kcl. .. VS-R·bOh t:4·2C).~ · N. 

I{""'.O' WI. .1-5 em. EI7 ••. dl""" .i<,,' b VS-R·M~ 
(24°4S ... ·N. 1(M'13.3'W) , 1-3 r.:m GUIO. lett 1~lcr",1 view. 
Ben_. 19116. pl. :!'l. 8" 1.2. , 2)). 

1111'01"'" ,lti"", "ud,,.U,.,,. ,rarlt,.Ii"", (Ehtcnbcr.,. 
MSN4IIGa I IO'){I'S. W·UU' EI. C·T2f>'4. s..Jc"kk Mus<um 
ICOlmlvidac1 o. tI~I.: . NilJini. 1967. pl. '0 ti,_ 2. )( 23.1 . 

• 

lao b 

-
'"'''N''''' l/ti"", "ac'It,·';"", t Ehrt:nbtra' lliunnm' I "*,,=kch. 
• . LSDAI24G I) .... ·S. ~ •• 4·EI. A·S)~O. s..Jcwkk 
Mu.wm IC.ml>ri<Jj!C1 '10. ""'.7. b. MSNhlG 0 7< ... ·S. 
71·4!'E,. B·Wl1 . Xd,v.h:k Mu~um tCam""', Nu. 
"'l.! . Nipini. 19f.7 . pl . N. fi.~ . III. b. "' !Jl. 
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PLATE 27 

I 8""wu",".", IU,,,U.,If,,rh f Iblll:),.. DSDP 778·2·~ \I~ 
:".~ ' NI. Ill' Il .7'W,. A·Vl4Jl. S I"ini. 1977, pl. I. fill · I 
I\. ~)) . 

2M R,'/"IJ,"'Hh:J """"Ij'u,,5,,ul'-' I Ehrfnbcrcl 1f\l"P a. 
USOP 778· 2·2 100'Z8.9' N, IJJ' Il .7'WI. A·V""I. .",lieal 
,hell'KlIIinc:. b. DSDP 77B·8·' II)O":8.9' N, )))' 1l.70'Wl, 
A.Nl~'J . ~ltJt porC'k~", inlc~.mcnlaJ ~nds. c. DSDP 

) 

778. )$·2 100':8.9' N. ll)' IJ .7'W), A·02O!4. NI,nni, 1977, 
pl. I . fi,s . 2-$ . • 2ll . 
Plw,mflstldwu,''''( rl.,,""'a (HaninaJ, MSN 40 G. t 10-
30'S, 9"'OO' EI. B·E2lJO. ScoI&wick Mu<cum IC.mbrl~ .. ) 
No. '~. 1. Nipinl. 19tI,7. pl . H. fi • . $ tSIp4(Jc'u,"pr ('or

b,,,u). x 1lJ. 
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h,... II.II,,,H " ,h UN'''''' IHan,,,,,. a ".~ ... ver) , 1i.N I:: ,W 'S. 
.. " ' h 11·1(:<111 ..... df .. k:~ Mu..-um 1('.0110,,,,,1 N .. 
JlltI.I. .. uti one f'O', ·,th""oI4' lf; ~.mcnl ... MSN4OC.i .. " 

--
J(J·S. W-OO'Et , " ·11:<11) . s.~.~o<~ Mu .. um I".mbt,d,.t 

o. M~ I I . ",,"11 hhJ """'·Itk""-.K' I~ ~.mtnh Nlp"n,. 1""' . 
pl. It. fl" I~ . b . ... !Jl 
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ACAMTMODEIMIIDAE. GIM. IT .,. INDET .• Mit 
ACAMTMOI'MAEIA ELLI'TICA. I'l 
ACIOI'HAEIA FLAMMAIUHDA. III 
ACTIHOMETTA. 12l 
ACTIHOMMA. 12l. 1121 
ACTIHOMMA AHTAICTICUM. 12l. Ill. lat. Ill. Ila. 'L.3. 

FIGI. lA.II.2A.aI.3 
AICADO'MOIUM. 823. 12'. S2,. Sll. !3~. 'L. 3. FIG. 4 
HAVII. 823. III 
LE'TODEIMUM. 123. IlS. 'L. 3. FIG. 7 
MEDIAHUM. 123. 12'. 127. S2'. 130. 111. 'L.3. FIGS . S.' 
I' . • 135. 13'. 84' 
I' . CIOU' AFF. NEXACONTIUM AIACHNOIDALI. 133 
.". I. 116 

AM'HICIAI'EDUM WYYILLIAHUM. 17'. 177 
U'HUHO'ALUM YPalLOH. In. lIS. 'L. 10. FIGS. lA-I 

YUCHOUI. 87' 
wunoUI. 87' 

AM'HII'HAEIA. 157 
U'HII'UlI COIUU. HU. HI4 

IETICULATA. H13. HI4 
IUIQUADIATA. M21. M22 

AHDIOCYCLAI. H71 
AMDIOCYCLAI GAM'HOHYCHA. Ill. 'L . 25. FIG. l 
AHOMALACANTHA. 137 
AHOMALACAMTHA DEHTATA. lll. 'L. 4. FIG. 4 
UTUCTlIU DEMTICULATA. Il. MS. H'. M7. 'L . tI. FIGS. lA. I 

ITULleO¥!. H3. U. 'L . tI. FIGS . IA.I 
AMTHOCYITIDIUM CINE.AIIA. H'7. H'I. H'I 

O'N IUN". Mlo. • H". 'L. as. FIG. 1 
OXycE'HALUI. H" 
ZANGUEIAllcUM. H'7. H'I. !i2. 'L. 25. FIG. 2 

AHTHOCYITII O'NIIEHIII. H'7 
ZAMGUEIAIICA. N" 

AICHIDIICUI. 110S 
AITOITIOIIUM MIIALEITEHIE, HI2 
UIPIUNUM. 157 
AXO'IUHUM AHCELIHUM. HI2 

I" .• 1st 
IUUUXOMIUM. 134. W. 174. 'L. 7. Fila . 2.3 

10TIYOCYITII CF. CA'UT-IEI'ENTII. HIOS 
ICUTUM. • 'L. 21. FIGI. lA.1 

10TIYOITI.IUI AIUI • 1lJ. 'L. 27. FIG. I 
AUlnus. HIOI 
AUIITUI/AUITIALII GIOU'. NIII. 'L.27. FICI.2A-D 
AUITIAL II. N lot 
LITHOIOTIYI. MI02 
InIATUI. HI02 



80TRVOPVlE SP . • H105. H106 

CAlOCVClAS AMICAE. N'3. H'4. N'8 
HAHNAl. N83 

CARPOCANARIUM. H27 
CARPOCANARIUM PAPlllOSUM ;ROUP. N27. Pl . 21. Fl; . 3 

SPP . • N27 
CARPOCANISTRUM SP . A. H24. N25. Pl . 21. FI; . 2 

SPP . . !!il. PL. 21. FlU . lA-C 
CARPOCANIUM CAlVCOTHES. H27 

PETAlOSPVRIS. N23. N24 
SP . • M25. H26 
SP . A. N24. N25 
SPP . . N23. N24 

CENOSPHAERA. S41 
CEMOSPHAERA CORONATA. 112. 

CRlST~TA. W. 
SPP . • 143. Pl . 

CERATOSPVRIS AN;UlATA. HI' 

Pl . 4. FI;. 1 
Pl . 4. FI;I . 2A.I 
4. FJ;I . 3A-0 

10RULlS. 1I1. Pl. n. FI;S . 1A-0 
HVPERIOIU. H20 
PEMTA;OMA. N15 
POLV;OHA. H15. H16 
SP . . H15. Nli 

CHOENICOSPHAEIA FlAMMAIUNOA. S13 
MURIAVANA. S17. S18 

CLAOOCOCCUS AaUATICUS. S25 
lVCHNOIPH . ERA. S37 

ClATHROCVClAS. H54. N57 
ClATHROCVClAS AHTEIICORNIS. N54 

IICORNJI. MS4 
COllOSPHAEIA SpINOlA. I.' 

TUIERO ... !!. Pl . 1. FI;. 1 
COHARACNNIUM NI;RIHIAE. N81. N82 

1 SP . • Nil. N82 
COROCAlVPTRA A;NESAE. N51 

CERYUS. N54 
CORNUTELlA OITUSA. N27 
CROMVECHIHUS. S23 

-

CROMVECHIHUS AHTAICTICA. S127. S128. S12' 
10RUllS. lUI 

CIOMVONMA. 123 
CVClAOOPHOIA. H51 
CVClAOOPHOIA 1 COIHUTA. H51 

OAYIIIAHA. H5 •• H55. H57. H5'. H60 
OAYISIAHA YAI COIHUTOIOES. H58. H5' 
OAYIIIAHA YAI SERElOIOEI. N51 
TUUUU. H51 

CVClASTPUR 1 IP .• 1'1 
CVF H' ~ JOIUM COIOHATUR. 153 

OEINOSpVIII (1) HAVII. H17 

• 
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DICTYASTRUH. 57'. 511 
DICTYASTRUH AH'ULATUH. 51' 
DICTYOCEPHALUS IER'OHTIAHUI. N27 

PAPILLOIUS. H27. H21 
DICTYOCORYNE. 17'. '10. SII. SI7 
DlCTYOCOI\'HE PROFUNDA. '". W. PL. 12. FI' . 1 

CF . TIUHCATUH. SI' 
TIUNCATUH. SID. 'II. '17. I.'. PL . 12. FI'S.2A.I 
SP .• S" 

DICTYOCIYPHALUI. H27 
DICTYOCIYPHALUS PAPILLOIUS. H27. N21 
DICTYOPHIHUI CIlSlAE. U3. PL . 22. FlU . lA.1 

HIIUNDO 'ROUP. ~. PL . 22. FI'S. 2.3A.31.4 
INFAIIICATUS. 111. N4'. NSO. PL. 22 FI' . 5 
'P. AFF. D. HIIUHDO. HIS 

DICTYOPODIUH TIILOIUH. H4S 
DICTYOSPYIII IETICULATA. N13 
DIPLOCYCLAS. NS7 
DIPLOCYCLA' .ICOIONA. NS. 

SP . AFF. D .• ICOIONA 'ROUP. NS. 
DIPLOPLE'HA (1) AIUATICA. 125 

IANZAIE. S31. S32 
DISCOPYLE 1 SP .• 1121. SI31 
DISCOSPIIA. SI05 
DISOLENIA CF. YARIAIILIS. S3. 54 

IUADUTA.!1. $5. 56. 57. PL . I. FI' . 2 
IP . • 54. 56 
ZAH'UEIAUCA. 54. • PL . I. FI'. 3 

DORCADOSP'RIS PENTACOHA. HIS 
DIUPPATRACTUS ACIUILONARIS. S57 

ECHINOHHA. S23 
ECHI.Oft~ ~EPTODERHUH. S33. 534. 535 

~1' . • 533 
EUCEPHIYPHALU5 AGNESAE. N51 
EUCHITONIA. S7'. S'O 
EUCHITONIA CF. ECHINATA. SID. 1'0 

CF . E . TIIAHGULUN. SI' 
CF. FURCATA. SIS 

. - ..... " ElECAHS. "0 . W. '16. "D. PL . II • FIC' . IA.I 
FUICATA. SID. '13. 514. !!J. "D. PL. II. FIGI . 2A.I 
NULLEII. SIS. 51' 
SP . . '10. SI4 
'PP . • 114 
TlIAHGULUH. S., 

EUCOIOHI' AHCULATA. HII 
EUCYlflDIUN ACUNINATUN liJ. PL. 24. FIG'. 3A.I 

AIUILOHARIS. N" 
DICTYOPODIUN. N'3 
EUPOIUN. HI02 
HElTIIIGIJ. NIS 
HEXACOHATUH. !i}. PL . 24. FICI 4A.' 

• 



EUCVITIDIUII PAPILLOIUII. N27 
IElUTUI. Nl02 
TlACHILIUI. Nn 
TUIIUULUII. N" 
ZAIIC LUUII. 1119 

EUIVIIIICIUII IIPHOIIOITOIIA. 11'3. H'4 

FLUITIELLA. 1105 
FLUITIELLA COIICEIITIICA. 1105 

GIIAFFOIPVIII ANGULATA. !Jj. PL . 1'. FIGI. 2A-D. 3A. 3. 
AHNULIIPINA. Ntl 
ClleUIIFLEXA. Hll 
DUICIIOI. N11 
LATEIIIPINA. Nil 

HALICALV'TIA. NS' 
HALICALV'TIA 1 COINUTA. NS4. NS' 
HALIOIIIIA ICUTUII. 11105 
NELIODIICUI AITEllleUI. 111. PL . ,. FIGI. 1.2 

ECIIJlItICUI. 174 
I" .• 174 

HELOTIIOLUI HIITIICOIA. 127. 112. "' 
HETEIACAIITHA. 137 
HETEIACAIITHA DEIITATA. 137 
HEXACOIITIUII CF. HEIICLITI. 133 

CF. HETEIACAIITHA. 133 
EIITACAIITNUII. 545 
EIITHACAIITIIUII. 135. 53'. !!1. 147. 14'. 'L.S. FIGI.1A •• 
LAEYIGATUII. 14'. l!1. PL. S. FIGI . 2A •• 
I" .• 146 

IIEU'VLI DODECAHTHA. lUI. 1122 
I" .• 1121. 'L.l'. FIGS. lA-C 

IIVIIEIIIAITIUII. 17'. 1'1 
IIVIIEHUnlUII EUCLIDIS. 111. W. PL. 12. FIG . 3 

ICOIL L UII I. 517 

LAII'IOCVCLAI. 1171. 1173 
LAII'IOCVCLAI IIETEIO'OIUI. 1171. 1173 

JUHOHII. 11'3. "'4 
IIAtITALII. 1175. 117'. "'0 
IIAtlTALl1 IIAIITALII. 1173. !ZJ. 1177. 117'. "'3. 'L.2S. FIG . 4 
IIAtlTALl1 'OLVPOtA. 1173. 117'. !l!. 117'. "'0. 'L.2S. FIG .S 
IIAtlTALl1 YEIITIICOSA. 1173. 117'. 1l1. 'L . 2S. FIG . ' 
IIUPTULII. 1173 

LAII,tOCVtTII. 1173 
LAII,tOCVtTII (1) IIAIlIIAI. 1173. 117'. "'3. PL . 25. FIG . , 

IIAVII. 1173. "'1. 11'2 
NETEIO'OtUI. 1171. 1173 
IIIGtIIlJU. 1173. .'L . 25. i IC . 7 

LAICOPVU IUTICHLII. lUI. PL. 17. ICS. lA.' 
IP .• 1131. 1132 



LAICOSPIIA OUAOIANGULA. S133. PL . 17. FIG . 2 
LIIIOSPVIIS CLATHIATA. H13 

• GLOIOSA. H13 
NUTUARtA. H13 
OYALIS. H13 
UTICUUTA. I!ll. PL . It. FICa . lA.I 

LJTHUIUI UHOI. SIn. PL . 17. FIGS . 3.U.4I 
HAUTILOIDES. SIJ7. PL.17. FIG . 5 
$P .• S137 
SPIIALtS. Sl37 

LITHOIOTIVS ? OEHTICULATA. HI 
LITHOCAHPE ACUNINATUH, H'l 

AUllTA, NIOI 
AUSTRALE, Hl0l 
CORlUU, HIOJ 
EUPOIA, Hl02 

• 
SP . , Hn, PL .24, FIGS. 5A,1 

LITHOPILIUM. H74 
LITHOSTIOIUI 10TIVOCVITIS, Hl02 

LITHOIOTIVI, HI02 
SEIIATUS, Hl0l, Nl02 

LOPHOIPVIIS PENTAGONA PENTAGONA, ~, PL. 1', FIG . 5 
PENTAGONA OUAOIIFOIIS, N15 

LVCHHOCAHIUN PIAETEXTUM. H41 

OCTOPVLE STENOZONA, S123, S12', PL . I', FIGS . 2A,1 
ONMATAITUS TETIATHALANUS COIONATUS, S4', 150, lSI, S53, 

TETIATHALANUS TETIATHALAMUS. 14'. S54, PL.'. 
ONMATOOISCUS SP . • S107. S101. S10' 

$P. A. SlOl 
SP . I. S110 

ONNATOCIAMNA. 55' 
OMMATOCIAMNA OUNITIICA. S'I 

DUNJTIICAI. Sst. W. US. PL . I, FIG . I 
DUN JTllk JJ. S6l 
HAYICULARE. Sst 

OToSPHAEaA AURICULATA. S7. S10. PL . I. FIC . 4 
POLYMORPHA. 51. U. PL. 1. FIG . 5 

PANAITUS TETIATHALANUS COIOHATUS. S4'. S53 
TETIATHALAMUS. S4'. S50 
TETIATHALAHUS TETIATHALAHUS. 14', S53 

PERICHLAHVDIUH. Sill 
PERICHLAHVDIUM paAETExTUN. Sill 
PEIICHLAMYDIUM VEHUSTUM. Sll' 

• 

PL.'. FIGS.2A.I 
FIGS.1A-D 

PEaIP'RA"IS CIICU"TExTA. H2'. H31. H32. PL . 21. FIGS . 4A.I 
PEIONELISSA DEHTICULATA. H2. H5 
PHOaNOCYRTII FATUOIA. HIS. HI' 
PHO'MOSP"II ANTAICTICA. HI7 

IUIILIS ANTARCTICA. !11. PL. 20. FIGS . lA-D 
lUll LIS ICAPHIPES. W, PL. 20. FIGS . U-D 

PHOINOSTICHoAaTUS CORIULA. HIOJ. PL . 27. FIG . 3 



PHORTI CI UN PYLOH IUN. S13'. S 1.0 
PLECTOFVIANIS OOOECONNA. H30. H31. PL. 21. FIC . 5 
PLECNOSPHAER. CHURCHI. 527 
POLVSOLEHI •• IKTIOS. llJ. 513. PL. 2. FIC . 1 

FLANNAIUHO •• ill. Sl'. PL . 2. FIC . 2 
LAPPACU. 51 •• W. PL. 2. FICS . lA •• 
NURIAVAHA. ill. PL. 2. FICS . •••• 
SPINOSA. Sll. S13. 515. W. PL . 2. FlC . 5 
SPP . • 511. 51 •• 51' 

POIOOISCUS. 1'7. 5". 5105. 510' 
POROOISCUS COHCEHTRIC •• 5105 

CONNUHIS. SlO5 
HUESSLIHII. SI05 
SUPLEX. 1105 
SP . A • S 10 5. I 107. 5 11 O. Pl . 14. F I CI. l. 2A. 2 I 
(?) IP .•• 1105. 110 •• 110'. Pl. 14. FICI . 3.4 

PRUHOPVlE AHTAICTICA. 123. 1127. Pl . 1'. FIC . 4 
PTUACTII. In 
PTEI.CTIS ELECAHS. 1.3. 
PTEIOCAHIUN .ICOIHE. H4' 

EUeOLPUII. M43 
CIAHOIPORUI. !!l. PL . 23. FIC. 5 
kOROTHEYI. H3'. Pl. 23. FICI . IA •• 
PIAETEXTUII. H41. H45. H'. 
PIAETEXTUII EueOlPUII. H42. !!l. PL . 23. FIC. 3 
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